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Abstract
Dynamical systems have been of interest to biologists and mathematicians alike. Many
processes in biology lend themselves to dynamical study. Movement, change, and response
to stimuli are dynamical characteristics that dene what is 'alive'. A scientic relationship
between these two elds is therefore natural.
In this thesis, I describe how my PhD research variously related to biological, mathematical, and computational problems in cell biology. In chapter 1 I introduce some of the
current problems in the eld. In chapter 2, my mathematical model of rey luciferase

in

vivo shows the importance of dynamical models to understand systems. Data originally
collected by other researchers led to apparently straight-forward conclusions based on experimental techniques. However, this is contradicted once a dynamical model is applied to
the system. I show that interpretation of data that comes as a snapshot of a dynamical
system is a dynamical modeling problem, even if one can t a nice linear regression to that
data.
In chapters 2 and 3 I demonstrate the value of added complexity to mathematical
models in rey luciferase. Usually, a simple solution is considered best, but this may leave
information behind. By expressing the simplied Michaelis-Menten model as a system of
dierential equations we are able to get valuable parameter estimates. These parameter
estimates would be otherwise costly. In addition, the model allows us to quantify trends
in the data that are visible but not interpretable by scientists without a mathematical
framework.
In chapter 4, a problem without experimental data is tackled regarding the plant cell
cycle and its switch to endoreplication. In this case, much tedious hand-tting is required
to answer the research questions. Using this technique I was able to address biological
questions, understand the validity of the model and the biological assumptions that went
into that model. In chapter 5 I motivated the further development of educational tools to
disseminate modeling and computational techniques to biologists. This type of training is
vi

necessary for the future of the eld.

vii

Chapter 1. Mathematical Modeling in Cell Biology
1.1

Utility of Mathematical Models in Cell Biology
Traditionally, biologists concern themselves with understanding how a particular com-

ponent or phenomena occurs. Meanwhile, mathematicians develop "nice" equations that
lend themselves to analytical study. At some point during the biological modeling process,
an abstraction of a component is appropriate. However, given the large amount and variety of data at the biologists' disposal, the need for complex, nonlinear dynamic models
arises. These models have their own set of challenges, more computational in nature rather
than mathematical. Large, complex models that describe the large, complex dynamical
systems that today's biologist can study require the use of computational techniques to
handle the large number of unknown parameters. Even in cases where the parameters are
known, thanks to previous experiments, there is a multitude of variation due to experimental design that can make these experimentally-determined parameters another part of the
computational problem. In some cases, no data at all are available, but from decades of
study and expertise, biologists know a great deal about how the system performs. Mathematical modeling and its partner, computational biology, are tools that serve to address
these problems.
Mathematical biology techniques have been used at all scales of biology, from the
molecular level to the population level. However, mathematical cell biology is particularly
intriguing as it is the smallest unit that displays all the qualities of life [46]. Organisms
engage in complex behavior at the cellular level, including reproduction, communication,
signaling transduction, and organization [46]. These behaviors are comprised of a multitude
of components, each purportedly with their own role to play. Mathematical models can
help take cell biology from understanding individual components, and their roles within the
many cellular systems, to understanding how the component networks are able to transmit
signals and respond to stimuli [45]. Mathematical models are useful to generate hypotheses
about these systems and enhance inference from the available data [12, 37].
1

Many of the components within a cellular network may be involved in multiple of these
complex behaviors that tell us a cell is alive. These complex behaviors of the cell often
include negative and positive feedback loops, in addition to other properties such as logic
gates, switches, and oscillations [16, 45]. Indeed, systems that contain both negative and
positive feedback loops have been shown via mathematical modeling to be more robust to
changes [1]. Such observations lend themselves to considering the possible evolution of these
complex networks. Thus, mathematical cell biology also lends itself to newer questions of
cellular ecology and evolution [46].
Ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) are typically used to describe dynamical cellular
systems, such as signaling cascades or biochemical reaction networks [38]. Most of the
complex cellular behavior that has been studied in the past can be expressed in terms
of protein interactions and biochemical reactions. ODEs model how system components
change over time, and how biological signals shift from one area to another. Mathematical
models should be used in the experimental design process to successfully answer biological
questions [12]. Large, exhaustive datasets are increasingly collected in the eld of cell
biology that may inform future research with mathematical modeling [45]. However, this
is easier said than done, for the typical cell biologist.
Often, simple models are attractive but ineective at describing dynamical biological
systems [16]. In order to properly answer a biological question with a mathematical model,
data source, experimental design, and a gamut of modeling techniques need to be considered. Analysis of cell biology data is thus inherently multidisciplinary. Experts in the
eld note that biology has been interdisciplinary for a long time now - math and computer
science merely are the newest additions [16]. It is therefore important for cell biologists to
understand the process to successfully develop a mathematical model.

1.2

Making a Mathematical Model
Often modeling a system is an afterthought for a biologist. Perhaps they want to apply

for a grant, or give their paper some extra interest. However, the proper development of a
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mathematical model requires communication with the modeler about the model throughout
the experimental process [3,38,54]. Here I present the method to developing a mathematical
model in cell biology.

Identify the Research Question
If the process is already well known, there is no reason to develop a model. If the
process is unknown, there is no way to develop a model. A model's formulation is highly
dependent on exactly what the biological question is. Models should be useful [54].
Dynamical models answer dynamical questions. If the research question is not with
respect to how a component or system changes, then a completely dierent approach is
needed, both experimentally and mathematically. The research question also allows the
modeler to understand what is already known about this system. Mathematical models
are iterative improvements of one another [16].

Identify the Processes and Components Involved
Before making a model, the components of the system that involves our research question need to be identied [3]. One of the values of developing a mathematical model is
that it forces you to formalize your assumptions about the system [16]. It is common to
see conceptual models presented in biological papers. The role of an individual component
can be understood better in context of the system it acts within. Biologists naturally develop these qualitative models describing the interaction or behavior of system components.
However, it is an entirely dierent thing to then attempt to put some numbers on those
connections in your conceptual model.
When developing the conceptual map of the system, it is good practice to note any
simplications, assumptions or mechanisms from a biological perspective. These be poor
assumptions or simplications. A mathematical model allows you to quantitatively understand the impact of these assumptions on the structure and content of your system [16].
The model is also useful to illustrate how well your understanding of the system can capture
all of the available knowledge about the system.
3

The process of creating a mathematical model is inherently multi-disciplinary. A biological assumption is not a mathematical or computational assumption, nor is biological
intuition the same as mathematical or computational intuition. Explicitly identifying simplications and assumptions is therefore a critical part of constructing the system to be
modeled.

Dierent Modeling Methods are Used to Answer Dierent Questions
ODEs lend themselves well to the study of dynamical systems in cell biology. Most models in cell biology are ordinary dierential equations, partial dierential equations (PDEs),
stochastic dierential equations (SDEs), or a combination thereof [3].
ODEs describe the derivative of the dynamics of a variable over time. Many mechanisms or processes rely on interaction of multiple components. This results in a mathematical description of the components that is nonlinear. A mathematical equation becomes
nonlinear when a term is dependent on more than one process simultaneously. An ODE
model normally involves a system of ODEs, one ODE for each component in the system.
However, describing your system in ODEs assumes that change occurs in only one dimension [54]. In some cases, components change with respect to both time and space, for
example chemotaxis or diusion processes. In this case, a PDE may be more appropriate.
A PDE is a type of dierential equation. The components described by a PDE can
change in two dimensions. For example, a concentration of a chemical may change over
time, and may move within space [54]. However, PDEs have their own set of computational challenges, as they are dicult to simulate. SDEs incorporate the stochasticity or
random behavior of the components. However, modeling a process stochastically means
multiple simulations are required. This increases the computational time required to simulate an SDE model. The benet of using SDEs to describe a system is that it involves less
assumptions about the parameters.
It is a common misconception that simple models are always better. Tyson and Novak gave many examples of modelers applying their own assumptions to the system they
4

modeled, and more complex solutions proving more accurate [16]. Indeed, many modeling
experts agree that the model should be as complex as existing knowledge and data allow [3].
There are concerns that a suciently complex model is able to "t anything". This is true
only if the structure of the equations is allowed to be dened freely. A solution to this concern is mechanistic modeling, which is described later. Briey, constructing the equations
so as to mathematically represent the biological mechanism makes them understandable to
biologists. Certainly no one would think that a population dynamics model could t any
data - but that is because classical population dynamics models are easy to understand.
When the equations aren't treated as a mystical black box, this problem solves itself.

Think About the Data
Traditionally, biologists approach modelers with some data they want to understand [3].
However, this is inecient. Not all data are created equal. Even the largest of datasets
may be insucient or simply incorrect for a given model [3]. Models are extraordinarily
helpful in determining what experiments to run. Modelers sometimes have a better idea
of the parameter space they need to know about. In addition, biologists may be primarily
interested in the area where their explanation or understanding "works" - but then you
do not need a model. To make valid parameter estimates and then inference about the
system we need the right kind of data to inform the modeler - who better to ask than the
modeler, or the model itself? Modeling should be a back and forth, and an improvement
over previous models with a purpose to answer a question [16, 54].
To utilize a model to its maximum, both data gathering and hypothesis generation
must be done with both the model and the experimental system in mind [38]. Models can
generate data through simulation, as well as allow additional inference from experimental
data. These simulations and the model itself can generate new, testable hypotheses or
identify new areas for data collection.
Some newer biological methods will help improve data quality, and consequently, the
power of the model to drive new avenues of research. For a dynamical model, data that is
5

as close to real-time as possible, covering as many components of the system as possible,
is ideal. New methods to control gene expression in real time, microuidics, and real-time
uorescence assays are promising solutions to this problem [12, 18, 2023].

Translate into Equations
With the research question in mind, we can translate the conceptual system into a
system of equations [3]. The form of the equations depends on the type of data as well
as the research question. When studying a suciently large or complex system, there
is not much hope of coming up with a simple equation that can explain all of the data.
Mechanistic modeling techniques are a straightforward method to generate equations to
test biological hypotheses.
Dynamical mechanistic models are useful for us to obtain mechanistic and quantitative
inference about a system from data describing that system [3]. These models consist of
an equation describing the behavior of each component. The behavioral description is
dependent on what the component is actually doing, or how it responds. For example, take
the two-protein interaction system, where A and B interact with some anity.

A + B →ko n AB
AB →kof f A + B
Here, the two proteins interact with rate kon and separate at rate kof f . These equations
describe what is thought to be happening biologically. If we obtain parameter estimates for
the two rates, these rates directly correspond to biological concepts. Protein interactions
are one area of study that benets from mechanistic modeling. Much data about protein
interactions is

in vitro, and we occasionally miss some of the more transient interactions,

or interactions that depend on tertiary structure [231]. Mechanistic models of protein
interaction systems can help test our understanding of protein binding partners, particularly
as a method of experimental design.
6

Identify parameter estimates & parameter estimation method
An obvious problem facing mathematical biology today is parameter estimation for
these large models [16]. Much of the quantitative data we have describing cellular components is not sucient or relevant enough to directly "plug in" to a model [38]. However,
not all is lost, as they can serve as initial guesses or estimates about the parameter when
using a method to solve the equations and t to the data. Here we may discover that more
data is needed than what exists for this system [3]. This is one aspect of modeling that
supports the argument for considering the modeling problem early in the data collection
process.

Introduction to Parameter Estimation Methods The simplest method of estimating parameters uses the least-squares formulation. Here, the data at time t are compared
to the model prediction at time t for some species. The dierence between the model and
the data are squared and summed over the whole data set.

Σnt=1 (obst − modelt )2
Here, data or observations at each time unit are denoted by obs, and the model prediction at that same time unit is denoted by model. One of the issues with nonlinear
mathematical modeling is that many local minima exist. This means that the optimal parameter set is hard to get to when estimating parameters. For this reason, many methods
have been developed, particularly methods that take uncertainty and identiability into
consideration. Parameter uncertainty reects the idea that variation always exists, and a
single point-estimate of a parameter may be expressing a degree of condence that we don't
have. Parameter identiability gives information about what parameters we can actually
estimate, given the data and model that we have. For example, if we measure cell death
rate, we can't make a lot of inference about internal processes, since we are measuring them
very indirectly.
Bayesian methods have been rising in popularity as a solution to these issues [5, 10].
7

Bayesian methods allow us to obtain a distribution for each of our parameters, instead
of a single estimate. Thus, a pointed distribution, with the weight centered closely on
some number, tells us that this is probably a good estimate for that parameter. On the
other hand, a parameter who's distribution is very at tells us that this parameter is not
identiable. In this sense, a parameter is not identiable if changing its value doesn't make
large enough impact on how the model behaves. Parameter sensitivity analysis can also tell
us what parameters the model is not sensitive to [37]. Sometimes we may want to remove
these parameters, or rethink data or model to improve their estimates.

1.3

Cell biology of the Future Requires Cooperation Between Modelers and
Experimentalists
Advances in technology allow scientists to collect and analyze massive data sets. Uti-

lizing these data sets requires training in elds related to computer science, mathematics,
and statistics. The eld demands additional computational skills out of biologists, trending
away from the traditional paradigm of primarily experimental work. These trends create
a subset of modelers that are not quite traditional applied mathematicians, aren't statisticians, and are mostly self-taught programmers. An existing challenge is providing this
growing population with the myriad of techniques available outside the training methods
available to them. The National Science Foundation (NSF)'s Directorate for Biological
Sciences (BIO) found that the unmet needs of its funded investigators centered around
computational and mathematical training [7]. The NSF recently began a 'Big Ideas' program to address problems that require long-term solutions, and not surprisingly this issue is
in focus [6]. Modeling is an essential, valuable tool in cell biology that will only be increase
in utility as data sets get larger and computational methods improve [38].

8

Chapter 2. Truly Quantitative Analysis of the Firey Luciferase
Complementation Assay
2.1

Introduction to Luciferase Complementation Assays
Luciferase complementation assays detect protein-protein interactions within living

cells using bioluminescence. Since the rst report using plant cells was published in 2007,
over 100 peer-reviewed articles have been published describing the detection of proteinprotein interactions within plant cells by the assays. The assays have also been used to
analyze networks of protein-protein interactions in plants. Although the assays have a high
dynamic range, they remain qualitative with respect to determining the anities of interactions. In this article, we rst summarize the luciferase complementation assays developed
in the past years. We then describe the mechanism of the rey luciferase complementation
that is most widely used in plants, and the reason it is qualitative rather than quantitative using a mathematical model. Finally, we discuss possible procedures to quantitatively
determine the anity of a protein pair truly using the rey luciferase complementation
assay.

2.2

Luciferase Complementation Assays and Their Use for the Network Analysis of Protein-protein Interactions in Animal Cells
Luciferase complementation assays (LCAs) detect protein-protein interactions within

living cells using bioluminescence. In the assays, complementary DNA (cDNA) of luciferase
is rst split into the N and C terminal fragments and then fused to cDNAs of a protein
pair of interested, respectively. A cell of interest is transformed or transfected with the
resulting recombinant cDNAs so that a pair of the recombinant proteins is expressed within
the cell. When the recombinant proteins interact with each other, the enzymatic activity
of split luciferase is reconstituted. Compared with other assays that detect protein-protein
interaction in living cells, these assays have a high dynamic range of interaction signals due
This chapter was originally published as Renee Dale and Naohiro Kato "Truly quantitative analysis of
the rey luciferase complementation assay." Current Plant Biology 2016 5, 57-64. Copyright 2018 Renee
Dale and Naohiro Kato. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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to extremely low background signals in the samples [55]. Accordingly, LCAs are suitable
to conduct high-throughput screening in which high degrees of dierentiation between a
positive and negative signal is required.
The research group of Umezawa rst published the principle of the LCA using luciferase
obtained from reies (Photinus

pyralis ) in 2001 [56]. In the publication, insulin dose-

dependent interactions of phosphorylated insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1) and the Nterminal SH2 domain of PI 3-kinase in living Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells was
described. As the assay was further modied, the research group of Jacob published the
network analysis of protein-protein interactions in Human Embryonic Kidney 293 (HEK
293) cells with LCA using luciferase from copepod (Gaussia

princeps ) in 2012 [57]. The

analyzed proteins are composed of a total of 2,167 viral and human protein pairs. To
identify the interacting protein pairs, they rst benchmarked the assay using 100 randomly
selected protein pairs for the negative result, and 143 protein pairs known to interact for the
positive [58]. The detected luminescence was normalized by dividing the luminescence of
a tested protein pair by the luminescence measured in control experiments. In the control
experiments, they measured the luminescence emitted by the random interactions of the N
and C fragments of luciferase. Frequency distributions for the normalized luminescence
of positive and negative protein pairs were used to determine the threshold luminescence
for an interacting protein pair.

2.3

Use of Luciferase Complementation Assays for the Network Analysis of
Protein-protein Interactions in Plant Cells
We published the application of LCA in Arabidopsis protoplasts to detect the interac-

tion of a histone protein pair using luciferase from sea pansy Renilla reniformis in 2007 [59].
We further published the network analysis of protein-protein interactions in Arabidopsis
protoplasts using the same LCA in 2010 [60]. The analyzed proteins in the network are
composed of 38 pairs of SNAREs (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment
protein). To identify the interacting protein pairs, we benchmarked the assay by com-
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paring the previously published results of co-immunoprecipitationassays. Eleven negative
protein pairs and 8 positive protein pairs identied using co-immunoprecipitation assays
were compared to the LCA results [60]. The luminescence detected in the LCA was normalized by dividing the luminescence by the luminescence emitted by luciferase activity
from the click beetle (Pyrophorus

plagiophthalamus ) that depends on the transformation

eciency of the cells. Distributions for the normalized luminescence values for the positive
and negative protein pairs were then used to determine the threshold luminescence for an
interacting protein pair.
In 2011, the research group of Li published the result of the network analysis of proteinprotein interactions, composed of 96 auxin response factors (ARFs) and Aux/IAA protein
pairs, in Arabidopsis protoplasts using the LCA with rey luciferase [61]. The detected luminescence was normalized by dividing the luminescence by the activity of β -glucuronidase,
which depends on the transformation eciency of the cells. They compared the results of a
co-immunoprecipitation assay and the luminescence. Because the normalized luminescence
was linearly and positively correlated to the amount of co-immunoprecipitated proteins,
the reliability of the LCA was armed. They then quantitatively analyzed the interaction
network of 96 ARF and IAA protein pairs [61].
Furthermore, in 2014, systematic methods of LCAs that allow network analysis of
protein-protein interactions within tomato and rice protoplasts were independently published using sea pansy luciferase, although the research groups have not analyzed networks [62, 63].

2.4

Five Dierent Types of Luciferase with Dierent Enzymatic Characteristics are Used to Detect Protein-protein Interactions in Living Cells
As noted above, LCAs have been developed based on dierent types of luciferase. Be-

cause the characteristics and substrates are dierent in each luciferase, it is important to
know which luciferase is used to determine protein-protein interactions in the cells of your
interest. As of today, ve dierent types of luciferase are used to detect protein-protein
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interactions

in cellulo and in vivo [64]. They are from rey (Photinus pyralis ) known

as FLuc [65], sea pansy (Renilla

reniformis ) known as RLuc [66, 67], copepod (Gaussia

princeps ) known as GLuc [68], or click beetles (Pyrophorus plagiophthalamus and Cratomorphus distinctus ) known as CBR and ELuc, respectively [69, 70]. Each luciferase has a
unique enzymatic character (Appendix A). For instance, the substrate for the luciferases
from rey and click beetles (FLuc, CBR, and ELuc) is D-luciferin, while that for the
luciferases from sea pansy and copepod (RLuc and GLuc) is coelenterazine. The wavelengths of luminescence emitted from the activities of each luciferase are also dierent.
While FLuc has its emission peak at 560 nm, RLuc and GLuc have their emission peak
at 480 nm. CBR has its emission peak at 613 nm. Moreover, brightness of luminescence
produced by the enzymatic activity diers. For instance, in cultured human cells, codon
optimized GLuc shows 200-fold brighter signal than that from codon optimized FLuc [71].
The size of each peptide also diers. While FLuc is composed of 550 amino acids (61 KDa),
GLuc is composed of 185 amino acids (20 KDa).

2.5

Firey Luciferase Complementation Assay is Most Widely Used for Plant
Cells
Over 100 peer-review articles that use luciferase complementation assays to detect pro-

teinprotein interactions within plant cells have been published since 2007. We randomly
selected 70 of the articles and summarized protein pairs and the type of luciferase used
(Appendix A). As seen in the table, among the ve dierent types of luciferase used, rey
luciferase (FLuc) is most widely used in plants. Nearly 75% of the articles (52 of 70 articles) use the Agrobacterium inltration method (Figure 2.1) to determine protein-protein
interaction by FLuc. The Agrobacterium method allows expressing split FLuc in tobacco
(Nicotiana

benthamiana ) leaves. The method was coined luciferase complementation imag-

ing (LCI) by the research group of Zhou who published the method for the rst time in
2008 [72]. In LCI, a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera detects luminescence after Dluciferin is sprayed onto the leaves. In 14 articles (20% of the 70 articles), Arabidopsis or
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tobacco protoplasts are transformed with plasmids expressing split FLuc using polyethylene glycol (PEG). The protoplasts are placed into 96-well plates, and D-luciferin is added
directly to the wells. A photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a CCD detects luminescence. In
these articles, the assay is typically conducted together with another assay that also detects
protein-protein interactions such as a co-immunoprecipitation assay.

Figure 2.1. Agrobacterium inltration method. Identication of protein-protein interactions in a Nicotiana benthamiana leaf by the Agrobacterium inltration method. Agrobacterium carrying a T-DNA that expresses a protein pair fused to N- and C- terminal domain
of luciferase, respectively, was inltrated in dierent locations on the leaf. The protein pairs
on the right but not left are interacting with each other. The luminescence signals were
measured using a CCD camera. An image of a luminescence heat-map is superimposed on
a black-and-white image. (Kato and Popescu, [285]).
LCI has given high impact results in the eld of plant biology. For instance, the research group of Zhou tested interaction of 9 eector proteins from

Pseudomonas syringae

with plant proteins that are involved in the E3 ligase complex, chaperone complex, disease
resistance, or transcription factors [72]. The proteins were also mutated to serve as negative controls for the interactions [72]. High luminescence was observed for the positive
interaction pairs, whereas low luminescence for the negative control pairs. They concluded
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from the LCI results that if the amount of interacting protein pairs were quantied using
a Western blot, the anity of the interacting proteins could be deduced from the luminescence detected in the assay. On the other hand, the research group of Ausubel used LCI to
determine the interactions of the Arabidopsis receptor for activated C kinase 1 (RACK1)
against mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) proteins [73]. They found that RACK1
interacts with MPK3 and MPK6, but not MPK4. These results were consistent with the results of the bimolecular uorescence complementation (BiFC) and co-immunoprecipitation
assays. The LCI data were further used to quantify the interaction between the protein
pairs. Lastly, the research group of Wang used LCI to study the interaction between
transcription regulators of the circadian clock in Arabidopsis, including far-red elongated
hypocotyl 3 (FHY3), far-red impaired response 1 (FAR1), catalase-3 (CAT3), timing of
cab expression 1 (TOC1), and chlorophyll a b-binding protein 2 (CAB2) [74]. The LCI
data showed that protein pairs FHY3 and CCA1 interact

in cellulo. These results were

conrmed using a gel-ltration chromatography assay.

2.6

Is the Firey Luciferase Complementation Assay Quantitative? The Mechanism of Complementation of the Firey Luciferase Activity
Some of the previously published articles consider the data obtained through the rey

LCA (FLCA thereafter) to be a quantitative measurement of the interaction. Unlike BiFC,
which is sensitive to association but not dissociation of a protein pair [75], FLCA is sensitive
to both association and dissociation of a protein pair [76]. Hence, FLCA could be used to
measure interaction of a protein pair quantitatively. Because the reconstitution of the rey
luciferase activity is thought to depend solely on interaction of a protein pair fused to split
rey luciferase, it seems reasonable to assume that the detected luminescence is directly
and linearly correlated with the interaction of the protein pair (Figure 2.2). We, however,
noticed that no article studying the relationship between detected luminescence and the
anity of the analyzed protein pair in the FLCA had been published. Demonstration of the
linear relationship between amounts of recombinant proteins that interact with each other
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and normalized intensities of luminescence emitted in the cells is not enough to consider
the FLCA quantitative. This is because one needs to determine amounts of recombinant
proteins that are not interacting with each other within the cells to determine the anity
of a protein pair quantitatively [77].

Figure 2.2. Assumption of linearity of detected luminescence in the FLCA. When data
of the rey luciferase complementation assay are quantitatively analyzed, the detected
luminescence is assumed to correlate with the interaction of the protein pair directly and
linearly. The gure describes the assumption. N: a protein fused to NFLuc. C: a protein
fused to CFLuc. NC: an associated protein pair Lin: D-luciferin within cells.
To understand the quantitativeness of luminescence emitted in FLCA, we must rst
understand the mechanism of rey luciferase complementation. Interestingly for us, rey
luciferase is actually the only luciferase among the ve dierent types of luciferase used in
the LCA that has been studied enough to understand the mechanism of complementation.
As mentioned earlier, rey luciferase is a 61 kDa peptide with 550 amino acids [78].
The N terminal domain (amino acids 4-436) contains the residues that serve as a primary
site for substrate binding [79, 80]. On the other hand, the C terminal domain (amino acids
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440-544) contains the primary catalytic residues. After binding the substrate, D-luciferin,
to the N terminal domain, amino acid K529 adenylates it to form luciferyl-adenylate, the
intermediate (Figure 2.3). This intermediate is then oxidized by amino acid K443 [79, 81].
The oxidation step produces two products. Oxyluciferin is produced in a light emitting
reaction (Reaction 2 and 3 in Figure 2.3), while dehydroluciferyl-AMP is produced without
the emission of light (Reaction 4 in Figure 2.3). Oxidation without light emission is known
to occur approximately 20% of the reaction, but it occurs more often when rey luciferase
without the C terminal domain is used in the reaction [81, 82]. In FLCA, rey luciferase
is split into the N terminal domain (NFLuc thereafter) and C terminal domain (CFLuc
thereafter) [83]. Luminescence is produced by the reconstitution of the catalytic domain
of rey luciferase through interaction of NFLuc and CFLuc.

Figure 2.3. Chemical reactions in rey luciferase. Reaction 1: binding of the substrates
and adenylation. Reaction 2: oxidation of the intermediate to form excited oxyluciferin.
Reaction 3: emission of light by the decay of excited oxyluciferin to the ground state.
Reaction 4: alternate pathway wherein L-AMP is formed from the intermediate. Luc: rey
luciferase. LH2 : D-luciferin. LH2 -AMP: the intermediate, luciferyl-adenylate. L-Oxy∗ :
activated oxyluciferin. L-Oxy: oxyluciferin. hv : luminescence. L-AMP: dehydroluciferin.
Because NFLuc and CFLuc alone have very weak anity with each other, the luminescence emitted in FLCA could directly indicate the interaction between the protein pair
fused to NFLuc and CFLuc. However, several factors make quantitative comparison of the
anities among dierent protein pairs dicult. First, emitted luminescence is aected by
the positions of NFLuc and CFLuc fused to a protein pair of interest through a exible
linker. For instance, luminescence emitted from interaction between tumor protein p53NFLuc and mouse double minute 2 homolog (mdm2)-CFLuc (NFLuc and CFLuc fused to
the C terminal end of p53 and mdm2, respectively) is much lower than that of NFLuc-p53
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and CFLuc-mdm2 (NFLuc and CFLuc is fused to the N terminal end of p53 and mdm2,
respectively) [83]. This is most likely due to geometric eect of the protein structures
attached to NFLuc and CFLuc. It is reasonable to assume that the reconstitution of the
catalytic domain is dicult or impossible in some protein pairs that may create a bulky
structure between NFLuc and CFLuc, thereby preventing the reconstitution of the catalytic domain. Second, the concentrations of the protein pair accumulated within the cell
largely inuence the amount of luminescence emitted. According to the principals of enzymatic reactions, when the concentration of the substrate is much higher than the enzyme
concentration, we can assume the amount of the product depends on the concentration
of enzyme, which depends on the expression levels of recombinant proteins. Hence, when
we compare luminescence in dierent protein pairs, we need to know the concentration of
the recombinant proteins accumulated within the cells. Lastly, fusing NFLuc and CFLuc
to a protein pair may cause mis-localization within the cells due to blocking some signal
sequence(s) encoded within the peptide. Accordingly, we need to make sure that dierent
levels of luminescence is not due to incomplete reconstitution of the catalytic domain, mislocalization, and/or dierent levels of accumulations of the recombinant proteins before we
compare the levels of luminescence.
A further question is “Can

we quantitatively compare the anities of protein pairs in

FLCA when we assume emitted luminescence from cells depend on solely protein interactions?”
For instance, when we study protein-protein interactions among products of paralogous
genes, we could assume the structures and stability of the protein products are almost
identical. Accordingly, in the assay, we could assume that levels of luminescence emitted
would depend on solely the interaction of protein pair fused to NFLuc and CFLuc but
not on mis-localization and/or dierent levels of accumulations. Although it may be a
surprise for some readers, we found that luminescence detected in FLCA is not linearly
correlated with the anity of the protein pairs, even when we assume the luminescence
emitted depends solely on the interaction.
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2.7

A Mathematical Model was Constructed to Understand the Mechanism
of FLCA in Plant Cells Quantitatively
When FLCA data are interpreted quantitatively, luminescence is thought to depend

wholly on the anities of the protein pair fused to NFLuc and CFLuc (Figure 2). However,
how the emission of luminescence is regulated by the interaction of the protein pair has not
been understood in the past. To understand the relationship between luminescence and the
anity of the protein pair quantitatively, we previously constructed a mathematical model
of the

in vitro FLCA, based on the experimental data [173]. In the study, we employed a

system of ordinary dierential equations (ODEs) to represent the entire system of enzymatic
reactions that occur in the FLCA. The system was based on the following assumptions.
Changes of luminescence emitted in the reaction depend on solely changes of the anity
of a protein pair tested. NFLuc and CFLuc reconstitute the catalytic domain upon the
association of the protein pair fused to NFLuc and CFLuc. ATP and D-luciferin, the
substrates of rey luciferase, bind to NFLuc independently from CFLuc [81, 84, 85]. With
both substrates bound, NFLuc alone catalyzes the adenylation and oxidation reactions, but
at a much lower rate than when CFLuc is present [80,81,84,85]. The reconstituted catalytic
domain is disrupted by dissociation of the protein pair fused to NFLuc and CFLuc. The
two products, oxyluciferin and dehydroluciferyl-AMP, inhibit luciferase competitively [86].
Oxyluciferin is the light emitter and the primary product, while dehydroluciferyl-AMP
does not produce light [82]. We initially guessed values of each parameter by acquiring the
data from previously published articles. We then optimized the parameter by curve-tting
numerical solutions of the equations to new experimental data of ours. We also validated
the model by comparing data generated from experiments and that from the model. In
the model analysis, we found an inverse exponential relationship between the luminescence
and anities of the protein pair

in vitro.

To simulate the relationship in cellulo for this article, we added equations that based on
the following assumptions. Recombinant proteins fused to NFluc and CFLuc, respectively,
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are expressed through transcription and translation within plant cells. The recombinant
proteins degrade within the cells. D-Luciferin, the substrate, diuses into the cells through
the cellular membranes while ATP that is required for the rey luciferase activity is produced within the cells. Dehydroluciferyl-AMP, the product competitively inhibiting the luciferase activity, interacts with coenzyme A (CoA) that is produced within the cells [84,87].
The interaction increases the overall luciferase activity due to reduction of the competitive
inhibitor. The system of the entire reactions

in cellulo we assume is shown in Figure 2.4.

As you see, the reactions occurred within cells are much more complicated than the simple
assumption of FLCA described in Figure 2.2. The comparison underlines the importance of
the mathematical approach to understand the relationship between luminescence emitted
and protein interaction occurred in cells.
We initially values of each parameter in the in cellulo model by acquiring the data from
the previously published articles [61,87]. We then optimized the parameters by curve-tting
the equations to in cellulo experimental data, which show kinetics of luminescence emission
as a function of time, conducted by the research group of Li (Figure 2.5) [61, 88, 89].

2.8

In cellulo Model of FLCA Suggests that the Relationship Between Anities of a Protein Pair and Luminescence is Non-Linear
After estimating the in cellulo parameters, we simulated the FLCA across a large range

of Kd s to nd the

in cellulo relationship between Kd and RLU. We found that the model

suggests a logarithmic relationship for

in vitro and in cellulo models (Appendix A). To

estimate various Kd s we curvet a general cubic equation using Matlab's tnlm function
(equation 2). The p-value for this t was 4.28e-40. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
previously determined the

Kd of the protein pair IAA17 and ARF5 is 73 nM [90]. of

the 96 protein pairs of ARFs and Aux/IAA proteins including the IAA17-ARF5 pair in
Arabidopsis protoplasts [61]. We then calculated the anity (Kd ) of each protein pair using
the cubic equation (Appendix A). Our curve t estimated the Kd of IAA17-ARF5 to be
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Figure 2.4. System model of in cellulo FLCA. We added function of cells such as transcription and translation to the model of in vitro FLCA that we previously constructed. N: a
protein fused to NFLuc. NC: associated protein pair. A: ATP. L: LH2, D-luciferin. NC-A:
NC bound to ATP. NC-L: NC bound to LH2 . NC-LA: NC bound to LH2 and ATP. NC-I:
NC bound to LH2 -AMP. I: Free LH2 -AMP. NC-LOXY: NC bound to L-oxy. NC-LAMP:
NC bound to L-AMP. LOXY: Free L-oxy. LAMP: Free L-AMP. LIGHT: Observed luminescence. N-A: NFLuc bound to ATP. N-L: NFLuc bound to LH2 . N-LA: NFLuc to LH2
and ATP. N-I: NFLuc bound to LH2 -AMP. N-LOXY: NFLuc bound to L-oxy. N-LAMP:
NFLuc bound to L-AMP. Lout: LH2 outside the cell. Lin: LH2 inside the cell. A protein
fused to CFLuc is not shown.
88.4 nM.

RLU = 5.87 · 10−8 Kd3 − 6.52 · 10−5 Kd2 + 2.4 · 10−2 Kd + 6.46 · 10−2

We then used the model to estimate the concentration of the NC-complex of protein
pairs IAA19 and ARF1, 4, 5, 6, 9, and 10, which range from 30 nM to 300 nM (Figure 2.6A).
These protein pairs were previously analyzed by co-immunoprecipitation assay to arm the
reliability of the in

cellulo FLCA [61]. We found the same linear relationship as previously.

However, these same protein pairs are predicted to have a nonlinear relationship between Kd
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Figure 2.5. The in cellulo FLCA model ts to the experimental data. The in cellulo model
with the most optimized parameters (red line) tted reasonably to previously published
in cellulo kinetic data (black line) [61]. (A) Model t to kinetic data of FRB-CFLuc and
FKBP-NFLuc after the addition of equimolar rapamycin. (B) Model t to the kinetic data
of FRB-CFLuc and FKBP-NFLuc. Equimolar rapamycin was added and at 10 minutes 10
µM ascomycin was added. RLU: relative luminescence unit. RLU: relative luminescence
unit.
and RLU. This suggests that luminescence would largely underestimate a protein anity
especially when the anity is high (Kd <∼ 70 nM). The average
interactions identied in yeast is 5 nM [91]. This suggests that the

Kd of protein-protein

in cellulo FLCA would

underestimate the anities of many of protein pairs.
We also replicated the data of the 96 protein pairs as a heat map [61]. We normalized
the experimental data to the highest RLU value, and generated a heat map of the RLU
of the protein pairs (Figure 2.7A). We then did the same process for the predicted protein
pair anities (Figure 2.7B). It can be seen that the heat map of the predicted anities is
hotter than the map of the RLU, due to the predicted relationship between RLU and Kd .
In conclusion, we suggest the data obtained by

in cellulo FLCA be considered qualitative

but not quantitative with respect to comparing protein anities, unless a robust model or
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Figure 2.6. The model predicts the relationship between anities of protein pairs and
the luminescence emitted is logarithmic. (A) the protein pairs experimentally analyzed.
Notice the plot shows the same linear trend found using co-immunoprecipitation previously
[7]. (B) Simulation of in cellulo FLCA for the same protein pairs. The luminescence of
the protein pairs against the calculated anities (Kd s) is potted. Notice the plot shows a
logarithmic trend.

Figure 2.7. The model predicts that in cellulo FLCA underestimates Kd . (A) Heat map of
the normalized RLU of the 96 protein pairs. (B) Heat map of the predicted Kd s of the 96
protein pairs. Data obtained from [61].
algorithm is applied to the luminescence data.

2.9

Obtaining Truly Quantitative Data by in cellulo FLCA Remains a Challenge
“The higher the luminescence is, the higher the anity is ” would be true when we
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assume the detected luminescence depends solely on the anity of a protein pair. However,
the binding kinetics of a protein pair (equation 2) explains that we need to determine the
amounts of recombinant proteins that are not interacting with each other within the cells
to determine the anity of a protein pair quantitatively.

[AB] =

[A][B]
[AB]

In equation 2, [A] represents the concentration of unbound free protein A, [B] represents
the concentration of unbound free protein of B, and [AB] represents the concentration of the
associated protein pair. Our

in cellulo model, in which enzymatic reactions of split rey

luciferase in cells are incorporated into the
rithmic, as we previously found in the in

in vitro model, shows the relationship is loga-

vitro FLCA. This nding suggests reconsideration

of the quantitativeness in the previously published data.
Is there way to obtain quantitative data with FLCA? We explored possible procedures
that might allow for the FLCA to obtain truly quantitative data. In our previous work
describing the
the

in vitro FLCA model, we found that deducing the Kd of a protein pair by

in vitro FLCA is possible. In the quantitative in vitro FLCA, a given concentration

of a recombinant protein fused to NFLuc is used. The other recombinant protein that
is expected to, or not to, interact with the NFLuc-fused recombinant protein is fused to
CFLuc. Dierent concentrations of the CFLuc-fused recombinant protein are then used to
determine the maximum luminescence emitted in the assay. By titrating the maximum luminescence detected with dierent concentrations of the CFLuc-fused recombinant protein,
we can deduce the Kd without measuring amounts of recombinant proteins that are not interacting with each other (Figure 2.8). Our in
possible to deduce the Kd using in

cellulo FLCA. Because the relationship between Kd and

luminescence emitted is similar between in
be taken for the

cellulo model suggests that it is theoretically

vitro and in cellulo, the in vitro approach could

in cellulo FLCA as well. However, it remains a challenge in reality. As
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shown in Figure 2.8, about 103 fold dierent expressions/accumulations between NFLucand CFLuc- fused recombinant proteins are required to titrate the maximum luminescence.
In both Agrobacterium -based and protoplast-based assays, it is very dicult to express one
recombinant protein 103 fold higher than the other.

Figure 2.8. The Kd can be deduced by the in vitro FLCA. By titrating a protein fused
to CFLuc from 0 to 1· 103 µ M while a protein fused to NFLuc is held at 1 nM, a Kd
(shown here, 100 nM) can be reasonably determined as 83 nM by the assay. To estimate
Kd most accurately, the titration must be conducted until the maximum luminescence is
detected with dierent concentrations of the protein fused to CFLuc. In an example, for
the protein pair that has the Kd of 100 nM, up to 100 µ M of the protein fused to CFLuc is
required to complete the titration, where NFLuc is held at 1 nM. The Kd is deduced using
linear regression to a quadratic formula described previously [77] to nd the concentration
of the protein fused to CFLuc required to reach 50% saturation. Red circle: luminescence
detected with dierent concentrations of the protein fused to CFLuc. Blue line: line formed
by linear regression.
An alternative procedure we suggest, at this point, is to combine

in vitro and in cel-

lulo assays. Because various in vitro DNA recombination methods, such as Gateway®,
are available, generating several dierent DNA plasmids/vectors from a single cDNA is
relatively easy. When a protein pair of interest can be expressed and puried for an
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in

vitro assay, we suggest conducting the in vitro FLCA to deduce the Kd of the protein pair
rst. The same cDNAs could be used to express the recombinant proteins
the Kd deduced in
kinetics

in cellulo. If

vitro remains same in cellulo, we expect to observe similar luminescence

in cellulo. When we change levels of the expression on the CFLuc-fused recombi-

nant proteins, the luminescence would be changed similar to the

in vitro assay although

the titration range may be limited to 10 fold higher expression of CFluc recombinant protein than NFLuc recombinant protein. The data together would be used to quantitatively
measure the interaction of the protein pair
models established for

in vitro and conrm it in cellulo. The FLCA

in vitro and in cellulo would help us to generate new strategies to

conduct the truly quantitative FLCA.

My work was to construct, evaluate, and visualize the mathematical models. I drafted and nalized
all sections in the chapter.
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Chapter 3. Non-Steady State Analysis on the Rate of Enzymatic
Production Elucidates Rates of Substrate Association and
Dissociation: Finding Through Analysis of Firey Luciferase
Mutants
3.1

Quantication of the Firey Luciferase Assay
Firey luciferase has been widely used in biotechnology and biophotonics due to photon

emission during enzymatic activity. In the past, the eect of amino acid substitutions (mutants) on the enzymatic activity of rey luciferase has been characterized by the Michaelis
constant,

K M . The K M is obtained by plotting the maximum relative luminescence units

(RLU) detected for a serial concentration of the substrate (luciferin or luciferyl-adenylate).
The maximum RLU is used as the assay begins to violate the quasi-steady state approximation as photon emission decays. However, mutations also aect the time to reach and
decay from the maximum RLU. These eects are not captured when calculating the

K M.

To implement changes of RLU kinetics on characterization of rey luciferase mutants, the
Michaelis-Menten kinetic model was applied on data of the RLU kinetics with assumption
that the enzyme-substrate complex is not necessary to reach steady-state (non-steady state
assumption). The optimized parameters of the analyzed model suggest that one of the two
mutants analyzed in this study reduces not only dissociation rate (k o ) but also association
rate (k on ) of luciferyl-adenylate, suggesting narrowing an entrance of a structural pocket
where the substrate binds to the catalytic amino acids. Furthermore, comparative analysis of luciferyl-adenylate oxidation with wild-type and the rey luciferase mutant reveals
that the total amount of photons emitted from a given concentration of luciferyl-adenylate
with the mutant is 50-fold higher than that with wild-type on average. These two results
together indicate that slow supply of luciferyl-adenylate to the enzyme increases the total
photon emitted from the substrate. This approach, in which production kinetics is moniThis chapter was originally published as Renee Dale, Yuki Ohmuro-Matsuyama, Hiroshi Ueda, and
Naohiro Kato "Non-Steady State Analysis of Enzyme Kinetics in Real Time Elucidates Substrate Association and Dissociation Rates: Demonstration with Analysis of Firey Luciferase Mutants." ACS Biochemistry 2019 58 (23), 2695-2702. Copyright 2019 Renee Dale, Yuki Ohmuro-Matsuyama, Hiroshi Ueda, and
Naohiro Kato. Published by American Chemical Society.
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tored in real time and analyzed with non-steady state assumption, would be applicable to
other enzymes when the enzymatic production can be monitored continuously.

3.2

Introduction to Firey Luciferase
Firey luciferase (EC 1.13.12.7), isolated from

Photinus pyralis, is a bioluminescent

enzyme that catalyzes two sequential reactions, adenylation and oxidation [175]. These
reactions utilize D -luciferin and ATP as a substrate and occur within a single peptide. The
oxidation product, oxyluciferin, emits a photon (light) via radiative decay from the excited
state to the ground state. The utility of photon emission is demonstrated by the wide use
of rey luciferase in biotechnology. Between 1980 and 2017, over 3,000 articles that utilize
or mention "rey luciferase" are found in the Pubmed database. For example, luciferase
has been useful in the quantication of gene-promoter activities
of ATP

in vivo [195], detection

in vitro [183] and in vivo [189], and the detection of protein-protein interaction

in vitro [193] and in vivo [196]. Firey luciferase is also widely studied in the photonics
eld to understand the biomechanisms of photon emission. Alteration of the brightness
and color of rey luciferase light emission is achieved using genetic engineering methods
to substitute amino acids [168,187,188,191]. However, the molecular mechanism of altered
photon emission is still debatable [163, 169]. Michaelis-Menten kinetics have been widely
conducted to analyze luciferase activity [174].
Michaelis-Menten kinetics are a systems model that describes enzymatic reactions as
shown below [186]:

−
E+S →
←E·S →E+P
Here

(3.1)

E stands for enzyme, S for substrate, E·S for the enzyme-substrate complex, and

P for product. In this model, enzyme and substrate reversibly bind to form the enzyme-

substrate complex before the enzyme catalytically releases the product. By assuming that
the concentration of

E·S is not changed after burst formation of E·S (quasi-steady state

approximation), we can obtain a mathematical model known as the Michaelis-Menten equa27

tion [171].

dP
kcat · E0 · S
=
dt
KM + S

(3.2)

This model considers the concentration of unbound product

P, total enzyme E 0 , and sub-

strate S. The catalytic rate k cat is a constant that describes the catalytic release of

P after

catalysis occurs in the E·S complex. The catalytic rate and total enzyme, k cat ·E 0 , is often
alternatively expressed as

KM =
Here

V max . The Michaelis constant, K M , is dened as following.

kcat + kof f
kon

(3.3)

k o refers to the dissociation rate and k on to the association rate of enzyme and

substrate, while k cat describes the rate of catalysis acting on E·S. While it is experimentally
dicult to determine the values of k o ,
to determine the production rate of

k on , and k cat independently, it is relatively easy

P over time,

dP
.
dt

Hence, enzyme kinetics are often

characterized using quasi-steady state approximation (QSSA) Michaelis-Menten kinetics
and tracking the production rate over dierent concentrations of the substrate. This method
utilizes the initial production rate, where production of

P is approximately linear with

respect to time. The concentration of the substrate is then increased stepwise until the
initial production rate is maximized. The parameters of interest (k cat and K M ) are obtained
by tting the nonlinear Michaelis-Menten saturation curve (Eqn. 5.2) to the set of initial
production rates for the series of substrate concentrations. The values obtained with this
assay are widely used to characterize any type of enzyme, whether isolated from organisms
or generated through bioengineering. Note that the parameters k on and k o in Equation
3.3 is not estimated using this method.
The reactions of rey luciferase can be described using Michaelis-Menten kinetics:

−
Luc + AT P + LH2 →
← Luc · AT P · LH2 → Luc + LH2 AM P + P Pi
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(3.4)

−
Luc + LH2 AM P + O2 →
← Luc · LH2 AM P · O2 → Luc + Loxy + AM P + CO2 + photon
(3.5)
Here

Luc is rey luciferase, ATP is adenosine triphosphate, LH2 is D-luciferin, LH2 AMP

is D-luciferyl-O -adenosine monophosphate (commonly known as luciferyl-adenylate),
is inorganic pyrophosphate,

PPi

O 2 is oxygen, Loxy is oxyluciferin, CO 2 is carbon dioxide, and

AMP is adenosine monophosphate.
Firey luciferase is a member of one of the few enzyme families known to catalyze two
sequential reactions of substrates in a single peptide [192]. Luciferase rst catalyzes the
adenylation of luciferin with ATP, producing luciferyl-adenylate. Oxidation of luciferyladenylate produces oxyluciferin, which emits a photon as it decays to ground state.
Since the radiative decay of excited oxyluciferin to the ground state is much faster
(nanoseconds) than the catalytic reactions (sub-seconds) [200], the production rate of luciferase is determined by the photons emitted from oxyluciferin, not the concentration of
oxyluciferin itself. Typically, photon emission is detected by a luminometer (normally a
photomultiplier, PMT) that can collect the photons every 0.1 second or less. Linearity of
photon detection is over 8 orders of magnitude in modern luminometers. The production
rate is then expressed in relative luminescence units (RLU) per second instead of molarity
per second. Maximum RLU per second is used to estimate the initial production rate (V 0 ),
and the remaining information about the light emission kinetics is ignored to obtain the
Michaelis constant

K M and catalytic rate k cat .

We found two problems with using the maximum values of RLU per second as V 0 along
with QSSA [165, 181, 197, 203, 205]. The rst problem is that neither the time to reach the
maximum RLU value nor the decay is considered when reporting the maximum RLU of the
initial burst of light as a measure of V 0 . Ignoring the time to produce the maximum signal
intensity, a typical practice, is problematic when comparing

K M obtained with luciferase

mutants and wild-type enzymes from dierent species. The second problem is that the
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classical

K M comparison is not valid for luciferase mutants unless the total amount of

photon emitted (TAPE) by the substrate is the same as the wild-type enzyme. However,
the total amount of RLU detected during the assay has rarely been reported in the past.
Without this information, we are not able to conrm the TAPE in the mutants. If the
TAPE has changed, estimates of K M based on maximum photon emission are questionable
as it may not accurately reect the initial production rate.
We address the problems in this study. Namely, we demonstrate that the kinetics of
RLU can be used to determine a full set of Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters, k on , k o ,
and

k cat , that describe the oxidation reactions of luciferyl-adenylate in rey luciferase

without the quasi-steady state assumption (non-steady state approximation, NSSA). The
full set of parameters are able to deduce structural change caused by the amino acid substitutions. Furthermore, we show that TAPE of

LH2 AMP would be largely alternated by

amino acids substitutions in rey luciferase. The importance of this approach is that k on ,

k o , and k cat of a substrate can be determined in not only rey luciferase but also other
enzymes when production kinetics are monitored continuously.

3.3

Materials and Methods

Chemicals

LH2 AMP was synthesized according to Viviani et al [204]. The LH2 AMP concentration
was determined from its uorescence (excitation 327 nm/emission 537 nm), taking the
uorescence intensity of LH2 AMP as 0.4 times that of LH2 at pH 4.5 [190].

Preparation of WT, Donor, and Acceptor
Firey luciferase (EC 1.13.12.7), isolated from Photinus

pyralis (UniProt Accession ID:

Q27758) was analyzed. The plasmids were constructed in previous works [174, 182]. The
protein purication was performed as described previously [182].
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Enzyme Reactions
The luminometer, AB-2350 with Phelios software (ATTO, Tokyo, Japan) was used. To
react enzymes with LH2 AMP, 5 µL of LH2 AMP (X21 concentration) (pH. 4.5) was added
in a well of the assay plate (3693, Corning-Costar, NY, USA), and then 100 µL of each
enzyme was injected. The photoemission was monitored after injection with a periodical
integration of 0.1 s.

Parameter Estimation
The parameter estimation strategy consisted of iterative hand-tting and global optimization with non-linear least squares using Matlab MultiStart in the Global Optimization
package [184]. This approach was required for this system as it contains many local minima. Global optimization helps to avoid local minima by randomly choosing new starting
points for nonlinear least squares tting. Between 5 to 10 starts were utilized to nd a
reasonable set of parameter estimates and t to the data. Boundaries for the parameters
to be estimated were based around previous estimates in the literature. The enzymatic
degradation rate was held constant at the value we previously estimated [173]. LH2 AMP
degradation was estimated by tting exponential decay to the relative reduction in RLU
from 5 nM LH2 AMP over 10 minutes after 0, 20, or 40 minutes of incubation (described in
Appendix B Figure). Parameter estimates were obtained rst for the oxidation step (reaction 3.5) using experimental data where LH2 AMP was added to 50 nM luciferase. These
data were obtained in triplicate, and all data were t to simultaneously. The parameters
estimated in the oxidation reaction 3.5 include association and dissociation of

LH2 AMP,

oxidation catalytic rate, and a parameter describing the relative photon emission eciency
(more details on this parameter in Appendix B). Then, the estimated parameters were held
xed to estimate the parameters describing the adenylation reaction 3.4.
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3.4

Results and Discussion

RLU Kinetics Show a 50-Fold Increase of the Total Amount of Photon Emitted
in a Luciferase Mutant
We previously generated two independent rey luciferases mutants by substituting
amino acids [182, 194]. The rst mutant, named Donor, has 4 amino acid substitutions:
E354K, H245D, K443A, and L530R. These amino acid substitutions were thought to remove
the oxidation activity and overproduce ("donate")

LH2 AMP in the reaction solution [164,

170,178]. The second mutant, named Acceptor, also has 4 amino acid substitutions: E354K,
R437K, L438I, and K529Q. These amino acid substitutions were thought to cause weak
adenylation activity of LH2 and increase the oxidative activity of ("accept") LH2 AMP in the
reaction solution [166,182]. Both Donor and Acceptor have the E354K substitution, thought
to increase thermal stability of the enzymes [185] although we have not experimentally
conrmed increased thermal stability in Acceptor and Donor. In our previous work, we
characterized changes of the oxidative kinetics of Acceptor with LH2 AMP by K M [182]. The
initial production rates of Loxy with 1 nM of Acceptor were determined by the maximum
RLU. The

K M was then obtained by curve-tting the Michaelis-Menten saturation curve

(Eqn. 5.2) to the maximum RLU observed over dierent concentrations of
5,000 nM). The apparent

LH2 AMP (2 -

K M was calculated as 605 ±63 nM and the maximum RLU was

around 0.37x106 RLU. The function of the Donor was not characterized using this method
due to its low oxidation activity.

To understand whether or not the total amount of photon emitted (TAPE) is altered
in these mutants, we collected the RLU kinetics from the initiation of the reaction until
the substrate

LH2 AMP was almost completely oxidized by 50 nM of wild type (WT),

Donor, or Acceptor luciferase. In the assay, we considered the near-complete oxidation of
the substrate as RLU reaching the level of near background signals (here, <1000 RLU).
We then integrated the RLU over the duration of the oxidation. The integrated RLU was
divided by the molarity of the substrate used in the assay (1.5 - 150 nM of
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LH2 AMP ) to

obtain the RLU yield per nM of oxidized substrate.
A challenge that may prevent complete oxidation of the substrate is the production
of dehydroluciferyl-O -adenosine monophosphate (LAMP ) from the oxidation of
[177]. This production occurs in parallel with the production of

LH2 AMP

Loxy . LAMP is a strong

inhibitor of rey luciferase [198]. For this reason in a typical luciferase assay, including
our previous work, the recording of RLU is halted soon after the maximum but long before
RLU reaches background levels. However, our NSSA model and TAPE analysis requires
near-complete oxidation. To avoid inhibition by LAMP, 1 mM of Co-enzyme A (CoA) was
added to the reaction. Firey luciferase has CoA ligase activity against LAMP, and adding

CoA allows conversion of the inhibitor to dehydroluciferyl CoA (L-CoA) [177]. To conrm
the near-complete oxidation of the substrate, we added enzyme or LH2 AMP after the RLU
reached the near background signals. In the assays, we did not observe further increase of
RLU after adding enzyme but observed increase of RLU after adding LH2 AMP (Appendix
B Figure). These indicated that enzyme originally added in the reaction solution was active
until it almost completely oxidized LH2 AMP, and did not produce compounds that inhibit
enzymatic oxidation activity.
Our assay with the near-complete oxidation of

LH2 AMP revealed that RLU kinetics

are unique to each mutant. For instance, the average maximum RLU of Donor (4.69x103 ±

1.76x102 ) is about 1/4 of that of WT. However, the average decay time to half maximum
RLU of Donor (365.3 ± 11.8 sec) is about 6 fold longer than that of WT (Fig. 3.1A). The

average maximum RLU of Acceptor (5.15x105 ± 1.83x105 RLU) is about 28 fold higher

than that of WT (1.82x104 ± 2.09x103 RLU) (Fig. 3.1B). However, the average decay time
to half maximum RLU of the Acceptor (129.7 ± 21.8 sec) is only about 2 fold longer than
that of WT luciferase (57.8 ± 1.02 sec). This indicates that not only the maximum RLU,
used to describe the initial production rate, but also the decay kinetics of RLU are aected
by amino acid substitutions. This result would not be conveyed when reporting only the
Michaelis constant

K M.
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Figure 3.1. Kinetics of RLU in wild type, Donor, and Acceptor are dierent. (A) 50
nM of wild type (WT) and Donor luciferase were each reacted with 15 nM of LH2 AMP.
RLU kinetics were recorded until near background levels were reached. The graphs show
average total RLU detected at each time point in three independent experiments with
standard error. Notice maximum RLU reaches ve orders of magnitude. The maximum
(red) and the time to decay to half-maximum (yellow) of RLU are indicated by dots. (B)
50 nM of Acceptor was reacted with 15 nM of LH2 AMP. RLU was then recorded until near
background levels were reached. The graphs show average total RLU detected at each time
point in three independent experiments with the standard error. Notice here maximum
RLU reaches six orders of magnitude.
Our analysis of the RLU kinetics with 1.5, 15, and 150 nM of

LH2 AMP revealed that

the relationship between TAPE and substrate concentration is linear. However, a dierent
linear relationship was observed for each luciferase (Fig. 3.2). We expect to see a linear
relationship between the TAPE and substrate concentration if the enzymatic activity of the
mutants obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The TAPE with 1.5 nM of

LH2 AMP is highest

for Acceptor (8.49x108 ± 6.08x107 RLU), followed by wild type (1.10x107 ± 8.83x105 RLU),

and lowest for Donor luciferase (7.05x106 ± 2.93x105 RLU) (Fig. 3.2C). This produces the
ratio of TAPE per 1.5 nM
suggests the TAPE of

LH2 AMP as 76 : 1 : 0.6 for Acceptor : WT : Donor. This

LH2 AMP could be dierent for each enzyme due to the specic

mutations since the average total RLU per nM of substrate changes. When we calculated
TAPE per nM with dierent concentrations of LH2 AMP (Fig. 3.2 A and B), we found that
TAPE per nM in Donor and Acceptor are about two-third fold lower and 50 fold higher
on average compared to WT, respectively (Table 1). This suggests that one or more of the
amino acid substitutions, especially in the Acceptor, is able to change TAPE of
greatly.
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LH2 AMP

Figure 3.2. Linear relationship between total RLU and LH2 AMP are conrmed during near
complete oxidation by WT, Donor, and Acceptor, but the total RLU per nM in Acceptor
is dierent from that in WT and Donor. (A) Total RLU observed with 50 nM of wild
type (WT) and Donor luciferase reacted with 1.5, 15, or 150 nM of LH2 AMP. Dashed lines
indicating the linear trendline with its R-squared value pass through the average total RLU
for three independent experiments with standard error. Notice that RLU is eight to nine
orders of magnitude. (B) Total RLU observed with 50 nM of Acceptor luciferase reacted
with 1.5, 15, or 150 nM of LH2 AMP. Dashed lines indicating the linear trendline with its
R-squared value pass through the average total RLU for three independent experiments
with standard error. Notice that RLU is ten orders of magnitude. (C) The average total
RLU detected with 1.5 nM of LH2 AMP varies across the three luciferases. The columns
show average total RLU over three independent experiments with the standard error.
We attempted to determine concentrations of oxyluciferin produced during the reactions by high pressure liquid chromatography in order to determine the photon emit
eciency (quantum yield) of oxyluciferin produced by Acceptor, Donor, and WT. However, we were not able to determine with our current experimental conditions due to use
of low concentration of the substrate for complete oxidation. Accordingly, changes of the
quantum yield in the mutants remain to be addressed.
Table 3.1. Comparison of total amount of photon emitted (TAPE) per nanomole in the
oxidization of LH2 AMP. TAPE per nanomole is calculated here as total RLU per nanomole
of substrate. * t <0.03 against WT.

LH2 AMP (nM) Donor (RLU/nM)

1.5 nM
15 nM
150 nM
Mean

4.70x106
8.95x106
3.48x106
5.71x106

±
±
±
±

1.95x105
2.43x105
1.60x105
1.96x105

WT (RLU/nM)
7.60x106 ± 6.05x105
5.39x106 ± 5.07x105
7.26x106 ± 2.08x106
6.75x106 ± 4.17x105
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Acceptor (RLU/nM)
5.66x108 ± 4.05x107
4.32x108 ± 1.52x108
1.69x108 ± 8.69x107
3.89x108 ± 2.64x107 *

Table 3.2. Parameters in the oxidization reaction of
Michaelis-Menten model
WT
Acceptor

LH2 AMP obtained in the NSSA

k on (nM-1 ·s-1 ) k o (s-1 ) k cat (s-1 ) K M = kok+onkcat (µM)
0.005
0.0001

417.1
0.085

15.1
0.12

86.4
2.0

Analysis With the Non-Steady State Approximation (NSSA) Model Agrees
with the Quasi-Steady State Approximation (QSSA) Model but Provides Additional Information
The Michaelis constants K M and k cat are widely used to assess changes in catalytic activity for mutated enzymes, including Donor and Acceptor [182,194]. However, parameters
obtained using the quasi-steady state approximation (QSSA) do not capture the changes
in TAPE or decay time to half-maximum RLU. Alternatively, parameters obtained using the Non steady state approximation (NSSA) model would capture the post-maximum
kinetics as the concentration of the enzyme-substrate complex begins to reduce during
near-complete oxidation. Specically, the parameters k on and k o describe changes in the

E·S complex due to substrate binding activity and exhaustion (reaction 3.5).
Our NSSA model of rey luciferase for

LH2 AMP oxidation uses ordinary dieren-

tial equations (ODEs) containing 4 equations, 4 variables, and 6 parameters (including 2
constants, Appendix B). Previously, we obtained k cat and

K M of Acceptor by tting the

QSSA Michaelis-Menten model to the maximum RLU for a series of
trations [182]. The k cat and

LH2 AMP concen-

K M of Acceptor was dened as 0.09±0.003 s-1 and 0.6±0.06

µM, respectively. In this report, by curve-tting the NSSA Michaelis-Menten model to our
RLU kinetic data, we obtain a set of optimized parameter values that satisfy all of the
RLU kinetics for dierent concentrations of

LH2 AMP for WT and Acceptor (Table 2).

Comparison of the estimates produced by the QSSA and NSSA Michaelis-Menten models reveals that the Acceptor parameters estimated using the NSSA model produce about
1.3-fold higher k cat and about 3 fold lower

K M . Part of this dierence could be explained

by experimental errors between the previous study, in which 1 nM of the enzyme and up to
5 µM of

LH2 AMP was used, and this study where 50 nM of the enzyme and up to 150 nM
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of

LH2 AMP was used. In addition, CoA was included in this but not the previous study.

CoA prevents the inhibition of rey luciferase by

LAMP, and could alter the apparent

k cat and K M . Even so, the QSSA and NSSA models largely agree. The estimated K D
k

( ko
) of
on

LH2 AMP for WT and Acceptor are 83.4 and 0.85 µM, respectively. This indicates

that the overall anity of

LH2 AMP is increased about 100-fold by the mutations in the

Acceptor. However, the catalytic eciency ( kKcat ) is 0.18 µM-1 ·s-1 in WT and 0.14 µM-1 ·s-1
D
in Acceptor, indicating Acceptor produces Loxy at similar eciency with WT.

Optimized Parameters in the NSSA Michaelis-Menten Model Predict that the
R437K and L438I Substitutions May Aect the Structural Pocket and Increase
Residence Time of the Substrate, Increasing the Total Amount of Photons
Emitted
The estimates of k cat and

K M using the NSSA model largely agrees with the QSSA

model, but the estimates of substrate binding parameters provide information on the eect
of the mutations on the structure and activity of luciferase. The k on of the Acceptor with

LH2 AMP was estimated to be about 2 % of WT (0.0001 nM-1 ·s-1 ) while k o of Acceptor is

0.085 s-1 (K M = 2.0 µM). Theoretically, k o is the sole determinant of the substrate anity
and k on is a function of diusion through the surrounding solution [199]. Indeed, association
rates determined in massive parallel interaction assays in the past revealed that k on s are
similar among dierent molecular interactions, ranging from 0.003 - 0.007 nM-1 s-1 [179].
Our estimate of

k on for WT agrees with these results, but the k on for the Acceptor is

estimated to be much lower. The process of parameter estimation by curve-tting ignores
the nature of molecular interactions and relies on the modeler setting realistic bounds for
parameter values. However, the only parameter that allowed us to t the RLU kinetics
we observe for the Acceptor is lowering k on from 0.005 nM-1 s-1 (the WT value) to 0.0001
nM-1 s-1 . We examined whether changing k o , but retaining k on at a "realistic" value, could
explain the RLU kinetics of the Acceptor. Our analysis shows that the NSSA model with

k on of 0.005 nM-1 s-1 and k o of 4.2 s-1 (K M = 2.0 µM) does not t the data we obtained
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(Fig. 3.3). In particular, the maximum RLU and decay time to half-maximum occurs
much earlier than in the data with this larger k on . This suggests reduction of k on may have
occurred in Acceptor.

Figure 3.3. Not only substrate anity (K D ) but also substrate association rate (k on ) aects
the t of the NSSA model to the observed kinetics. The orange curve shows the predicted
RLU kinetics with the parameters k on = 0.0001, k o = 0.085, and k cat = 0.12, (K M = 2.0
µM). The blue curve shows the predicted RLU kinetics with the parameters k on = 0.005 ,
k o = 4.2, and k cat = 0.12, (K M = 2.0 µM). The RLU over three independent experiments
with 15 nM of LH2 AMP reacted with 50 nM of Acceptor is shown in black. Notice changing
the substrate anity, k o but not k on , does not allow to t the model to the RLU kinetics
of the Acceptor in the rst 40 sec of the reaction. Comparison over the full data is provided
as Appendix B.
Since this apparent reduction in k on is not due to dierences in the reaction solution,
it indicates the amino acid substitutions in Acceptor may reduce the rate for

LH2 AMP

contacting with the catalytic amino acids. Crystal structure studies indicate that rey
luciferase synthesizes

LH2 AMP within a structural pocket that is formed by the amino-

and carboxyl-terminal domains of the enzyme [172, 180, 201]. The amino acids R437 and
L438 are localized in the exible peptide region that links the two domains [167, 202]. The
amino acid substitutions R437K and L438I were thought to increase the oxidation activity
of

LH2 AMP [176]. Our estimate of k on (0.0001 nM-1 s-1 ) predicts that the exible linker

would play a crucial role for entering of

LH2 AMP into the pocket before the substrate
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comes in contact with the amino acids that catalyze the oxidation reaction.
The amino acid substitutions in Acceptor may also prevent
from the structural pocket as the

LH2 AMP from leaving

k o is reduced from 417.1 s-1 in WT to 0.085 s-1 in

Acceptor. The entrance of the pocket may be narrower in Acceptor so that the substrate
would be trapped, reducing both dissociation and association of substrate molecules to
the pocket. The amino acid substitutions in Acceptor also reduce k cat from 15.1 s-1 (WT)
to 0.12 s-1 , most likely due to alteration of the interaction between

LH2 AMP and K443,

the residue that is thought to catalyze the oxidation reaction [193]. Taken together, these
factors would increase the residence time of LH2 AMP in the pocket of the Acceptor. Based
on comparisons of the parameters in the Michaelis-Menten kinetics and total RLU during
near-complete oxidation of
time of

LH2 AMP, we propose that slow supply and extended residence

LH2 AMP in the structural pocket of rey luciferase would increase TAPE of the

substrate.

Conclusion
In the past, due to observation of RLU kinetics being limited to the maximum RLU,
and the approximation of quasi-steady state (QSSA) in the luciferase assay, changes of
photon emission kinetics in mutated rey luciferase have not been properly explained. By
utilizing the RLU kinetics and the Michaelis-Menten model that does not have the quasisteady state approximation (NSSA), we can now explain the molecular mechanism based
on changes of k on , k o , k cat , and total amount of photon emitted in the sequential coupled
reactions more correctly than before. The NSSA model provides more information on the
eect of mutations than the QSSA model by considering substrate binding activity. The
Michaelis constant, which is derived in QSSA model, is dened as

kof f +kcat
.
kon

Hence, when

both k on and k o are altered, K M in the QSSA model might not change. Alternatively, even
when changes of

K M are found in the QSSA model, it is not known whether k on , or k o is

changed. On the other hand, the NSSA model allows to nd optimized k on , k o , and k cat ,
independently by looking at the maximum RLU as well as time to reach and decay from it.
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It remains a question that the same conclusion might be drawn for D-luciferin and ATP. In
the future we hope to expand the analysis to the entire reactions in rey luciferase using
the NSSA model of the sequential coupled reactions. In the past, the parameter of LH2 AMP
in rey luciferase has not been identied due to lacking a suitable method. The analysis
on the adenylation reaction with NSSA would require more equipment and time to identify
all of the substrate and products (Equation 3.4 and 3.5). Once the assay conditions are
optimized, we should be able to obtain k on , k o , and kcat for the
independently from the oxidation reaction of

LH2 adenylation reaction

LH2 AMP.

Curve-tting of the NSSA model to the RLU kinetics is possible because changes in production rate (RLU kinetics) can be measured every 0.1 sec or less for a prolonged amount
of time using a luminometer until near-complete oxidation. The analytical method demonstrated in this study would be applicable to other enzymatic reactions if one can monitor
a change of the product continuously until nearly all substrate is exhausted [1723]. An
example widely used method to monitor the product continuously is uorescence detection [18,2023]. The Michaelis-Menten model published in 1913 contains three parameters,

k on , k o , and k cat . To overcome technical limitation to monitor changes of variables (substrate, product, etc) continuously at the time, the Michaelis constant

K M that combines

k on , k o , and k cat was developed. Because of robustness of K M obtained from variable
enzymes, we still heavily rely on

K M to characterize an enzyme of interest. However, with

modern technology, it is now possible to determine k on , k o , and k cat independently in the
Michaelis-Menten model. The approached presented in this study would open new avenues
to characterize an enzyme of interest with more detailed information.

Experiments were conducted by Yuki Ohmuro-Matsuyama and Hiroshi Ueda of the Laboratory for
Chemistry and Life Science, Institute of Innovative Research, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Nagatsuta-cho,
Yokohama, Kanagawa 226-8503, Japan. My work was to construct, evaluate, and visualize the mathematical models. I drafted and nalized all sections in the chapter.
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Chapter 4. Mathematical Modeling of Plant Cell Cycle
4.1

Introduction to the Cell Cycle and Endoreplication
The ability to control the cell cycle is a necessary trait for organisms to maintain their

size, dierentiate, and respond to environmental stressors. Endoreplication is a modication of the cell cycle wherein cells duplicate their DNA but do not divide. This normally
results in enlarged cells with many copies of DNA. The trichomes of

Arabidopsis thaliana

are commonly studied to better understand the mechanisms behind endoreplication and
how regulation diers from mitotic cell cycles. Here, I rst analyze an existing model of the
plant cell cycle and endoreplication put forth by Roodbarkleri et al. Then, modications
are proposed that improve the behavior of the model. I describe our new model that has
enhanced accuracy, capturing the majority of mutant phenotypes. Model predictions are
also presented for heretofore uncharacterized mutants.

Basic Components Involved in the Plant Cell Cycle
The cell cycle is a ubiquitous piece of biological machinery that controls the growth
and development of cells. It is divided into 4 phases: G1-phase, S-phase, G2-phase, and
M-phase. During G1, the cell grows and prepares to replicate its DNA, which occurs in
S-phase. The cell prepares for mitosis during G2, dividing during M-phase and beginning
the cycle anew. The length of these phases are tightly controlled to allow for control of cell
number, dierentiation, and size during development. One of the primary regulators of cell
cycle progression are the cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs), which interact to
form cyclin-CDK complexes. Accumulation of these complexes triggers DNA replication
and cell division. The levels of cyclin-CDK complexes are therefore tightly regulated.
Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) inhibit the activity of cyclin-CDK complexes by
binding them [206]. The anaphase promoting complex / cyclosome (APC/C) also targets
the cyclin-CDK complexes for destruction, after binding an activator (such as CDC20 or
This research was performed in collaboration with Dr. Larkin. Funding was provided by Dr. Larkin's
NSF grant.
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CCS52) [208,215]. Finally, the gene expression levels of cyclin-CDK complexes is regulated
so that the cell does not divide too early or too late.
Endoreplication is a special case of the cell cycle, where cells cycle through a gap phase
and S-phase, skipping M-phase [216, 259]. The DNA content of the cell doubles at each
subsequent S-phase, resulting in increased DNA content within a single cell. While nonendoreplicated cells have 2 copies of the genome (2C), endoreplicated cells have several
times more. More than two copies of the genome is termed polyploidy, and endoreplication
is one mechanism to achieve polyploidy [211]. In

Arabidopsis thaliana trichomes, the DNA

content reaches from 16 to 32C [219]. For an extreme example, endoreplicated cells of
the endosperm

Arum maculatum can have 24576 copies of their genome within a single

cell [216].

Endoreplication in Plants Present a Challenge to the Question of Cellular Size
Control
In bacteria, the average cell size is very predictable despite variation in initial size
[245], thanks to a size-independent increase in volume prior to each division [247, 256].
Fluctuations in gene expression correlate strongly with cell size variations in both bacterial
and plants [246, 248, 251, 254]. Despite these uctuations, cellular protein concentrations
remain stable [246, 251]. Unlike bacteria, plant cell growth and cell cycle progression is
size-dependent [250, 253, 258], although models suggest this can be explained via random
size-independent increases in volume [253]. Plant cell size appears to be regulated by the
amount of DNA, cellular environment, and genetic strain [249, 252, 255, 257]. This makes
plants, and endoreplicated cells in particular, interesting model organisms when seeking to
understand the underlying biological laws determining cell size.
During development and dierentiation, organisms may modify the cell cycle depending
on the context. Endoreplication is one such common modication [219]. Endoreplication
is often a part of the dierentiation of specialized cells and tissues [211]. It is not specic
to plants, and indeed has been observed in human tissues and single celled organisms
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[259]. Although endoreplication occurs in several plant tissues, trichomes are the most
easily observed. Trichomes are unicellular specialized tissues on plant leaves that undergo
endoreplication during leaf development [211,216,219]. They are relatively easy to observe,
and thus make a good model system to study endoreplication [219].
Although the relationship between cell size and ploidy appears to apply to plants as
well [214], some exceptions have been observed [206, 219]. The cell cycle is a large network
of regulators, and in order to undergo endoreplication the network components need to
be regulated in a dierent way. Instead of the usual G1-S-G2-M cell cycle progression,
multiple rounds of S-phase with gap phases need to occur. Mutation or misexpression of
some of the components involved in the cell cycle and endoreplication results in cell size
enlargement without DNA polyploidy [219].
However, this idea has been challenged by Massonnet et al [239]. While apparent
contradiction of the relationship between ploidy and cell size is observable in some cells,
the authors argue that this is not true at the leaf level. They observed that while some
mutations or misexpression produce leaf cells of dierent sizes, the cell number compensate
for this. It appears that the ultimate size of the leaf is tightly regulated, and they show that
leaf size and ploidy are correlated [239]. They hypothesize that leaf growth itself exerts
some feedback on cell division and cell expansion, rather than the DNA content itself. This
seems to be a clear deviation from the robust trend observed in bacteria of some linear
accumulation method [247]. Other theories on a general mechanism for cellular control of
size include biophysical constraints such as pressure, which may be more applicable in this
case. Certainly, endoreplication in trichomes should be of great interest to understand size
control through future research.

Possible Mechanisms to Achieve Endoreplication in Plants
Shifting from mitotic cycle to endocycles requires altering the regulatory network that
maintains the mitotic cell cycle. There are three proposed methods to trigger endoreplication. One potential mechanism to enter endoreplication is downregulating mitotic regula43

tors to prevent entry and progression of M-phase [259]. MYB3R is a transcription factor
that transcribes pre-mitosis activity, and a lack of MYB3R activation might be sucient repression of the M-phase genes. A second possible mechanism is the proteolytic destruction
of G2/M checkpoint regulators such as CYCB/CDKB. The APC/C, activated by CCS52,
targets the B-type cyclins involved in mitosis [219, 259]. Finally, overexpression of CKIs
may be sucient to suppress M-phase protein activity [219, 259]. The CKI SIM and related CKIs are unique to plants, and are a potent inhibitors of CDKB activity [231]. SIM
overexpression alone has been demonstrated to be sucient for endoreplication onset [219].
In this chapter, I consider SIM upregulation to be the primary causal factor in the shift
to endoreplication. First, I consider the model of the cell cycle put forth by Roodbarkleri
et al [230]. Then, modications based on the results are made, developing a new model
of the cell cycle in plants to address unanswered questions related to the eect of certain
components on endoreplication.

4.2

Roodbarkleri Model
First, I start by utilizing a mathematical model of the plant cell cycle from Rood-

barkleri et al [230]. This model was developed to study the transition from mitotic cycles
to endocycles. This mathematical model is a version of a model of the eukaryotic cell cycle
initially developed by Tyson and Novak bsed on the yeast cell cycle [229]. Slight modications to the Tyson/Novak model appeared a few years later in a paper by Dissmeyer
et al [228]. This group modied the Tyson/Novak model to understand the G2 phase in
plants. In the Tyson/Novak model, the S-G2-M portion of the cell cycle occurs when cyclin
B (CYCB) is high and CDH1 (known in plants as CCS52) is low. A protein called WEE1
functions to inhibit active cyclin-CDK complexes, which results in forming the G2 phase
between the S and M phase. In budding yeast, the preferred study organism of Tyson, it
is indeed observed that a

wee- mutant divides more quickly than it can survive, indicating

the putative loss of the G2 phase of the cell cycle [229].
However, Dissmeyer et al found that WEE1 did not appear to have the same functional-
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ity in plants [228]. To understand their results, the group removed explicit modeling of cell
size and used the Tyson/Novak model to study the eect of mitotic cyclin-CDK complex inhibitors on the length of the G2 phase of the plant cell cycle. In the Tyson/Novak model, the
CDC25/WEE1 complex inhibits cyclin-CDK complexes. Mitosis occurs in this model when
the level of cyclin-CDKs crosses a lower threshold, so gradual inhibition of the cyclin-CDK
complex is what forms the G2 phase, and mitosis occurs when the level of cyclin/CDKs are
high enough. When this inhibitory activity was removed, as the CDC25/WEE1 complex
was not functional in plants, the model suggested that the G2 phase of the cell cycle would
be skipped. This caused Dissmeyer at al to propose that other cyclins must be involved in
mitosis, such that the inhibition of S phase cyclin/CDK complexes and the accumulation of
M phase cyclin/CDK complexes would create the intermediary G2 phase. Roodbarkleri et
al used this information on the cell cycle in plants to develop their model, expressed in the
dierential equations below [230]. Note that component names have been altered to agree
with currently accepted names for plant cell cycle components [219, 237], and parameter
names have been altered to agree with Matlab notation.

dCY CB/CDKBt
=k1i + k1 · M Y B3R − k2i + k2ii · CCS52 + k2iii · CDC20A
dt
dCY CB/CDKB
=k1i + lm · (CY CB − CY CB/CDKB)
dt

(4.1)
(4.2)

− lp · CY CB/CDKB · SIM − (CY CB/CDKB − CY CB/CDKB)
− (k2i + k2ii · ccs52 + k2iii · CDC20A) · CY CB/CDKB

dSIM
=kssim − (kdsimi + kdsim · CY CB/CDKB) · SIM
dt
dCCS52
1 − CCS52
=(k3i + k3ii · CDC20A)
dt
j3 + 1 − CCS52
CCS52
− (k4i · krp + k4 · CY CB/CDKB)
j4 + CCS52
dIE
1 − IE
IE
=k9 · CY CB/CDKB
− k10
dt
j0 + 1 − IE
j10 + IE
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(4.3)
(4.4)

(4.5)



dCDC20A
1 − CDC20A
CDC20A
=k7 · IE
− k8
(4.6)
dt
j7 + 1 − CDC20A
j8 + CDC20A
dCY CD/CDKAt
=k13i + k13ii · T F − (k14i + k14 · CY CB/CDKB) · CY CD/CDKAt
dt
(4.7)
dCY CD/CDKA
=k13i + k13ii · T F
dt

(4.8)

+ lcm · (CY CD/CDKAt − CY CD/CDKA)

− lcp · KRP − (CY CD/CDKAt − CY CD/CDKA)
− (k14i + k14 · CY CB/CDKB) · CY CD/CDKA
+ (k12 + k12i · CY CD/CDKA + k12ii · CY CB/CDKB)
· (CY CD/CDKAt − CY CD/CDKA)
The Roodbarkleri model describes interactions among 9 cellular components using 43
parameters (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1). The model is based upon the Tyson/Novak model [229]
and Dissmeyer model [228] with several modications to describe the cell cycle in plants.
The Tyson/Novak model has 7 components, and there are some important dierences in
what components were kept. The Roodbarkleri model considers CYCB/CDKB as a single
component called MPF (mitosis promoting factor), while the Tyson/Novak model describes
CDK and CYCB separately. The Roodbarkleri model includes the protein SIAMESE
(SIM), which is an important inhibitor of MPF activity and the transition to endoreplication
in plants. Finally, the Roodbarkleri model includes two transcription factors, one for MPF
and one for S phase promoting factor (SPF).
The equations present in the Roodbarkleri model allowed them to simulate both the
mitotic cell cycle and the transition into endoreplication (Fig. 4.2). During development,
after several rounds of cell division, some cells on the leaf surface enter endoreplication.
This appears to be controlled by the upregulation of SIM. In the model, when SIM synthesis
is increased by 10 times, the system shifts from mitotic cycles into endocycles.

Cyclin-CDK Complexes Regulate DNA Replication and Mitosis Cyclins are
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Table 4.1. The model of the cell cycle from Roodbarkleri et al contains 42 parameters, listed
here [230]. Four these parameters are manipulated in this chapter to simulate dierent
conditions (next section). SIM synthesis is upregulated during endoreplication. CYCB
synthesis is increased in a mutant experiment. KRP synthesis is increased in a mutant
experiment for moderate and high overexpression. Synthesis of CYCD/CDKA is modied
by half to simulate knockout mutants.
k1i
k1
lp
lm
k31
k311
j3
k41
k4
j4
k7
j7
k8
j8
k9
j9
k10
j10
k11
k21i
k21

0.01
0.1
1000
1
0
10
0.01
40
40
0.01
1
0.01
0.2
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.2
0
10

jtfb
k22
k151
j15
k161
k1611
j16
k131
k1311
k141
k14
lcm
lcp
k21
k211
k2111
k12
k121
k1211
kdsim1
kdsim

1
0.5
0.25
0.1
0.01
2
0.1
0
0.05
0.02
1
1
400
0.05
10
1
0.2
2
10
0.1
1

kssim SIM
k1i CYCB +
k13i CYCD +
cycd synthesis

0.01
0.03
0.03
0.5

kssim SIM +
k11 KRP +
k11 KRP ++

0.1
0.25
0.6
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Figure 4.1. The wiring diagram of the cell cycle model from Roodbarkleri et al consists
of 9 interacting species described by 43 parameters [230]. The parameter name is closest
to the vertex it describes. Activation is modeled for 4 of the 9 species, while 4 species
are regulated by binding. Inactive species are indicated with a purple square, while the
active species are in a blue oval. Of the 9 components, synthesis is explicitly modeled in 4.
Purple indicates synthesis, red indicates inhibition by deactivation or dephosphorylation.
Pink arrows indicate degradation, "x" indicates constitutive terms, green arrows indicate
activation or binding, blue arrows indicate promotion of degradation. Clusters of 4 small
lled blue circles indicate degradation.
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Figure 4.2. The model of the cell cycle from Roodbarkeleri et al captures entry into
endocycles from mitotic cycles upon an increased in the rate of SIM synthesis (kssim). At
250 time units, kssim was increased from 0.01 to 0.1, simulating the observed upregulation
of SIM during trichome development in Arabidopsis. Here, au indicates arbitrary time
units. Figure reproduced from [230] using Matlab code provided in the Appendix.
proteins that activate cyclin-dependent kinases by binding to them. A-type cyclins (CYCA)
are involved in the progression of both the S and M phases, while B-type cyclins (CYCB) are
involved in the checkpoint between the second gap phase (G2) and mitosis (M) [237]. D-type
cyclins are involved in the S-phase. The letter indicating the "type" of cyclin indicates what
portion of the cell cycle it is active within. Cyclin-dependent kinases are active and able to
phosphorylate other proteins when bound to cyclins, forming a cyclin-CDK dimer. D-type
cyclins (CYCD) and cyclin-dependent kinase A (CDKA) are regulators of the checkpoint
between the rst gap phase (G1) and S-phase [237]. Here in this chapter, following in the
footsteps of previous models, I will consider the group of S-phase cyclin-CDK complexes
as CYCD/CDKA. Thus, I am referring to cyclins that are expressed throughout the cell
cycle (D-type) and kinases that are expressed during DNA synthesis (A-type). The B-type
CDK (CDKB) is unique to plants, and is expressed during M-phase [219]. Here too, I
will consider the group of M-phase cyclin/CDK complexes as CYCB/CDKB. This is to
emphasize that several regulators acting in the switch from mitotic cycles to endocycles act
on the synthesis and activity of B-type cyclin/CDK complexes. The equations describing
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these complexes are provided in Equations ?? and ??.
Both of these complexes are modeled in the Roodbarkleri model as a single cyclin-CDK
complex to simplify the equations. The Roodbarkleri model considers the total amount
of M or S phase cyclin-CDKs, as well as the amount of cyclin-CDKs bound by cyclindependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs), described below. Thus, cyclin-CDK Total minus the
amount bound provides the amount of free cyclin-CDKs. Hence binding terms contain
(CYCD/CDKAt - CYCD/CDKA), for example.

Cyclin-Dependent Kinase Inhibitors Provide Negative Feedback on CyclinCDK Complexes
Cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) act as negative feedback control on the progression of the cell cycle and are heavily involved in the G1/S and G2/M checkpoints [225].
CKIs also promote endoreplication, since they suppress mitotic cyclins [225]. Endoreplication can only occur if mitotic CDKs are suciently suppressed [219]. Plants have two
CKI families, Kip-related proteins (KRP), SIAMESE (SIM) and SIAMESE-Related protein (SMR). KRPs are related to animal CKIs [225]. KRP inhibition of cyclin and CDK
complexes is related to their binding anity, as well as the structure of the resulting complexes [231]. Thus, it is no surprise that data suggest KRP functions in a dose-dependent
manner, whether under- or overexpressing

KRP [207, 210, 211]. The mathematical descrip-

tion of KRP is in Equation 4.6.
The SIM/SMR family of CKIs are unique to plants and function to suppress mitotic
cyclin-CDK complexes [226]. SIM has limited homology to KRP [207], and other SMRs
share similar activity as SIM [218]. SMRs inhibit the S and M phase CDK complexes
by targeting CDKA and CDKB, but seem to have no eect on S-phase CDKs when it's
overexpressed in vivo [218,225]. SIM and SMRs are also involved in the cellular response to
DNA damage and environmental stimuli [221, 223, 235]. Some SMRs are able to pause the
cell cycle in response to DNA damage [235]. As illustrated later, overexpression of CKIs is
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predicted to cause longer S-G2-M lengths, as hypothesized in [209]. Thus, upregulation of
CKIs would allow cells to put o mitosis indenitely. The equation describing SIM in the
Roodbarkleri model is found in Eqn. 4.3.
In the Roodbarkleri model, synthesis of each of these CKIs is controlled by a single
parameter.

SIM synthesis is controlled by kssim, and KRP synthesis by the parameter

k11. Synthesis here is constitutive, meaning constant. As mentioned previously, KRP is
able to bind to CYCD/CDKA, and SIM is able to bind to CYCB/CDKB. These binding events happen as an algebraic expression in the equations describing CYCD/CDKA
and CYCB/CDKB. CYCB/CDKB provides negative feedback on SIM via degradation.
Similarly, both CYCD/CDKA and CYCB/CDKB provide negative feedback on KRP via
degradation.

Delay Term Intermediate enzyme (IE) is used as a delay term since it is known
that there is delay between M-phase CDKB peaks and the upregulation of the APC/C
activator CDC20 [234]. However, the biological mechanism behind this delay is currently
unknown, so the IE is used as a placeholder. Its function may be performed by the APC
core complex [227], or to describe the multiple phosphorylations required to activate CDC20
(described in the next section). Here it is modeled using a Hill function, so that the enzyme
responds quickly to up or down regulators, and reaches a maximum of 1 (shown in Eqn.
4.5).

APC/C Activators are Constrained The anaphase promoting complex (APC/C) is
an 11 subunit ubiquitin E3 ligase. It is able to tag proteins for degradation by ubiquitinating
them after it binds an activator [215, 216]. In plants, the two main activators are cell
division cycle protein 20 (CDC20) and the cell cycle switch protein (CCS52) [224]. Both
activators are involved in the degradation of cyclin B and other mitotic regulators. CCS52
is also involved in the prevention of premature DNA replication in S-phase. The equations
describing the activators are provided in Eqn. ??.
CDC20 and CCS52 act one after another in the cell cycle [215]. CDC20 is activated
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when it is phosphorylated by a CDK, and CCS52 is inactivated when phosophorylated.
CDC20 is active during S-G2-M phases of the cell cycle, when CDK activity is high, and
CCS52 is primarily involved in the degradation of mitotic cyclins, forming G1 [216]. CCS52
appears to be critical in the initiation of endoreplication [259], and it needs to be switched
o to end endoreplication [235]. In the model, the staggered activation of CDC20 and
CCS52 is accomplished through the structure of the system (See Fig. 4.1). Notice that
CDC20 is activated by CYCB/CDKB through the delay term (IE). CCS52 is then activated
by CDC20. Note also the structure of the equations is that of a Hill function. This produces
a fast response and limits the maximum CDC20 and CCS52 to 1.

Transcription Factors Three repeat MYB proteins MYB3R control transcription
of G2/M genes, including

CDKB [219]. Here, it is used to control the regulation of mi-

totic CYCB/CDKB. Another transcription factor TF controls the regulation of S-phase
CYCD/CDKAs. Here, mitotic cyclin-cdks positively feedback on MYB3R, and S-phase
cyclin-cdks negatively feedback on their TF. The equations describing the TFs are shown
in Eqn. ??.

Parameter Estimation
Parameter estimation for 43 parameters without data is a dicult problem. The
method used in Tyson/Novak model centered around analytical solutions of the equations [234]. However, the additional equations make this unfeasible for the Roodbarkleri
model. It was not reported how parameters were estimated in Roodbarkleri model. However, in the eld it is standard practice to perform manual parameter searches. These
involve manual tuning of various parameters. Although at rst this process is random, as
the modeler gains understanding of how parameters aect system dynamics, the problem
simplies a little bit. In this system, there is no data on the absolute values of the system
components at discrete times. Rather, the modeler must rely on conceptual understanding
of cell cycle components reaching the thresholds that exist within mitosis, DNA replication,
and cell cycle checkpoints.
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4.3

Eect of SIM on length of S-G2-M in the Roodbarkleri model
The preceding sections of this chapter described the previously published model by

Roodbarkleri et al [230]. In their report, they described one set of parameters and the
simulation of endoreplication through the upregulation of SIM. SIM and SMRs (SIAMESErelated proteins) are specialized cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors in plants. Upregulation
of SIM during the cell cycle results in a shift from mitotic cycles to endocycles. This shift
occurs because SIM is able to inhibit the activity of mitotic cyclins, such as CYCB/CDKB
complexes in the Roodbarkleri model. Plants lack several components of the G2 checkpoint
that prevents premature entry into mitosis. We hypothesized that SIM may play a role
during the normal mitotic cycle in regulating the length of G2 and preventing premature
mitosis. Here the model is used to study how dierent levels of SIM synthesis produce
dierent behavior in the cell cycle. The length of S-G2-M is dened as the amount of time
between the maxima of the CYCD/CDKA peak and the CYCB/CDKB peak, where time
is measured in arbitrary units. kssim is the synthesis parameter of SIM. When kssim is
zero, no SIM is being synthesized, and as kssim increases, the synthesis rate increases. Note
that the parameters describing binding and degradation of SIM are unchanged during this
analysis.
Low levels of SIM synthesis show a roughly linear relationship to both cell cycle length
and the length of S-G2-M (Fig. 4.3). When kssim = 0, the length of S-G2-M 33.6% of
the cell cycle, being 10.8 time units long while the length of the cell cycle is 32.1 time
units long. When kssim is increased to 0.001, no signicant change occurs. When kssim
is further increased to 0.005, the length of S-G2-M increases to 11.5 and the length of the
cell cycle is 36.1 time units long. When kssim = 0.01, considered "low"

SIM expression

for modeling purposes by Roodbarkleri et al, the length of S-G2-M is 13.4 and the length
of the cell cycle is 40.5 time units long, or 33.3% of the total cell cycle length [230]. Eect
of kssim on cell cycle length under the endoreplication threshold is provided in additional
detail in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3. Varying kssim below the threshold for endoreplication ( 0.044) is predicted to
control the length of S-G2-M relative to the cell cycle during mitotic cycles. For very low
levels of SIM synthesis, from zero to 10% increase in length is observed for S-G2-M and
the total cell cycle. SIM synthesis parameters were varied as follows: (A) kssim = 0. (B)
kssim = 0.001. (C) kssim = 0.005. (D) kssim = 0.01. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Table 4.2. Predictions by the Roodbarkleri model on the eect of SIM synthesis on cell
cycle lengths. A selection of SIM synthesis parameter values under the endoreplication
threshold are shown.

SIM synthesis

0
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
0.03
0.0325
0.035
0.0375
0.038

As the level of

M-G1-S Length

21.3
22.00
24.65
27.10
27.95
28.30
28.40
28.40
28.45
28.40
28.50
28.40

S-G2-M Length

10.77
10.87
11.47
13.37
17.50
23.43
32.05
46.00
57.45
69.10
86.90
93.20

Cycle Length

32.07
32.87
36.12
40.47
45.45
51.78
60.43
74.40
85.93
97.50
115.40
121.60

SIM synthesis approaches endoreplication levels, the length of S-G2-M

and the length of the cell cycle increase dramatically (Fig. 4.4). When kssim is increased to
0.03, the length of S-G2-M is now 61% of the cell cycle, at 46 time units long while the length
of the cell cycle is 74.4 time units long. Under these conditions, a tiny second CYCD/CDKA
peak begins to show. When kssim is 0.035, the length of S-G2-M is 69.1 and the length
of the cell cycle is 97.5 time units long. Now there is a clear second CYCD/CDKA peak
prior to cell division. When kssim is increased to 0.04, the length of S-G2-M is 119.4 and
the length of the cell cycle is 147.8 time units long. Here, three CYCD/CDKA peaks occur
prior to cell division. A kssim of 0.05 triggers endoreplication, or an absence of mitotic
CDK peaks. The threshold for endoreplication occurs at approximately kssim = 0.044,
where endoreplication is dened the absence of mitotic peaks. Here, we consider this as 3
or 4 CYCD/CDKA peaks after a mitotic event, since in the Roodbarkleri model mitotic
peaks can re-appear if simulating for longer periods of time. However, endoreplication is
typically observed to be terminated after 3 or 4 duplication events in plants.
As

SIM synthesis approaches levels sucient for endoreplication, the length of both

S-G2-M and the total cell cycle increase. The length of S-G2-M approaches 77% of the cell
cycle (Fig. 4.5). In this model, increasing the synthesis level of
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SIM above the endorepli-

Figure 4.4. Varying kssim around the threshold for endoreplication (≥0.044) is predicted
to increase the length of the S-G2-M relative to the cell cycle. Increasing rounds of DNA
replication are observed prior to the switch to endoreplication. The length of S-G2-M
approaches 120% and the length of the cell cycle approaches 150% of the length with sim
knockout. SIM synthesis parameters were varied as follows: (A) kssim = 0.03. (B) kssim
= 0.035. (C) kssim = 0.04. (D) kssim = 0.05. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.5. The model predicts that the percent of the cell cycle taken up by the length of
S-G2-M increases to 77% as SIM synthesis increases under the threshold for endoreplication
(kssim ≥ 0.044). Here the X axis is the value of the SIM synthesis parameter kssim, and
the Y axis is the proportion of the total cell cycle length.
cation threshold has a small eect on endocycle length. In Fig. 4.38, the synthesis of

SIM

is increased with a slight increase in endocycle length. As shown in Fig. 4.6, a threshold
is reached when kssim is increased from 0.1 to 10. The true threshold for endoreplication
in this model is when kssim = 0.046, and the value used to run subsequent simulations
illustrating the eect of various mutants is kssim = 0.1. When kssim is 10, it is about 200
times higher than the threshold and 100 times higher than the simulation value. Over this
range, the endocycle length increases by 13%.

Taking Figures 4.5 and 4.6 together, SIM appears to act in a dose-dependent manner on
the cell cycle. In addition, recall that in Fig. 4.4 gradually increasing CYCD/CDKA peaks
were predicted as the system approached endoreplication. Indeed, this system does not
have a true switch, as the time between M-phases continuously increases. This is discussed
further in the last section of this chapter.

Analysis of the Eects of kssim on the Cell Cycle To understand the eect
of changes in kssim on model predictions, simulations were run for 300 time units with
kssim set to 0.01. This is to eliminate variability in the predictions due to the initial
conditions. At time 300, kssim was varied to the value indicated. Since the cycle time is
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Figure 4.6. As SIM synthesis increases the length of the endocycles increase. An increase in
kssim 200 times above the endoreplication threshold increases the endocycle length by 13%.
The endoreplication threshold is approximately kssim of 0.044, and here it was increased
from 0.5 to 2. Here the X axis is the value of the SIM synthesis parameter kssim, and the
Y axis is the time between CYCD/CDKA maxima in arbitrary time units.

Figure 4.7. Increasing kssim above the threshold for endoreplication is predicted to gradually increase the length of endocycles. kssim is increased progressively from 0.05 to 0.1
(A) at time 200, and to 0.2 (B) at time 400. Note that between 0 and point A, 5 CYCD/CDKA peaks are visible, while only 4 peaks are contained within point B to 600.
X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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highly dependent on the parameters (particularly kssim, as described here), consistency for
comparative purposes is best achieved by altering kssim at the same time point.

The Model Predicts S-G2-M Length Approaches 77% of the Total Cycle Time
As the amount of SIM approaches the level required for endoreplication, the length of
S-G2-M and the cell cycle increase (Fig. 4.8). The length of S-G2-M is half of the length of
M-G1-S when kssim is zero and takes up 34% of the total cycle. When kssim approaches
endoreplication levels, the length of S-G2-M increases to 328% of the length of G1, and
now accounts for 77% of the total cycle length. Here, the length of G1 is approximated by
calculating the length of time between the M-phase CDK peak to the S-phase CDK peak.
The length of S-G2-M increases 765% compared to when kssim is zero, and the proportion
of the cycle length it occupies increases by 274%. The length of M-G1-S increases by 33%.
When SIM is able to cause endoreplication, the length of the cycle reaches 121.6 from 32.1,
and the length of S-G2-M reaches 93.2 from 10.8. Thus, the Roodbarkleri model predicts
a nonlinear increase in the length of both the cell cycle and S-G2-M.

Tracking Changes in the Length of the Cell Cycle To determine the change in
the length of the cell cycle and S-G2-M due to increasing SIM synthesis, the model was run
for 300 time units at low kssim = 0.01. At 250 time units,

kssim was varied between 0 and

endoreplication levels (≥0.044). For time units 250 to 500, the number of M or S phase
peaks, and the time at which the maxima occurred, was recorded for the rst 4 peaks. As

kssim increases and shifts into endocycles, the number of peaks reduces. When only 0 or 1
M phase peak occurred within 250 time units it was determined to be the lower threshold
of endoreplication. The other simulations are run at slightly higher levels of
the time window is increased, higher

kssim. NB: if

kssim is necessary to suppress M phase peaks. This

may be due to the dynamics of MYB3R, the transcription factor of CYCB/CDKB, or of
the G1/S regulatory network. In this model, gradual decay in the length of endoreplication
occurs for some values of

kssim. This is discussed in the last section of this chapter.
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Figure 4.8. Increasing SIM synthesis toward the threshold for endoreplication (0.044)
primarily aects the length of S-G2-M. (A) As SIM synthesis increases from 0 to 0.044,
the proportion of the cycle taken up by S-G2-M approaches 0.8 as the system approaches
endoreplication. Similarly, the relative length of S-G2-M compared to the length of M-G1-S
increases exponentially. (B) When kssim increases from 0 to 0.044, the model predicts that
the length of S-G2-M increases by 8.8x, while the proportional share of the total cycle time
by S-G2-M increases by 4x. The length of M-G1-S increases by 30%. Note that true the
dierence may be smaller, since mitotic cycles are achieved with a range of SIM synthesis
under the threshold for endoreplication. (C) As SIM synthesis increases from 0 to 0.044,
the total cycle time (M phase to M phase or S phase to S phase) increases exponentially
(grey). This is primarily due to increased time spent in the S-G2-M phase (brown).
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4.4

Knockout and Overexpression Mutants
The cell cycle involves many components. Study of the function of these components

is achieved by genetic manipulation of their function and expression levels. In this section, I show whether the Roodbarkleri model can reproduce the phenotypes of published
mutants aecting endoreplication in

Arabidopsis. High SIM levels normally correspond to

the conditions observed in normal Arabidopsis trichomes. Mutants are simulated using the
Roodbarkleri model and the predicted phenotypes are compared to the observed phenotypes. Note that all cell cycle and phase lengths are given in arbitrary units, and for brevity
presented as unitless numbers. In addition, the eect of mutant conditions on mitotic and
endocycle length is compared to the length under wild-type or baseline conditions. Analysis
shows that the Roodbarkleri model is unable to describe 11 of 18 mutant phenotypes, and
unable to simulate an additional 3 mutants.
In

Arabidopsis, trichomes are cells on leaves that normally endoreplicate. They enter

endoreplication when SIM synthesis is increased, and undergo around 4 rounds before
exiting the cell cycle completely [209]. This results in DNA content of approximately 16C
to 32C. When

SIM is knocked out, multicellular trichomes are produced, indicating that

the cells are undergoing mitosis instead of endoreplication [208, 226]. SIM is expressed at
a low level in tissues that do not endoreplicate. In cells that undergo endoreplication,

SIM

is low for about 4 divisions, upregulated (high) for about 4 endocycles, and then exit the
cell cycle. In cells that don't undergo endoreplication,

SIM is low for about 8 divisions.

Note on Genetic Nomenclature All-capitals refers to a protein (eg, SIM). Italics
refer to the name of a gene (eg, SIM ). Capital italics refer to normal or wild-type expression
levels, and lowercase refers to knock out mutants (eg,
can also be referred to by a +:
(eg,

sim ). Wild-type expression levels

SIM + . Over-expression mutants are abbreviated by OE

SIM OE ).
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Table 4.3. Known characteristics of genetic mutants of cell cycle components. Note that
genes are italicized, and knockout mutants are in lower case. SIM low refers to SIM expression during mitotic cycles, and SIM high to expression during endocycles. †: weak KRP
overexpression using Too Many Mouths (TMM ) promoter. ‡: strong KRP overexpression
using Cauliower mosaic virus (CaMV ) or GL2 promoter.

Genotype

SIM
sim
sim
SIM
sim
SIM
SIM

high

SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM
sim
SIM
SIM
sim
SIM

high
low
high
low
high
low
high

high
high
high

low
high
low

SIM high
SIM high
SIM high

Observed Phenotype

CCS52 OE
CCS52 OE
ccs52
ccs52
ccs52,
CYCBOE

CYCB OE
CYCD3 OE
CYCD3 OE
cycd3
cycd3
krp
krp
KRP OE †
KRP OE
KRP OE
KRP OE+ ‡
KRP OE+
KRP OE+
fbl17
fbl17, krp

Unicellular and endoreplicated; normal Arabodopsis trichomes; about 30C DN
Multicellular trichomes [208, 226]
Suppression of sim phenotype, unicellular trichome [208]
Faster endocycles [208]
Enhancement of sim multicellular trichomes [208]
Unicellular trichome with 30-50% reduction in DNA content [208]
Multicellular trichomes [207, 208]
Unicellular and endoreplicated trichomes [208]
Inhibition of cell division [214]
Inhibition of endocycles [214]
30-50% less total cells [214]
Unicellular trichomes with higher ploidy [214]
Narrower, curved leaves; increased number of cells [207]
Increased number of trichomes [207]
fail to enter endoreplication (sim phenotype) [210]
Mitotic cycle length doubled [206, 212]
Endocycles are faster [211, 212]
WT-like endocycles [210]
Cell cycle duration doubles from 20 to 43 hours [206],
may induce endoreplication [210], cell division is inhibited [213]
Endocycles are slower [206, 209, 210, 212]
Slower or no endocycles [240]
Normal endocycles [233]
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The Roodbarkleri Model Fails to Correctly predict CCS52 Loss-of-Function
Phenotypes
CCS52 is an activator of the APC/C that is thought to be important in the switch
from mitotic to endocycles [208]. In trichomes, a CCS52LOF (loss of function) mutant
results in unicellular trichomes with a 30-50% reduction in DNA are observed in these
conditions, which would be equivalent to slower endoreplication in model simulations [208].
A

CCS52 LOF mutant can be mimicked in the Roodbarkleri model by setting Eqn. 4.4 to

zero, so that the amount of CCS52 does not change over time.
When

SIM is high, the length of endocycles is not appreciably changed from 46 under

wild-type conditions and 45.9 when

CCS52 is knocked out in the Roodbarkleri model.

Thus, the Roodbarkleri model fails to explain this phenotype, since it predicts no dierence
in endoreplication for a CCS52 LOF mutant [208]. It should be noted that it isn't possible to
simulate CCS52 OE with the Roodbarkleri model, because the mathematical representation
of CCS52 is formulated so that CCS52 oscillates between 0 and 1. This is discussed in
section 4.2.
When both CCS52 and SIM are knocked out, the mitotic cycling time is reduced from
40.5 to 30.35 time units, while the length of S-G2-M is increased from 13.4 to 20.25 (Fig
4.9). This prediction agrees with the phenotype of enhanced multicellularity, as additional
divisions are observed to take place [208].
The Roodbarkleri model can mimic overexpression of
eter that describes constitutive synthesis of

CYCB by increasing the param-

CYCB/CDKB, k1i, from 0.01 to 0.03. When

ccs52 is knocked out and CYCB is overexpressed, the mitotic cycling time is predicted to
reduced from 40.5 to 27.6, and the length of S-G2-M is increased from 13.4 to 18.9 when

SIM is low (Fig. 4.10). When SIM is high, CYCB is overexpressed, and CCS52 is knocked
out, multicellular trichomes are observed [208]. In the Roodbarkleri model, under these
same conditions, the length of endocycles is reduced from 46 to 35.1 and mitotic cycles do
not occur. For all the known phenotypes of CCS52 misexpression, the Roodbarkleri model
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Figure 4.9. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a ccs52 knockout mutant (B, D) would
reduce the length of the mitotic cycle (B) and have no eect on endocycle time (D),
compared to wild-type (A, C). (A) kssim = 0.01 (B) ccs52 knockout, kssim = 0.01 (C)
kssim = 0.1 (D) ccs52 knockout, kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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fails to predict correct phenotypes.
When SIM is high and CYCB is overexpressed, with wild-type CCS52, unicellular and
endoreplicated trichomes with a DNA content similar to wild-type trichomes are observed
[208]. In the Roodbarkleri model, under these conditions the length of endocycles is reduced
from 46 in wild-type conditions to 36.2, which corresponds to an increase in DNA content
(Fig. 4.11). This too does not agree with the observed phenotype.

Model Predictions Disagree with the Data when Changing KRP Expression
There are two main classes of cyclin-CDK regulators: cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors and the anaphase promoting complex. The negative regulatory network centers
around the protein F-box like protein 17 (FBL17), which mediates the degradation of
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) including KRP [233, 240]. KRPs also inhibit
cyclin-CDK complexes by binding them [206]. Along with FBL17 and CDKA, the cyclindependent kinase inhibitor family of Kip-related proteins (KRP) form a regulatory network
that controls S-phase entry from G1 [233]. Note that the Roodbarkleri model does not contain FBL17.
When

KRP is knocked out, and SIM is low, an increased number of cells is observed,

along with narrow, curved leaves [207]. In the Roodbarkleri model,

KRP knockout can be

mimicked by setting equation 4.7 to zero. The model predicts that the length of the mitotic
cycles is reduced from 40.5 to 34.2, and the length of S-G2-M is not appreciably aected
(13.4 compared to 13.5, Fig. 4.12). When the length of mitotic cycles is reduced, more
mitotic cycles can occur within the same amount of time. Assuming that the switch to
endoreplication or the end of the cell cycle is controlled with respect to time or some other
factor, this would result in increased mitotic cycles, resulting in more cells. Under these
conditions, when kssim is increased to endoreplication levels in the Roodbarkleri model,
neither endocycles nor mitotic cycles occur. This disagrees with the observed phenotypes, as
an increased number of trichomes are observed, but not size or cell number dierences [207].
Dierent levels of overexpression are possible by utilizing dierent promoters. In the
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Figure 4.10. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a ccs52 knockout and CYCB overexpression double mutant (B, D) would decrease mitotic cycling time (B) and reduce the
length of endocycles (D) compared to wild-type (A, C). CYCB overexpression is approximated in the model by increasing constitutive CYCB/CDKB synthesis. (A) kssim = 0.01
(B) The ccs52 knockout, CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = .03) double mutant with kssim = 0.01.
(C) kssim = 0.1 (D) The ccs52 knockout, CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = .03) double mutant with
kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.11. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a CYCB overexpression mutant would
decrease mitotic cycling time (A, B) and reduce the length of endocycles (C, D), compared
to wild-type (A, C). CYCB overexpression is approximated in the model by increasing
constitutive CYCB/CDKB synthesis. (A) kssim = 0.01, (B) CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = .03),
kssim = 0.001 (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = .03), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in
arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.12. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a krp knockout mutant (B, D) would
decrease mitotic cycling time (B) and prevent endoreplication (D) compared to wild-type
(A, C). (A) kssim = 0.01 (B) krp knockout, kssim = 0.01 (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) krp knockout,
kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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study conducted by Verkest et al [212], lower levels of
with the

KRP expression were observed

Too Many Mouths (TMM ) promoter, compared to the Cauliower mosaic virus

(CaMV ) promoter. When

KRP is moderately overexpressed and sim is knocked out,

trichomes failed to enter endoreplication and were multicellular [210]. In the Roodbarkleri
model, these conditions were predicted to reduce mitotic cycling time from 40.5 to 30.3.
This prediction agrees with the data, as cells would divide and fail to enter endoreplication.
When

KRP is highly overexpressed and SIM is knocked out, trichomes with wild-type

cell size and DNA ploidy were observed [210]. In the Roodbarkleri model, the endocycling
time is increased from 40.5 to 62 (Fig. 4.13). This prediction disagrees with the phenotype,
as it predicts lower ploidy than wild-type. The length of S-G2-M is about the same for
both levels of

KRP overexpression under sim conditions (21.4 and 23 for moderate and

high levels, respectively), an increase from wild-type length of 13.4.
When SIM is at low expression levels, such as is observed for dividing cells, and KRP is
moderately overexpressed, the length of the cell cycle is predicted to increase to 42.2 from
40.5 under wild-type conditions in the Roodbarkleri model (Fig. 4.14). This agrees with
the observation of less cell division under these conditions [212]. When
overexpressed and

KRP is strongly

SIM is at low levels, the length of the cell cycle increases further to

48.9. This disagrees with the observation that the length of the cell cycle doubles under
these conditions, as the model predicts a 40% increase in cell cycle length [206]. Many
other phenotypes have been observed under these conditions, including cell cycle arrest,
endoreplication, and less-inhibited mitotic cycles.
When

KRP is moderately overexpressed and SIM expression is at endoreplication

levels in the Roodbarkleri model, the length of the endocycle is predicted to increase from
46 in wild-type conditions to 54.8. This prediction disagrees with the observation of faster
endocycles, as the model predicts 20% less endocycles under the same time frame [212].
When KRP is overexpressed at a high level and SIM expression is at endoreplication levels,
the Roodbarkleri model predicts the length of the endocycle increases to 140.9, nearly triple
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Figure 4.13. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a moderate KRP overexpression and
sim knockout double mutant would decrease mitotic cycling time (B) compared to wildtype (A). Under strong KRP overexpression (C), the model predicts this eect would get
stronger. (A) kssim = 0, (B) KRP OE (k11 = .25), kssim = 0 (C) KRP OE+ (k11 = .6),
kssim = 0. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.14. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that moderate KRP overexpression would
increase mitotic cycling time (B) compared to wild-type (A) when SIM is at mitotic levels.
Strong KRP overexpression increases mitotic cycling time further (C). (A) kssim = 0.01,
(B) KRP OE (k11 = .25), kssim = 0.01 (C) KRP ++ (k11 = .6), kssim = 0.01. X-axis is in
arbitrary time units.
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that of wild-type. This agrees with the phenotypic observation of lower ploidy trichomes,
indicating slower endocycles [212].
The model predicts that the eect of

KRP concentration on both mitotic and endo-

cycling time is linear (Fig. 4.16). This agrees with previous literature on the eect of
increasing

KRP expression and resulting CDK inhibition [207, 210, 211]. However, the

model predicts that

KRP overexpression has a stronger eect on the length of the endocy-

cle (207% increase in high KRP, compared to wild-type). The length of the mitotic cycle
increases by 43% from krp knockout to high KRP overexpression. The model does not have
endocycles under

krp knockout and high SIM expression conditions. Under sim knockout

conditions, the length of the mitotic cycle increases by 137% from

krp knockout to high

KRP overexpression.
Eect of Misexpression of CYCD3
The model approximates CYCD3 overexpression by increasing the CYCD/CDKA constitutive synthesis parameter k13i from 0 to 0.03. Under these conditions, the length of
mitotic cycling time is predicted to increase from 40.5 to 52.8, and the S-G2-M length from
13.4 to 39.5 (Fig. 4.17). This agrees with the observation that mitotic cycles are slower
under

CYCD3 overexpression [216]. Under these conditions, the model predicts endorepli-

cation will not occur. This partially agrees with the observation that endoreplication is
inhibited [216]. It is possible that our approximation of CYCD3 overexpression, by overexpressing the CYCD/CDKA complex, fails under endoreplication SIM synthesis conditions.
By altering the CYCD/CDKA complex, some assumptions are made about the ratio of
available CYCD and CDKA to bind. The ratio may be in favor of CDKA or other CYCDs

in planta.
The model approximates cycd3 knockout in a similar fashion, by reducing CYCD/CDKA
synthesis terms (constitutive k13i and transcription-factor mediated k13) by 50%. If

CY-

CD/CDKA is fully knocked out, the model no longer cycles. Under these conditions, the
mitotic cycling time is increased from 40.5 to 46.1, and the S-G2-M length is increased from
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Figure 4.15. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a moderate KRP overexpression mutant would increase endocycling time (B) and a strong KRP overexpression mutant would
incrase endocycling time further (C), compared to wild-type conditions with SIM expression at mitotic levels (A). (A) kssim = 0.1. (B) KRPOE (k11 = .25), kssim = 0.1. (C)
KRP++ (k11 = .6), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.16. The Roodbarkleri model predicts mitotic cycle length (purple) and endocycle
length (green) are linearly related to KRP overexpression. The length of the mitotic cycle
(low SIM synthesis), and endocycle (high SIM synthesis) increase linearly. Endocycle
length is predicted to increase to a higher degree under the same KRP overexpression
conditions. The X-axis shows relative KRP concentration expressed as the value of the
synthesis parameter k11. The Y-axis shows the cycle time in arbitrary units.
13.4 to 36.3 (Fig. 4.17). This does not agree with the data, which suggest that the cell is
able to enter into endoreplication more easily. Partially knocking out
not aect

CYCD/CDKA does

SIM levels. The length of endocycles is increased from 46 to 64. This disagrees

with the data that endocycles are faster under

cycd3 conditions [216].

Summary of the Analysis on the Roodbarkleri Model of the Plant Cell Cycle
From these simulations, the Roodbarkleri model is demonstrated as capable to accurately describe the phenotypes of 9 of 18 mutants (Fig. 4.19). An additional 3 mutant
conditions involving

CCS52 and FBL17 can not be simulated using this model as CCS52

synthesis nor FBL17 is included. In Roodbarkerli model, CCS52 is modeled as a Hill
function, constrained between zero and 1, while FBL17 is not included in the model. Of
the model predictions that disagree with the data,
and some

ccs52 knockout, CYCB overexpression,

KRP and CYCD conditions are included. This disagreement may be due to

the omission of the G1/S regulatory subnetwork, which includes KRP, CYCD/CDKA, and
FBL17 [233]. In addition, the treatment of the primary regulators of CYCB/CDKBs in
the Roodbarkleri model, including KRP and APC/CCCS52 , may explain why
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CYCB over-

Figure 4.17. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a CYCD3 overexpression mutant would
increase mitotic cycling time (A, B) and prevent endoreplication (C, D), compared to
wild-type (A, C). CYCD3 overexpression conditions are approximated by overexpressing
CYCD/CDKA in the model. (A) kssim = 0.01, (B) CYCD/CDKAOE (k13i = .03), kssim =
0.01 (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) CYCD/CDKAOE (k13i = .03), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary
time units.
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Figure 4.18. The Roodbarkleri model predicts that a cycd3 knockout mutant would increase
mitotic cycling time (A, B) and increase the length of endocycles (C, D), compared to
wild-type (A, C). cycd3 conditions are approximated by a partial (50%) cycd/cdka in the
model.(A) kssim = 0.01, (B) cycd/cdka knockout (50%), kssim = 0.01 (C) kssim = 0.1 (D)
cycd/cdka knockout (50%), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.19. Overall the Roodbarkleri model accurately describes the eects of 7 of 18
known mutant phenotypes. Here the eect of some mutant conditions can be compared to
the wild-type model predictions (WT) for S-G2-M length (blue), mitotic cycle length (red),
and endocycle length (yellow). Bars extending above the dashed line indicate an increase
in length, representing inhibited cycles. Bars below the dashed lines indicate faster cycles.
expression condition simulations disagreed with the data. Namely, the ability of KRP
and APC/CCCS52 to function as primary regulators of CYCB/CDKBs is not incorporated
into the Roodbarkleri model. Thus, in the Roodbarkleri model CYCB/CDKBs are largely
unchecked when SIM is not present in the system.

4.5

CCS52 is Critical and Sucient to Establish Endoreplication
In the Roodbarkeleri et al model

CCS52 can not be truly overexpressed due to the

modeling strategy. However, CCS52 is a critical activator of APC/C, and thought to be
necessary to enter endoreplication [259]. To capture the importance of CCS52 in endoreplication, and to further improve behavior of the G1/S regulatory network components, the
model is modied to better reect this information and understand their impact on pre-
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dictions of cell cycle and endoreplication behavior [233].
In this new model, when SIM is low (kssim = 0.01) or knocked out (kssim = 0.001), overexpressing

CCS52 by increasing constitutive expression (A7 = 0.08 from 0.01) suppresses

mitotic cycles and triggers endoreplication (Fig. 4.20). This agrees with the observed phenotype under these conditions, where trichomes are unicellular and with high ploidy [208].
The length of endocycles under these conditions is 42.7, shorter than wild-type (48). When
SIM is high, as in trichome conditions, the length of endocycles is reduced a little further
to 42.9, compared to 48 in wild-type. This also agrees with the observed phenotype of
increased ploidy in unicellular trichomes, as more DNA replication events can occur within
the same time frame [208].

Changing CCS52 Modeling Alters the Predicted ccs52 Knockout Phenotype
Altering the mathematical description of CCS52 in the new model improves the predictions of both

CCS52 over and underexpression conditions. In trichomes, a CCS52LOF (loss

of function) mutant results in unicellular trichomes with a 30-50% reduction in DNA content [208]. In the root meristem,

ccs52 LOF mutants were observed to be longer, indicating

cell division over a larger area than in wild-type [241]. The new model predicts that when

CCS52 is knocked out and SIM expression is high, the length of endocycles are increased
from 48 to 52.6 (Fig. 4.21), which would result in a reduction in ploidy.
In the

ccs52 knockout and CYCB overexpression double mutant, when SIM synthesis

is at endoreplication levels, multicellular trichomes are observed [208]. The new model
predicts that endocycles are suppressed and mitotic cycles occur (Fig. 4.22), which would
produce multicellular trichomes.

4.6

Model Improvements Capture 8 Additional Mutant Phenotypes
Altering the mathematical expression of CCS52 in the development of the new model

allowed us to recover the observed phenotypes. Improving the mathematical expression
of other members of the G1/S regulatory network accurately describes another 5 observed
mutant phenotypes. To accomplish this, an unknown candidate protein (similar to the
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Figure 4.20. The new model predicts that a CCS52 overexpression mutant (B, D) would
suppress mitotic cycles and trigger endoreplication when SIM is low or knocked out (B),
and reduce the length of endocycles time (D) compared to wild-type (A, C). (A) kssim =
0.001 (B) When CCS52 OE (A7 = 0.8), kssim = 0.001, mitotic cycles are suppressed and
endocycles occur. (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) CCS52 OE (A7 = 0.8), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in
arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.21. The new model predicts that a ccs52 knockout mutant (B, D) would reduce
mitotic cycle time (B) and increase endocycle length (D) compared to wild-type (A, C). (A)
kssim = 0.001 (B) ccs52 knockout, kssim = 0.001. (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) ccs52 knockout,
kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.22. The new model predicts that a ccs52 knockout and CYCB OE double mutant
(B, D) would reduce mitotic cycle time (B) and suppress endocycles (D) compared to wildtype (A, C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) ccs52 knockout, CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = 0.06) double
mutant, kssim = 0.001. (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) ccs52 knockout, CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i =
0.06) double mutant, kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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roles of FBL17) was added into the model, and KRP is now able to inhibit CYCB/CDKB
[233,240]. These changes are described in detail later in this chapter. As previously, all cell
cycle and phase lengths are given in arbitrary units, and for brevity presented as unitless
numbers. In addition, the eect of mutant conditions on mitotic and endocycle length is
compared to the length under wild-type or baseline conditions.
Out of 21 mutant phenotypes, the new model accurately describes 17 of them, and
Roodbarkleri model is able to explain 9. Of the dierence, 2 are

CCS52 OE , which was not

possible with Roodbarkleri model due to the modeling strategy. Another 3 are

ccs52 sim-

ulations. The failure of the Roodbarkleri model to capture the data under these conditions
are likely the result of the choice of equation structure. The equations describing CCS52
were written to see if CCS52 was necessary for endoreplication, or if increased

SIM syn-

thesis was sucient. Of the remaining 3 mutants that the new model was able to recover,
2 more are cycd3 simulations, and nally the eect of KRP ++ with high SIM. This may be
due to the omission of the G1/S regulatory subnetwork, including KRP, CYCD/CDKA,
and the hypothetical FBL17-like protein.

Eect of the New Model on Mutant Predictions
As previously,
tive synthesis of

CYCB overexpression conditions are mimicked by increasing constitu-

CYCB/CDKB. When CYCB is overexpressed by increasing constitutive

synthesis (k1i) of

CYCB/CDKB from 0.01 to 0.03, and SIM is high, overexpression of

CYCB causes virtually no change in endocycle length (48 in wild-type and 47.8 in CYCB
overexpression conditions) (Fig. 4.23). These predictions are in agreement with the observation of unicellular and endoreplicated trichomes [208]. Note that the Roodbarkleri model
was not able to explain these phenotypes.
Under krp knockout conditions, the mitotic cycle time is predicted to decrease from 56.3
in wild-type to 41.4 (Fig. 4.24). The length of S-G2-M is reduced by half, from 26.6 to 13.1.
This agrees with the observed phenotype of faster mitotic cycles [207]. The Roodbarkleri
model also explained this phenotype. When

SIM expression is at endoreplication levels,
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Table 4.4. The new model is able to recover 16 of 21 known characteristics of genetic
mutants of cell cycle components. The Roodbarkleri model is able to recover 9. Note
that genes are italicized, and knockout mutants are in lower case. SIM low refers to
SIM expression during mitotic cycles, and SIM high to expression during endocycles. †:
weak KRP overexpression using Too Many Mouths (TMM ) promoter. ‡: strong KRP
overexpression using Cauliower mosaic virus CaMV or GL2 promoter.

Genotype

Observed Phenotype

SIM high

Unicellular and endoreplicated; normal
Arabodopsis trichomes; about 30C DNA
content [208, 209]
Multicellular trichomes [208, 226]
Suppression of sim phenotype and normal
endocycles [208]
Faster endocycles [208]
Enhancement of sim multicellular trichomes [208]
Unicellular trichome with 30-50% reduction in DNA content [208]
Multicellular trichomes [207, 208]

Y

Unicellular and endoreplicated trichomes
[208]
Inhibition of cell division [214]
Inhibition of endocycles [214]
30-50% less total cells [214]
Unicellular trichomes with higher ploidy
[214]
Narrower, curved leaves; increased number of cells [207] [207]
Enhanced mitosis [207]
Mitotic cycles [207]
Fail to enter endoreplication (sim phenotype) [210]
Mitotic cycle length doubled [206, 212]
Smaller, long leaves [211], endocycles are
faster [212]
WT-like endocycles [210]
Cell cycle duration doubles from 20 to 43
hours [206], long serrated leaves [206]
Endocycles are slower [206, 209, 210, 212]
Slower or no endocycles [240]

sim
000

sim

CCS52 OE

SIM high
sim

CCS52 OE
ccs52

SIM high

ccs52

SIM high

ccs52,

SIM high

CYCBOE
CYCB OE

SIM
SIM
SIM
SIM

CYCD3 OE
CYCD3 OE
cycd3
cycd3

low
high
low
high

sim

krp

SIM low
SIM high
sim

krp
krp
KRP OE †

SIM low
SIM high

KRP OE
KRP OE

sim
SIM low

KRP OE+ ‡
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SIM high
SIM high

KRP OE+
fbl17
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Figure 4.23. The new model predicts that CYCB overexpression (B, D) decreases mitotic
cycle length (B) and has no eect on time between endocycles (D) compared to wild-type
(A, C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = 0.03), kssim = 0.001 (C) kssim =
0.1 (D) CYCB/CDKB OE (k1i = 0.03), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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endocycles are suppressed as well as mitotic cycles. Observed phenotypes under these
conditions show that mitotic cycles occur [207]. Note that the Roodbarkleri model also
failed to explain this phenotype.

KRP Phenotypes Continue to Prove a Challenge to Modeling the Plant Cell
Cycle
When sim is knocked out, moderate KRP overexpression causes a reduction in mitotic
cycle time from 56.3 to 49.3 (Fig. 4.25). This agrees with the observation of multicellular
trichomes [212]. The Roodbarkleri model also explained this phenotype. When
highly overexpressed and

KRP is

sim is knocked out, the mitotic cycle time is nearly doubled,

going from 56.3 to 97.6. According to the observed phenotype, wild-type like endocycles
are expected under these conditions [210]. The both the new model and the Roodbarkleri
model fail to capture this phenotype, predicting mitotic cycles instead. When

KRP is

moderately overexpressed, S-G2-M length is increased from 26.6 to 37.5; and when

KRP

is highly overexpressed, the length of S-G2-M is nearly quadrupled from 26.6 to 82.8.
When

SIM synthesis is at mitotic levels, the eect of KRP overexpression on cycle

length is concentration dependent (Fig. 4.26). This is in contrast with observed phenotypes,
as under high

SIM and moderate KRP overexpression, trichomes with increased ploidy

are observed [211, 212]. When

KRP is highly overexpressed, trichomes with lower ploidy

(around 9C) are observed sometimes, in addition to cell cycle arrest [206, 209, 210, 212].
When KRP is moderately overexpressed and SIM is low, mitotic cycle length increases
slightly from 56.3 to 60.6, and high overexpression of

KRP results in nearly double the

cycle time at 104.7. Both of these predictions agree with the observed phenotypes of linear
increasing of mitotic cell cycle length [206, 212, 213]. It should be noted that under high

KRP overexpression and low SIM, cells have been observed to enter endoreplication [210].
In addition, a documented problem with targeted overexpression of

KRP is that it can

cross the membrane and enter other surrounding cells, and has been observed to cause
cell death [209]. In the new model, the length of S-G2-M is predicted to be aected
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Figure 4.24. The new model predicts that a krp knockout mutant (B, D) reduces the time
between mitotic cycles (B) and suppresses cycles when SIM synthesis is low (D) compared
to wild-type (A, C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) krp knockout, kssim = 0.001 (C) kssim = 0.1
(D) krp knockout, kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.25. The new model predicts that the eect of KRP overexpression when sim is
knocked out is concentration dependent. (A) sim knockout (B) Moderate KRP overexpression (k11 = 0.33), sim knockout reduces mitotic cyle time. (C) High KRP overexpression
(k11 = 0.6) increases mitotic cycle time by almost double. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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similarly, with moderate

KRP overexpression increasing it from 26.6 to 34, and high KRP

overexpression causing nearly a tripling of S-G2-M length, from 26.6 to 77.7. This agrees
with the observed phenotypes of increasing mitotic cell cycle length under increasing
expression levels. At high

KRP

KRP overexpression, the new model predicts a 70% increase in

mitotic cell cycle length, which I consider to be an acceptable deviation from the observed
increase of near 100%. The Roodbarkleri model captured the phenotype of moderate KRP
overexpression, but not high
When

KRP overexpression under low SIM conditions.

SIM expression is at endoreplication levels, KRP overexpression is predicted to

aect endocycle length in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 4.27). Moderate
overexpression increases endocycle length from 48 to 52.4, and high
causes endocycle length to double to 100.3. When

KRP

KRP overexpression

KRP is moderately overexpressed and

SIM is at endoreplication levels, slightly faster endocycles are expected [211,212]. Both the
new model and Roodbarkleri model fail to capture the observed phenotypes. When

KRP

is moderately overexpressed in trichomes, increased ploidy is observed [211, 212]. The new
model predicts around a 10% reduction in ploidy under these conditions. This eect might
not be observable, but disagrees with the observation of increased ploidy. When

KRP is

highly overexpressed and SIM is high, trichomes were observed to undergo only 2 rounds of
endoreplication, resulting in around 9C DNA [209]. These trichomes were also half the size
of normal trichomes, and cell death was also observed [206, 207, 209]. Both models predict
a doubling of endocycle length, agreeing with the observation of a reduction in DNA ploidy
by half.
The eect of KRP concentration on both mitotic and endocycling time is linear (Fig.
4.16). Unlike the eect of KRP in the Roodbarkleri model, the trend in the new model
predicts agreement between KRP concentration and cycling time for both mitotic and endocycles. However, there is a large dierence under krp knockout conditions, since endocycles
do not occur in the new model. Because of this, KRP concentration is predicted to have a
stronger eect on the length of endocycles. When
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SIM is at endoreplication levels, a 207%

Figure 4.26. The new model predicts that the eect of KRP overexpression on mitotic
cycle length when SIM is at mitotic levels is concentration dependent. (A) kssim = 0.001
(B) KRPOE (k11 = 0.33), kssim = 0.001. (C) KRP++ (k11 = 0.6), kssim = 0.001. X-axis
is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.27. The new model predicts that the eect of KRP overexpression on endocycle
time is concentration-dependent. (A) KRP (k11 = 0.3), kssim = 0.1 (B) When KRP is
moderately overexpressed KRPOE (k11 = 0.33), kssim = 0.1, endocycle time is increased.
(C) When KRP is highly overexpressed KRP++ (k11 = 0.6), kssim = 0.1, endocycle time
is doubled. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.28. The model predicts mitotic and endocycle length is linearly related to KRP
overexpression. The length of the mitotic cycle (low SIM, xx), sim mitotic cycle (xx), and
endocycle (xx) increase at approximately the same rate. The X-axis shows relative KRP
concentration, expressed as the value of the synthesis parameter k11. The Y-axis shows
the cycle time in arbitrary units.
increase in endocycle length is predicted in high

KRP synthesis compared to wild-type

KRP synthesis. When SIM is at mitotic levels, the length of the mitotic cycle is predicted
to increase by 43% from

krp knockout conditions to high KRP overexpression conditions.

Under sim knockout conditions, the length of the mitotic cycle increases by 137% from krp
knockout to high

KRP overexpression conditions.

When SIM is low, high KRP overexpression is predicted to increase mitotic cycle length
by 153% and the length of S-G2-M increases by 490%, compared to

krp conditions. When

SIM is high, high KRP overexpression is predicted to increase the length of endocycles by
109%, compared to

krp conditions. When SIM is knocked out, high KRP overexpression is

predicted to increase the length of mitotic cycles by 303%, compared to

krp conditions.

Model Alterations Improve Some of the Predicted CYCD/CDKA Mutant Phenotypes

CYCD3 overexpression conditions are mimicked by overexpressing constitutive CYCD/CDKA synthesis in the model. The parameter describing constitutive CYCD/CDKA
synthesis is k1i, and it is increased from 0.01 to 0.03 to describe overexpression. Overexpression of

CYCD/CDKA with SIM synthesis at mitotic levels reduces mitotic cycling
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length from 56.3 to 43.1, and has no eect on S-G2-M length (26.6 to 28.7, Fig. 4.29). This
disagrees with the observation of slower mitotic cycles under these conditions [214]. This
is likely remedied by increasing k1i further. When
levels, overexpressing

SIM expression is at endoreplication

CYCD/CDKA suppresses endocycles. This prediction agrees with

the observed phenotype of inhibition of endocycles [214]. The Roodbarkleri model was
able to recover both of these phenotypes.
The model approximates cycd knockout conditions by reducing synthesis of CYCD/CDKA
by 50%. In the model, CYCD/CDKA synthesis is mediated by transcription factor, and no
constitutive synthesis occurs. When

cycd is knocked out and SIM synthesis is at mitotic

levels, the mitotic cycling time is predicted to doubled from 56.4 to 110.4, and S-G2-M
length increases to 81.5 from 26.6 (Fig. 4.30). The observed phenotype under these conditions is easier entry into endoreplication [214]. The model prediction agrees with this
phenotype, as the level of

SIM is increased when cycd knockout conditions are simulated,

meaning less SIM expression is required to enter endoreplication. The Roodbarkleri model
does not agree with this observation.
When

SIM expression is at endoreplication levels and CYCD3 is knocked out, the

model predicts the endocycle length is doubled from 48 to 84.4. The observed phenotype
under these conditions is increased ploidy, indicating faster endocycles [214]. Both the new
model and the Roodbarkleri model fail to capture this phenotype.

The Role of FBL17 in the Inhibition of KRP
As mentioned previously, an hypothetical FBL17-like protein was added into the model
to improve the description of the G1/S checkpoint regulatory network [233]. However, the
role of this protein is not currently strong enough to capture the FBL17 mutant phenotypes.
When FBL17 is overexpressed in the model by increasing constitutive synthesis parameter
ks from 0.2 to 0.3, little to no eect is observed when SIM is high or low (Fig. 4.31). When
SIM is low, mitotic cycling time is 56.2, compared to 56.3 wild-type, and S-G2-M length
is 30, compared to 26.6 wild-type. When SIM is high, the length of the endocycle is 46,
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Figure 4.29. The new model predicts that CYCD overexpression (B, D) decreases time
between mitotic cycles (A, B) and suppresses endocycles (C, D) compared to wild-type (A,
C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) CYCD/CDKAOE (k1i = 0.03), kssim = 0.001 (C) kssim = 0.1
(D) CYCD/CDKAOE (k1i = 0.03), kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.30. The new model predicts that cycd knockout (B, D) doubles the length of
mitotic cycles (A, B) and doubles the length of endocycles (C, D) compared to wild-type
(A, C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) cycd/cdka reduced by 50%, kssim = 0.001 (C) kssim = 0.1
(D) cycd/cdka reduced by 50%, kssim = 0.1 . X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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compared to 48 wild-type.
When the hypothetical FBL17-like protein is knocked out and

SIM synthesis is at

mitotic levels, little eect is observed on mitotic or endocycle time, but the length of SG2-M is increased (Fig. 4.32). When

SIM is low, the hypothetical FBL17-like protein

knockout increases mitotic cycle length slightly to 58.6 from 56.3, and increases S-G2-M
length from 26.6 to 30, about a 12% increase. When

SIM expression is at endoreplication

levels, endocycle length is 48.7, little change from 48 in wild-type. Slower or no endocycles
are expected under these conditions [233].

Improved Modeling of the Hypothetical FBL17-Like Protein and the G1/S
Regulatory Network is a Future Direction
Alterations to the mathematical representations of components like FBL17, CCS52, and
KRP resulted in improved descriptions of mutant phenotypes. The Roodbarkleri model
was able to explain 9 of 21 mutants, 3 of which could not be simulated. The new model
was able to explain 17 of 21 mutants.
I leave improvement of the modeling of the hypothetical FBL17-like protein as a direction to work on in the future. FBL17 modeling should be a matter of parameter manipulation, as it appears that its inhibition of KRP is not robust enough to explain mutant
phenotypes. Indeed, an

fbl17 knockout mutant has been observed to be rescued by a

krp knockout in planta [233]. As mentioned previously, several of the KRP overexpression
mutants were not able to be recovered. This may be due to the improper parameters associated with FBL17, or the high degree of variability seen in KRP mutants [206,207,209211].
In some cases, KRP misexpression is associated with cell death [209]. Additionally,

fbl17

knockout mutants were observed to upregulate critical cell cycle components, including
CYCB and CDKB [240]. This upregulation mechanism may be important to correctly
model the G1/S regulatory network in the future. In addition, it is unknown if FBL17 is
regulated by CYCD/CDKAs.
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Figure 4.31. The new model predicts that overexpression of an hypothetical FBL17-like
protein (B, D) has no eect on the length of mitotic cycles (A, B) or endocycles (C, D)
compared to wild-type (A, C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) FBL17 overexpression (ks = 0.03),
kssim = 0.001. (C) kssim = 0.1 (D) FBL17 overexpression (ks = 0.03), kssim = 0.1. X-axis
is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.32. The new model predicts that when the hypothetical FBL17-like protein is
knocked out (B, D) have little eect on mitotic cycle length (A, B) and endocycle length
(C, D) compared to wild-type (A, C). (A) kssim = 0.001 (B) fbl17 knockout, kssim = 0.001
(C) kssim = 0.1 (D) fbl17 knockout, kssim = 0.1. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.33. Overall the new model explains 17 of 21 mutants. Here the eect of 15 mutant
conditions can be compared to the wild-type conditions (WT) for S-G2-M length (blue),
mitotic cycle length (red), and endocycle length (yellow). Bars extending above the dashed
line indicate an increase in length, representing inhibited cycles. Bars below the dashed
lines indicate faster cycles.
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4.7

Improvement in the Modeling of KRP, CCS52, FBL17 Network and CCS52
To improve the Roodbarkleri model, 1 new component, 15 new parameters, and 1 new

interaction was incorporated (Fig. 4.34). In addition, the mathematical description of
CCS52 was altered. Instead of using a Hill function, I modeled active and inactive CCS52
separately, and included synthesis of the inactive CCS52.

Figure 4.34. The wiring diagram of our new model of the plant cell cycle consists of 10
interacting species described by 58 parameters. The parameter name is closest to the vertex it describes. Activation is modeled for 5 of the 10 species, while 3 complexes can be
formed. Inactive species are indicated with a purple square, while the active species are in
a blue oval. Of the 9 components, synthesis is explicitly modeled in 4. Purple indicates
synthesis, red indicates inhibition by deactivation or dephosphorylation. Pink arrows indicate degradation, "x" indicates constitutive terms, green arrows indicate activation or
binding, blue arrows indicate promotion of degradation. Clusters of 4 small blue circles
indicate degradation.

Inhibition of CYCB/CDKB by KRP
Nakai et al found that KRP was able to inhibit CDKB in addition to CDKA [231]. This
inhibition was included in the new model to improve the modeling of the G1/S regulatory
network. KRP inhibition of CYCB/CDKB is modeled in the same manner as SIM inhibition
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of CYCB/CDKB and KRP inhibition of CYCD/CDKA.

dCY CBt
= − (k2i + k2ii · CCS52a + k2iii · Cdc20A + k12iii · KRP ) · CY CBt + k1i
dt
(4.9)
+ k1 · M Y B3R

dCY CB
= − (k2i + k2ii · CCS52a + k2iii · Cdc20A + k12iii · KRP ) · CY CBt + k1i
dt
(4.10)

− lp · CY CB · SIM − (CY CBt − CY CB) + lm · (CY CBt − CY CB)

− lkp · CY CB · KRP − (CY CBt − CY CB) + lkm · (CY CBt − CY CB)

dKRP
= − (k12 + k12i · CY CD + k12ii · CY CB + k4i · CCS52a + A8 · F BL17) · KRP
dt
(4.11)
+ k11
(4.12)
The total amount of CYCB/CDKB and the bound amount of CYCB/CDKB are
modeled explicitly as previously [230]. The dierence between the total and bound CYCB/CDKB two describes the CYCB/CDKB available to bind. Meanwhile, the amount of
SIM or KRP available to bind is reduced by the amount of CYCB/CDKB already bound.

CCS52 activates the APC/C and Targets A and B Cyclins
CCS52 is an important activator of the APC/C, and is thought to be necessary to
the initiation of endoreplication [259]. In the Roodbarkleri model, CCS52 was described
using a Hill function. A Hill function causes the component to respond very quickly to
stimuli. This can be observed in Fig. 4.9A and C. The dynamics of CCS52 under wildtype conditions appear rectangular. The Hill function used in the Roodbarkleri also causes
CCS52 to reach a maximum of 1. Thus, simulating
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CCS52 overexpression conditions is

not possible.

dCCS52a
= − k3i · CCS52a + (A3 · CDC20A + A3i) · CCS52i
dt

(4.13)

− (A4i · CY CD + A4ii) · CCS52a − k4 · CCS52a · CY CB

dCCS52i
=A7 − (A3 · CDC20a + A3i) · CCS52i + (A4i · CY CD + A4ii) · CCS52a
dt
(4.14)
+ k4 · CY CB · CCS52a
(4.15)
In the new model, a mass action kinetics modeling strategy was employed instead.
Here, the inactive and active forms of CCS52 are modeled in two separate equations. The
inactive form is synthesized constitutively, and can be manipulated to explore over and
underexpression conditions. Other regulatory components in the cell cycle model cause
movement from the inactive to the active form, and vice versa.

FBL17 is Involved in Regulation of the G1-S Checkpoint
FBL17 is a new component added into the model. It is an important part of the G1/S
regulatory network, along with KRP and CYCD/CDKA [233]. CCS52 is also thought to
be a negative regulator of FBL17. Considering the failure of the Roodbarkleri model to
recover mutants related to this network, including CCS52, it seemed likely that FBL17
would be important to improve the model.

F BL17
=kx · CY CD/CDKA − (kdx · CCS52A + kdxi)F BL17
dt

(4.16)

In the new model, FBL17 expression is upregulated by CYCD/CDKA. To improve the
function of FBL17 in the model in the future, constitutive expression may be included, as
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well as stronger inhibition of KRP.

The Resulting Model Enters Endoreplication with SIM Upregulation
Alteration of the previous equations results in the following equations. The new model
is able to capture the critical transition from mitotic cycles to endocycles when

SIM is

upregulated (Fig. 4.35).

dCY CBt
= − (k2i + k2ii · CCS52a + k2iii · Cdc20A + k12iii · KRP ) · CY CBt
dt

(4.17)

+ k1i + k1 · M Y B3R

dCY CB
= − (k2i + k2ii · CCS52a + k2iii · Cdc20A + k12iii · KRP ) · CY CBt (4.18)
dt

+ k1i − lp · CY CB · SIM − (CY CBt − CY CB) + lm · (CY CBt − CY CB)

− lkp · CY CB · KRP − (CY CBt − CY CB) + lkm · (CY CBt − CY CB)

dSIM
=kssim − (kdsimi + kdsim · M P F ) · SIM
dt
dCCS52a
= − k3i · CCS52a + (A3 · CDC20A + A3i) · CCS52i
dt

(4.19)
(4.20)

− (A4i · CY CD + A4ii) · CCS52a − k4 · CCS52a · CY CB

dIE
1 − IE
IE
=k9 · CY CB
− k10
dt
j9 + 1 − IE
j10 + IE
dCDC20A
1 − CDC20A
CDC20A
=k7 · IE
− k8
dt
J7 + 1 − CDC20A
J8 + Cdc20A
dKRP
=k11
dt

(4.21)
(4.22)
(4.23)

− (k12 + k12i · CY CD + k12ii · CY CB + k4i · CCS52a + A8 · F BL17) · KRP

dM Y B3R
1 − M Y B3R
=(k21i · CY CD + k21 · M P F )
dt
Jtf b + 1 − M Y B3R
M Y B3R
− k22
Jtf b + M Y B3R
dT F
1 − TF
TF
=k15i
− (k16i + k16ii · CY CD)
dt
J15 + 1 − T F
J16 + T F
dCY CDt
=k13i + k13ii · T F
dt
− (k14i + k14 · CY CB + k14iii · CCS52a) · CY CDt
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(4.24)

(4.25)
(4.26)

Figure 4.35. The new model of the cell cycle from captures entry into endocycles from
mitotic cycles upon an increased in the rate of SIM synthesis (kssim). At 250 time units,
kssim was increased from 0.01 to 0.1, simulating the observed regulation of SIM during
trichome development in Arabidopsis. Here, au indicates arbitrary time units.

dCY CD
=k13i + k13ii · T F
dt

(4.27)

− (k14i + k14 · CY CB + k14iii · CCS52a) · CY CDt
+ lcm · (CY CDt − CY CD) − lcp · CY CD KRP − (CY CDt − CY CD)

dCCS52i
=A7 − (A3 · CDC20a + A3i) · CCS52i
dt



(4.28)

+ (A4i · CY CD + A4ii) · CCS52a + k4 · CY CB · CCS52a

F BL17
=kx · CY CD/CDKA − (kdx · CCS52A + kdxi)F BL17
dt

4.8

(4.29)

Model Improvements Produce a Bistable Switch in SIM Dynamics
The alterations made to the new model produce stronger negative regulation on the

mitotic cylin-CDKs. It also produces a more complex feedback control loop on the mitotic regulators. This results in some interesting impacts on the eect of

SIM synthesis,

as will be demonstrated in this section. Less SIM is needed to suppress mitotic cycles
and enter endoreplication. Altering the behavior or expression of some cell cycle components increases available SIM. CYCB/CDKB regulation is more robust to changes in

CYCB/CDKB expression. Finally, while the Roodbarkleri model showed SIM expression
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Table 4.5. Predictions by the new model on the eect of SIM synthesis on cell cycle lengths.
A selection of SIM synthesis parameter values under the endoreplication threshold are
shown.

SIM synthesis
0
0.001
0.0025
0.005
0.01
0.0105
0.011
0.0114
0.0118
0.01182

M-G1-S Length

32.38
32.38
32.38
32.35
32.40
32.45
32.45
32.48
32.53
32.53

S-G2-M Length

13.47
13.93
14.87
17.23
25.93
27.53
29.73
32.27
38.40
39.83

Cycle Length

45.83
46.32
47.25
49.58
58.33
60.00
62.20
64.77
70.70
71.94

had a dose-dependent eect on the shift from mitotic to endocycles, the new model has a
bistable switch.
Similar to the eect in the Roodbarkleri model, low levels of

SIM synthesis gradually

increase the length of the cell cycle and the length of S-G2-M (Fig. 4.36). When

SIM

synthesis is zero, cycle time is 43.7, and S-G2-M length is 13.4. As SIM synthesis increases
to 0.01, mitotic cycling time increases to 56.3, and S-G2-M increases to 26.6. While the
Roodbarkleri model predicts around a 10% increase in the length of both the cell cycle and
S-G2-M, the new model predicts their length to double. Eect of kssim on cell cycle length
under the endoreplication threshold is provided in additional detail in Table 4.5.
As

SIM synthesis levels approach endoreplication levels, the system switches abruptly

from mitotic to endocycles (Fig.

4.37).

Unlike in the Roodbarkleri model, the CY-

CD/CDKA peaks do not split. Instead, the length of S-G2-M increases until mitotic
cycles are completely suppressed. In the Roodbarkleri model, the length of S-G2-M and
the length of the cell cycle have increased by 1000% and 500%, respectively, compared to

sim knockout conditions. In addition, the new model requires less SIM synthesis to achieve
endoreplication. The new model switches to endocycles when kssim is greater than 0.02.
For simulations, kssim of 0.1 is used to simulate endoreplication conditions.
The new model predicts a more modest increase in the proportion of the cell cycle
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Figure 4.36. Varying kssim below the threshold for endoreplication is predicted to control
the length of the S-G2-M relative to G1 during mitotic cycles. (A) kssim = 0 (B) kssim =
0.0001 (C) kssim = 0.001 (D) kssim = 0.01. X-axis is in arbitrary time units. (A) kssim =
0 (B) kssim = .001 (C) kssim = .005 (D) kssim = .01. X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.37. Varying kssim around the threshold for endoreplication is predicted to increase
the length of the S-G2-M relative to G1, with increasing rounds of DNA replication. (A)
kssim = 0.01 (B) kssim = .05 (C) kssim = .1 (D) kssim = .5. X-axis is in arbitrary time
units.
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Figure 4.38. Increasing kssim above the threshold for endoreplication is predicted to have
no signicant eect on the length of the endocycle. kssim is increased progressively from
0.1 to 0.2 (A) to 0.3 (B). X-axis is in arbitrary time units.
that is taken up by S-G2-M (Fig. 4.39). In the Roodbarkleri model the length of SG2-M approaches 80% of the cell cycle length, and in the new model it approaches 57%.
This is due to the "switching" behavior as SIM synthesis approaches endoreplication levels.
Increasing SIM synthesis above the threshold for endoreplication does not appreciably aect
endocycle length (Fig. 4.38, 4.40). When SIM synthesis is 0.05, endocycle length is 47.9,
and when SIM synthesis increases 200 times to 10, endocycle length is increased by 2.8%
to 48.2. Under the same conditions, the Roodbarkleri model predicts that the endocycle
length increases by 13%.
The new model predicts very dierent eects on cell cycle length when

SIM synthesis

is varied. In this model, endoreplication is a true switch. SIM synthesis increases the
length of S-G2-M and the mitotic cycles in a shallowly nonlinear way (Fig. 4.41). In the
new model, the threshold for endoreplication due to

SIM synthesis is a kssim of 0.012.

Because it is a true switch, after endoreplication has been triggered, the system will stay
in endoreplication with a kssim as low as 0.0114.
The length of mitotic cycles is 45.8 when SIM is knocked out, and this increases to
72 as the system approaches endoreplication and kssim increases to 0.012. The length
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Figure 4.39. The model predicts that the percent of the cell cycle taken up by the length
of S-G2-M increases to 55% as SIM synthesis increases.

Figure 4.40. Increasing kssim above the threshold for endoreplication is predicted to have
minimal eect on the endocycle length. A synthesis increase of 200x increases the length
of the endocycle by 2.8%.
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of S-G2-M increases from 13.5 with

sim knockout and 40 as SIM synthesis approaches

endoreplication. The proportion of the cycle time taken up by S-G2-M is increased when

SIM synthesis increases. When sim is knocked out, S-G2-M takes up 34% of the cycle
time, and as SIM synthesis approaches endoreplication levels, this increases to 55%. Thus,
the length of S-G2-M increases by 196%, and the length of the cell cycle increases by 57%.
Similarly, the length of S-G2-M is 42% of the length of M-G1-S when

sim is knocked

out, but as endoreplication is approached, the length of S-G2-M becomes 122% of the
length of M-G1-S. This is because the length of M-G1-S changes only 0.5%. Alterations
to the model result in SIM acting primarily in S-G2-M, while KRP controls M-G1-S. In
the Roodbarkleri model, the length of M-G1-S increases by 30%. As endoreplication is
approached, S-G2-M overtakes M-G1-S and takes up over half of the cell cycle.
The reason why the new model dynamics are so dierent is because the G1/S control
network modeling produces a bistable switch (Fig. 4.42). Bistable switches are formed
when a positive feedback loop occurs [242]. FBL17 and CYCD/CDKA form a positive
feedback loop. In the Roodbarkleri model, KRP and CYCD/CDKA produce an ultrasensitive response. Bistable switches are characterized by their sudden switch from one
set of behaviors to another [2]. This is what is observed with SIM synthesis. In the new
model, increasing SIM synthesis gradually increases the length of S-G2-M, until the system
switches to endoreplication. Once SIM synthesis is suciently high, the length of S-G2-M
becomes innity. In contrast, in the Roodbarkleri model S-G2-M increases exponentially,
and endoreplication is not stable. Eventually, if you simulate long enough, a mitotic event
will occur (Fig. 4.43). Note variation in early time units is due to not allowing the simulation to run for 200-300 time units, as is the case for all other simulations. This step was
not done for this gure because the intention is to show long range behavior. In the new
model, the endoreplication threshold of

SIM synthesis is 0.012, but a kssim of 0.0114 is

sucient to maintain endoreplication (Fig. 4.44).
.
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Figure 4.41. Increasing SIM increases the length of S-G2-M and the cell cycle, and functions
as a true switch. Endoreplication can be triggered at kssim = 0.012, but maintained with
kssim as low as 0.0114. (A) As SIM synthesis increases, the proportion of the cycle taken
up by S-G2-M is predicted to approach 55% as the system approaches endoreplication in
the new model. Similarly, the relative length of S-G2-M compared to M-G1-S increases by
122%. (B) The model predicts that the length of S-G2-M increases by 196%, while the
total cycle time increases by 57% as kssim approaches the the endoreplication threshold.
The length of M-G1-S is not changed (0.5%). (C)As SIM synthesis increases in the model,
the length of S-G2-M and the cell cycle length increase steadily.
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Figure 4.42. Modeling the CCS52, KRP, FBL17 network produces a bistable switch comprised of both negative- and positive-feedback loops (B). In the Roodbarkleri model (A),
the dierent regulation produces an ultrasensitive response. Solid lines indicate direct up
or down regulation, while dashed lines indicate the practical eect.

Parameter Estimation
Parameter estimation for 59 parameters is an even more challenging task in the new
model than the 43 parameters present in the Roodbarkleri model. To accomplish this,
manual parameter space searching was performed, primarily on the species of interest (ie,
CYCB/CDKB, FBL17, CCS52, KRP). Heavy modications of parameters were required for
those describing CCS52 dynamics, since the equations were completely reworked. Hence,
the poor recovery of FBL17 under or over expression may simply require additional manual
searching of the related parameter space.
Parameter values are provided in Table 4.6. Parameters that were manipulated to
perform mutant simulations are reported here as well.

cycd/cdka knockout is simulated

by reducing synthesis by half. Otherwise, knockout mutants are simulated by setting the
equation describing that component to zero. For a dierential equation, this says that
the component does not change or interact over the course of the simulation. The initial
condition of the knocked out component was also set to zero for visualization purposes.

4.9

Eect of SIM Synthesis is Dierent Between the Two Models
The dierences between the Roodbarkleri model and the new model can be summarized

in three categories. First, the eect of SIM synthesis in the new model is a bistable switch,
while in the Roodbarkleri model it is ultrasensitive response. Secondly,

SIM synthesis is

predicted to aect the dynamics of the cell cycle dierently. Thirdly, the models have
dierent conditions that are sucient to cause endoreplication.
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Figure 4.43. (A) Over longer time periods the Roodbarkleri model recovers mitotic cycles
as MYB3R slowly recovers. kssim = 0.044. For larger kssim, longer time periods required
to see dampening eect. (B) Notice that over extended type endocycles dampen and
mitotic cycle appears - note the absence CCS52 dynamics and slow loss of KRP. X-axis is
in arbitrary time units.
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Figure 4.44. The bistable switch behavior in the new model produces robust endocycles
that can be maintained with lower levels of SIM. (A) A kssim of 0.0114 is not sucient to
trigger endoreplication. From time 0 to 300 (A), kssim is set to 0.001, and at 300 time units
increased to 0.0114. (B) The endoreplication threshold in the new model is at kssim 0.012
(A), but a kssim of 0.0114 (B) is sucient to maintain endocycles. Dampening is absent
in new model because of the CCS52, KRP, and FBL17 network. Notice how the cycles are
robust, even for longer periods of time compared to Fig. 4.43. X-axis is in arbitrary time
units.
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Table 4.6. The new model of the plant cell cycle contains 58 parameters. Seven of these
parameters are manipulated to simulate dierent conditions. SIM synthesis is upregulated
during endoreplication. CYCB/CDKB, CCS52, CYCD/CDKA, and FBL17 synthesis are
increased in mutant experiments. KRP synthesis is increased in a mutant experiment for
moderate and high overexpression.
Parameters

Mutant parameters

k1i
k1i
k2i
k2ii
k2iii
k3i
k3ii
k4i
k4i
k7
k8
k9
k10
k11
k12
k12i
k12ii
lp
lm
ksdsimi
kdsim
k13i
k13ii
k14
k14i
k15i
k16i
k16ii
k21i
kssim sim
kssim SIM
kssim SIM OE

CYCD/CDKAOE k1i
FBL17 OE ks

0.01
0.1
0.01
1
2
0.1
10
0.1
40
1
0.2
0.1
0.04
0.3
0.2
3
10
2000
1
0.1
1
0
0.05
1
0.02
0.25
0.01
2
0
0.0001
0.1
0.2
0.03
0.03
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k21i
k22
lcp
lcm
J3
J4
J7
J8
J16
J9
J10
J15
Jtfb
kdx
kx
k12iii
kdxi
A7
A7i
A7ii
A8
A4i
A4
A4ii
A3
A3i
k14iii
lkp
lkm

KRP OE k11
KRP ++ k11
CCS52 OE A7
cycd/cdka synthesis
CYCB/CDKB OE k1i

10
0.5
100
1
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.1
0.01
0.01
0.1
1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.01
0.5
0.5
0.3
0
2
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.05
250
1
0.33
0.6
0.08
0.5
0.06

The models respond dierently to SIM. The dynamics of the new model in response to

SIM synthesis is a bistable switch. As SIM synthesis approaches endoreplication levels, the
length of the cell cycle and S-G2-M increase. At some

SIM synthesis the system switches

to endocycles, and does not leave this state. In contrast, the Roodbarkleri model predicts
a continuous increase in the length of the cell cycle and the phases of the cell cycle. When

SIM synthesis is sucient to trigger endoreplication, the system eventually divides. The
amount of time it takes for the system to divide depends on the amount of

SIM synthesis.

While the length of the cell cycle is predicted to increase with increased SIM synthesis
by both models, there are some dierences in the predicted cause of this increase. In
the new model, the length of M-G1-S does not change, and the increased length of the
cell cycle is due to increased S-G2-length. In the new model, KRP controls G1 length,
while SIM and KRP control S-G2-M. In the Roodbarkleri model, M-G1-S increases as well
as S-G2-M with increasing

SIM synthesis. The new model also requires relatively lower

SIM synthesis to trigger endoreplication, and predicts that the increases in cycle time and
S-G2-M length are more linear or at. The two models make dierent predictions as to
the proportional eect of near-endoreplication

SIM synthesis on the cell cycle. The new

model predicts that, if the length of S-G2-M and the length of the cell cycle is measured in

sim knockout and near-endoreplication SIM synthesis, the ratio would increase by 326%.
In the Roodbarkleri model, this same ratio is predicted to increase 274%, a 16% lower
ratio. In addition, the Roodbarkleri model predicts that overexpression of

SIM beyond

endoreplication levels would increase the length of endocycles by 13%, compared to 3% in
the new model.
Finally, the models dier in their predictions of the sucient conditions to trigger
endoreplication within the plant cell cycle. In the new model, endoreplication can occur
by high

SIM expression, which is also the case for the Roodbarkleri model. However,

the new model agrees with mutant phenotypic data that

CCS52 overexpression can cause

endoreplication, with low or no SIM (Fig. 4.45). In addition, the new model predicts
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higher availability of SIM when

cycd/cdka expression is reduced. Although simulations of

these conditions in the new model did not predict endocycles, it is important to remember
that there is a large range of SIM levels where mitotic cycles can occur. Above this
threshold endocycles will occur, due to the bistable switch dynamics in the new model.
Thus, although the mitotic

SIM synthesis was taken to be kssim = 0.001, producing a

relative amount of free SIM of 0.001, it is possible that mitotic

SIM synthesis could be as

high as 0.019. Notice in Fig. 4.30 that SIM levels increase by 10 times under
conditions when

cycd/cdka

SIM synthesis is low.

The new model suggests that there are many ways to enter endoreplication other than

SIM upregulation, in agreement with the observed phenotypes of various mutants. In the
future, further development and improvement in the modeling of FBL17, including the accompanying upregulation of some cell cycle genes, should prove interesting in understanding
the possible ways to enter endoreplication conditions.
Another interesting question is how the timing of

SIM upregulation, and the degree of

upregulation, would aect endocycle entry. In these simulations

SIM synthesis was set to

mitotic levels, and altered at 300 time units for visualization purposes. It seems possible
that variation in the timing of

SIM upregulation during the dierent phases of the cell

cycle could aect the threshold at which endoreplication occurs, particularly with improved
modeling of the KRP, FBL17, and CYCD/CDKA regulatory network. In addition, the
discovery of the bistable switch behavior in the new model raises some interesting questions,
such as the role of genetic stochasticity in endoreplication [254]. Feedback loops with both
positive and negative feedback are more robust than uni-directional feedbacks [1].

This work was conducted under the supervision of Dr John Larkin of the Department of Biological
Sciences, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. This work was partially funded by NSF
Grant no. 1615782. My work was the construct, evaluate, and visualize the mathematical models. I
drafted and nalized all sections in the chapter.
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Figure 4.45. Roodbarkleri model (A) recovers 6 mutant phenotypes while the new model
explains 16 (B). Here the eect of the mutant conditions can be compared to the wildtype conditions (WT, dashed) for S-G2-M length (blue), mitotic cycle length (red), and
endocycle length (yellow).
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Chapter 5. Modeling and Analysis of the Firey Luciferase
Reaction and the G-protein Coupled Receptor Signaling Pathway
with Ordinary Dierential Equations Increases Self Condence in
Mathematical Cell Biology for Novice Graduate Students
5.1

Current Problems in Mathematical Biology Education
The push for mathematical and quantitative skill development in biology is greater

than ever before. The demand for mathematical cell biology is high in modern science.
However, perceptions among biology students on the diculty of mathematics and programming are a barrier to their educational implementation. An introductory teaching
module introducing quantitative skills to biology students is needed. We implemented
modeling of rey luciferase reaction and G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway
with ordinary dierential equations in a cell biology course for graduate students who have
not taken a mathematical cell biology class before. In the course, the students rst learned
basic programming in MATLAB and ordinary dierential equations. They then modeled
MichaelisMenten kinetics to understand how the Michaelis constant, K M , is obtained from
a set of ordinary dierential equations. The students then modeled and analyzed the Gprotein coupled receptor signaling pathway. At the end of the course, we assessed whether
the course helped the students to increase self condence in application of mathematics to
cell biology. Two concept inventories tracked learning gains in both general and cell biology knowledge. Pre- and post-semester surveys quantied changes in student condence
and their opinions of the usefulness of these techniques in cell biology. We found that the
modeling and analysis activities appeared to improve self condence in and appreciation of
quantitative mathematical biology techniques. This suggests that mathematical modeling
of the rey luciferase reaction and the G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway with
ordinary dierential equations would be useful to introduce mathematical cell biology for
novice students.
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5.2

Introduction to the eld
Mathematics and quantitative skills are increasingly critical in the eld of biology.

Whether a student is looking to work in public health, education, or basic research, understanding mathematical solutions will be required. In particular, systems cell biology uses
comprehensive and quantitative experimental methods that are interpreted using mathematical and statistical models [280].

Vision and Change calls for more quantitative training in the biological sciences [264].
However, the social perception of mathematics being for 'geniuses' serves to enhance the
struggles of disadvantaged groups [261263]. Educators experiencing math anxiety are not
always condent in their ability to teach students the quantitative skills necessary for their
career [266]. When biology students are exposed to new methods involving mathematics,
they often 'freak out' [266]. This is partially due to social perceptions of mathematics and
to belief that new methods are inherently more dicult [261263]. Research has shown
that when students engage in studying mathematics and technology, their attitudes improve [265, 267, 269]. These experiences have also led to increased ecacy in their studies
and engagement when learning mathematics in context of their existing interests [268,270].
However, post-secondary education is often not up to the challenge [266]. Students actively transfer out of college degree programs to avoid mathematics. Mathematical anxiety
or gender bias present in teachers may prevent them from demonstrating the utility or
importance of mathematics to their students before they choose their majors in college.
Given the issues involved in obtaining the skills required to study systems cell biology,
the ability to understand and quantify the eectiveness of an exercise or course is increasingly important. In the near future, the ultimate goal of a cell biology course will be for
students to be able to model a cellular system. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of systems cell biology, this necessitates exposure to several knowledge bases: basic mathematics
and programming skills in addition to specics about the cellular system being modeled.
In some cases, the focus of such a class may be understanding non-linear kinetics of cellular
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systems. In our case, we wanted the students to understand the transferability of signaling
pathways by modeling them with ordinary dierential equations. This motivated the development of a teaching module that introduce modeling of cellular systems with ordinary
dierential equations in our students who are interested in mathematical cell biology, yet
lacking the self condence required to self-study. To measure student learning gains in the
course, we developed a general biology concept inventory and two concept inventories on
domain-specic knowledge (here, meaning the two biological systems modeled in class). We
also measured student attitudinal changes toward mathematics and quantitative biology
using a survey. In addition, we collected open-ended survey to compare student comments
with the overall improvement in the four areas. We nd that our module allowed students
to develop self condence in their quantitative skills and their ability to utilize them in
their future research.

5.3

Methods

Study Population
The study population was a group of 7 students enrolled in graduate programs at
Louisiana State University. Four students were from the department of biological sciences,
and three students were from the department of engineering. The students took a course
entitled mathematical modeling in cell biology, which was held in the fall semester of 2017.
The students from the department of biological sciences had little to no prior experience
with programming in MATLAB, while this subject is commonly introduced in undergraduate engineering curricula. The students from the school of engineering had little to no
prior knowledge of the G-protein couple receptor signaling pathway, while this is commonly
introduced in undergraduate biology curricula. All students had little or no prior experience with developing mathematical models. All students had taken calculus previously.
We received Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for this study (E10547).
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Course Content
The objective of the course was for students to understand how to abstract a biological
system to a conceptual model, describe this model using ordinary dierential equations,
write code with MATLAB to simulate this model, and gain a basic understanding of how to
interpret model components, such as parameters. A total of 27 sessions including midterm
and nal examinations were held over the course of a semester, with each session lasting
around 80 minutes. First we introduced students to MATLAB programming (2 sessions).
We then discussed biological concepts using the textbooks Molecular Cell biology and
Molecular Biology of The Cell [281, 282]. We focused on four main biological systems:
1) protein-protein interactions, 2) enzyme reactions, 3) gene expression, and 4) signaling
pathways, a total of 8 sessions. We then described how these biological concepts could be
described with ordinary dierential equations using a textbook Mathematical Modeling in
Systems Biology: An Introduction by Brian P. Ingalls over a total of 4 sessions [283].
Students were tasked with two modeling case studies: 1) conversion of MichaelisMenten
kinetics to ordinary dierential equations, and 2) G-protein coupled signaling pathway.
These case studies spanned 6 sessions. Finally, the students model for their own selfselected system as the nal project over the remaining 5 sessions of the course. PowerPoint
les used for the two case studies were provided in Appendix D.

•

Modeling MichaelisMenten Kinetics of the Enzyme Firey Luciferase
We chose MichaelisMenten kinetics for the students to convert a conceptual model to

ordinary dierential equations with MATLAB rst time. Because all students in the course
had learned basics of enzymatic reactions in high school and throughout introductory biology courses in college, we thought it would be good system for the introduction of modeling
regardless their majors. It is also important that a set of ordinary dierential equations
for the Michaelis-Menten kinetics is a classical application of mathematics to biological
systems. The equations describe how the enzyme, substrate, and product dynamics change
over time. For an ordinary biology major student, however,
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K M , the Michaelis constant,

is the important parameter to understand the function of an enzyme quantitatively. The
Michaelis constant can be obtained by simplifying the system by assuming that the amount
of enzyme-substrate complex does not change signicantly over time, so that the production
rate depends on the amount of enzyme and substrate (quasi-steady-state approximation).
The conceptional model of the MichaelisMenten kinetics is described below:

−
E+S →
←E·S →E+P
Here

(5.1)

E stands for enzyme, S for substrate, E·S for the enzyme-substrate complex, and

P for product. In this model, enzyme and substrate reversibly bind to form the enzyme-

substrate complex before the enzyme catalytically releases the product. By assuming that
the concentration of

E·S is not changed after burst formation of E·S, we can obtain a

mathematical model known as the Michaelis-Menten equation.

kcat · E0 · S
dP
=
dt
KM + S

(5.2)

This model considers the concentration of unbound product

P, total enzyme E 0 , and sub-

strate S. The catalytic rate k cat is a constant that describes the catalytic release of

P after

catalysis occurs in the E·S complex. The catalytic rate and total enzyme, k cat ·E 0 , is often
alternatively expressed as

V max .

In the course, we used the non-steady state approximation modeling approach and
consider both binding and unbinding of the substrate. This is because we emphasized the
importance to translate a diagrammatic model into ordinary dierential equations. The
resulting system contains 4 components and 3 parameters (Fig. 5.1).
This case study provides students with a simple system that is relatively intuitive.
Product cannot be formed without the enzyme rst binding the substrate. The amount
of enzyme binding the substrate is described by the trade-o between the binding and un122

Figure 5.1. System of enzyme kinetics. E is the enzyme, S is the substrate, ES is the
enzyme-substrate complex, and P is the product. Parameter names are shown near the
arrows, which show the directionality of their eect. k on is the substrate binding rate, k o
the substrate unbinding rate, and k cat the product formation rate.
binding rate, as well as the amount of substrate available. When the substrate is present in
excess, the amount of enzyme-substrate complex reaches an equilibrium, and the MichaelisMenten quasi-steady state model is equivalent to the non-steady state model. Simulations
of the ordinal dierential equation models illustrate these eects, helping the student understand quasi-steady state approximation, as well as how they might think more critically
about their conceptual models of the enzymatic reaction.
To model this system, students are instructed to use the states and parameters provided
in Fig. 5.1 and describe as ordinary dierential equations. Ordinary dierential equations
lend themselves well to the study of biological phenomena, as they describe how something changes over time. Many biological processes are described by velocity, or measured
repeatedly over a period of time.

dX
change in X
==
time
dt

(5.3)

Applying this logic to the enzyme reaction, students must identify how each of the 4
states is changing over time. Students are told that the amount of free enzyme decreases
as it binds to the substrate. Mathematically, this translates to:

dE
= −kon · E · S
dt

(5.4)
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The binding event is dependent on the binding rate, as well as the amount of free
enzyme and free substrate. In addition, the amount of free enzyme is increased when the
enzyme-substrate complex breaks apart, or when catalysis occurs. Adding these two events
into the model, the equation describing the change in free enzyme over time becomes:

dE
= −kon · E · S + kof f · ES + kcat · ES
dt

(5.5)

Applying these methods to the remaining states in the system, the students derive the
following system of equations describing this system (Eqn. 5.6 to 5.9).

dE
= −kon · E · S + kof f · ES + kcat · ES
dt
dS
= −kon · E · S + kof f · ES
dt
dES
= kon · E · S − kof f · ES − kcat · ES
dt
dP
= kcat · ES
dt

(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)

Following this exercise, students were provided with real enzymatic data we collected
using the rey luciferase assay in the previously published research article [284]. Firey
luciferase is an enzyme that oxidizes luciferin, the substrate to form oxyluciferin, which
releases a photon. Since the radiative decay of excited oxyluciferin to the ground state is
much faster (nanoseconds) than the catalytic reactions (sub-seconds), the production rate
of luciferase can be determined by the photons emitted from oxyluciferin. This illustrates
the dynamics of product formation when the light production is measured. In other words,
the reaction model of rey luciferase can be built mathematically and conrmed experimentally without the quasi-steady-state approximation. To this end, we added one more
equation that describe light (λ) emission from oxyluciferin.
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dλ
= γ · kcat · ES − λ
dt

(5.10)

Here γ represents a parameter for the light emission measured as relative luminescence
units (RLU) recorded by luminometer, a light detector. The exact RLU value is unique to
the equipment used. Students were tasked with modeling the rey luciferase reaction and
modifying the model to describe the dynamics in the data. They were also introduced to
parameter estimation techniques to assist them in this task. Below in Fig. 5.2, we present
the curve t of the rey luciferase reaction.

Figure 5.2. The dynamics of rey luciferase show a short peak in light very quickly,
followed by a slow decay as substrate is exhausted. The dierent parameters of luciferase
aect dierent portions of the dynamics, illustrating their eects in an enzymatic system.
Here, the model simulation (blue) has had its parameters altered to t the data (grey).
This exercise allows us to illustrate how helpful mathematical models can be, in determining if your current understanding of the system is sucient to explain the data you
see. Also it is important to emphasize that 'all models are bad', and to see rst hand the
subjectivity involved in attempting to produce a model that can reproduce the observed
dynamics with a simulation.
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•

Modeling the G-protein Coupled Receptor Signaling Pathway
G-protein coupled receptors are membrane-bound proteins involved in many biological

signaling processes. These receptors bind signaling ligands produced by other cells, and
the signals produce changes inside the cell. When the receptor is unbound, the G-protein
Gα subunit is bound to GDP, and is associated with the Gγ and Gβ subunits, forming a
trimer. After the ligand binds the receptor, the Gα subunit binds to GTP and propagates
the signal, while the Gβ and Gγ complex separate. This system contains 7 components
and 6 parameters (Fig. 5.3). We chose this system to model because G-protein coupled
receptors are described in all of major textbooks of cell biology for college students. We
used the model and analysis that were previously described in the textbook, Mathematical
Modeling in Systems Biology: An Introduction by Brian P. Ingalls [283].

Figure 5.3. G-protein signaling pathway. G is free G-protein trimer, Ga is Gα bound to
GTP, Gd is Gα bound to GDP, Gbg is Gβγ subunit complex, R is the receptor, and L is
the ligand. Parameter names are shown near the arrows, which show the directionality of
their eect. Krl is the ligand binding rate, krlm the ligand unbinding rate, kga the rate
of Gα dissociating and binding GTP, kgd1 is the rate of dephosphorylation of the GTP
bound to Gα, kg1 is the dissociation rate and kg1m the association rate of the G-protein
trimer.
The system of equations describing this system is shown in equations 5.11 to 5.16. This
system also contains some algebraic terms, since we consider the total number of existing
receptors, Gα and Gβγ complexes in the system.
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dRL
= krl · L · R − krlm · RL
dt
dG
= −kga · G · RL + kg1 · Gd · Gbg − kg1m · G
dt
dGa
= kga · RL · G − kgd1 · Ga
dt

(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

R = Rt − RL

(5.14)

Gd = Gt − Ga − G

(5.15)

Gbg = Gd + Ga

(5.16)

This system is not as intuitive as enzyme kinetics, and it illustrates the benet of
mathematical modeling well. Although the students might be able to predict the eect of
changes in a component or parameter on the system accurately, they likely would not be
able to predict the magnitude of the eect without a mathematical model. Below in Fig.
5.4, we present the eect of reducing the dephosphorylation rate of Gα by 0.11 units per
second to zero that was described in the textbook and discussed in the course [283].

Figure 5.4. The mathematical model illustrates the eect of the dephosphorylation rate on
Gα bound to GTP (blue) and the receptor-ligand complex (orange). Dynamic response is
described. At time t = 100 sec, 1 nM of ligand is introduced. This signal is removed at
time t = 700 sec, causing the response to decay. (Figure left) the dephosphorylation rate
kgd1 is set at 0.11 units per second (assuming wild type cell). (Figure right) the rate sets
at zero (assuming the Gα protein is mutated in the cell).
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The mathematical model forces the students to understand the system quantitatively,
which helps them identify a portion that is not involved in the dynamic response of the
cell or whose function is wrongly assumed, given the quantitative relationships between the
system components. For example, if we have data showing that a lack of dephosphorylation
does not cause a 10 fold increase in the amount of Gα bound to GTP, maybe another
dephosphorylation enzyme is present, or another component is providing negative feedback
on Gα. Both of these hypotheses can be rapidly and quantitatively tested by modifying
the model.

Opinion and Condence Survey
We developed a 5-point Likert scale survey to capture attitudes of the students on topics
related to mathematical modeling. We sought to measure student condence changes in
4 areas: technical skill, synthesis, domain knowledge, and in general. "Technical skill"
questions refers to the condence of students in performing quantitative techniques such
as programming and math. The survey contained 5 Tech questions. "Synthesis" questions
ask students about their condence and opinion on the value of systems-thinking. In this
case, we consider systems-thinking to be a synthesis between biological and quantitative
understanding. The survey contained 5 Synth questions. "Domain knowledge" questions
asked about their condence as a biologist. The survey contained 2 Domain questions. The
remaining questions ("general") dealt with their condence to perform basic functions of
a scientist - experimental design, collaboration, and communication. Three questions fell
into this category.
The survey had four apparent categories: techniques, experimental design, knowledge,
and condence. The grouping was intended to mask the true intentions of the survey. This
is to avoid 'social desirability' response bias, since students are aware that mathematical
biologists would be viewing their responses [277, 278]. This tendency is of direct concern
to us, due to the social perceptions of math and programming. Questions given to the
students and their areas are:
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Techniques
1. I am condent in my ability to write computer code.

Tech

2. I am condent in my ability to write dierential equations to describe a process.

Domain

3. I am condent in my ability to design biological experiments.
4. I am condent in my ability to construct conceptual models.

Synth

5. I am condent in my ability to draw a diagram describing a system.
6. I am condent in my ability to write a mathematical model.

Tech

Synth

Tech

Experimental Design
1. When designing an experiment I think about a conceptual model.

Synth

2. When designing an experiment I think about a diagram of the system.

Synth

3. When designing an experiment I think about a mathematical model of the system.

Tech

Knowledge
1. Knowledge of mathematics is important as a researcher in Biology.
2. Knowledge of systems is important as a researcher in Biology.

Tech

Synth

3. Knowledge of experimental techniques is important as a researcher in Biology.

Domain

Condence
1. I am condent in my ability to design an interdisciplinary research project.
2. I am condent in my ability to collaborate with someone outside my eld.

General
General

3. I am condent in my ability to communicate with someone outside my eld.
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General

Concept Inventory
Because this course consisted of new biological, mathematical, and programming content, we wanted to determine if any benet might be had in terms of general biology
knowledge, particularly due to the presence of students outside of the eld (engineering).
We curated a set of 24 concept inventory questions on general biological knowledge from
the literature [271276]. As the course consisted of 4 general biological topics (enzymes,
gene expression, diusion, and signaling), we selected a set of 6 questions per course topic.
The 24 concept questions are provided in Appendix D.

Specic Inventory
Since many of the concept inventory questions we found contained information from introductory biology courses, which was many years ago for our study population of graduate
students, we developed two specic concept inventory surveys based on specic modeling
case studies: the G-protein coupled signaling pathway and rey luciferase enzymatic reactions. Students took the pre-test immediately before applying their modeling skills on the
case study, and post-test after. The questions covered broad concepts that required 'mathematical' or 'systems' thinking, such as the factor that drives the dynamics of the system.
Questions are provided in Appendix D. Some questions are only available by contacting
the authors due to the stipulation of the original authors.

Open-ended opinion survey
We designed the open-ended opinion survey to validate our previous surveys. The
open-ended survey included questions about math condence, utility, and student opinion
of the value of the course. All questions are available in Appendix D.

Analysis
To determine how the course aected student perceptions related to mathematical
modeling in biology, we used a survey to track changes in opinion and condence, a general
biology concept inventory to track general biology knowledge, and two concept inventories
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specic to the two modeling case studies as summarized in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. Student gains were measured by the four assessment methods spread out over
the semester.
To quantify gains in learning, condence, or opinion we normalized for values greater
than zero using the equation

posttest−pretest
100−pretest

[279]. We used a cuto of zero since we assume

that a negative learning gain represents student guessing. Negative learning gains were
observed fairly commonly in the concept inventories. For the opinion and condence survey, only one question by one respondent dropped by one point in the post-survey. We
considered this to be a non-signicant zero change.
To identify signicant changes in student responses we used dependent-samples t-tests.
We consider a signicant dierence to be at the p <0.05 level. In the opinion and condence
survey, we analyzed each question across all respondents to determine which questions had
signicantly dierent responses from the initial survey (provided in Appendix D). These
t-tests had 6 respondents and 5 degrees of freedom. To determine changes in condence
across the 4 categories described earlier in the Methods section, we averaged the responses
across each category, and took the degrees of freedom to be the number of questions - 1.

Results
We measured changes in student understanding of biological concepts using general
biology questions and questions specic to course content. A dependent-samples t-test was
conducted to compare student performance on the initial and nal concept inventories.
Student learning gains as measured by the general biology concept inventory showed an
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average gain of 15% compared to the initial student scores (Fig. 5.6). There was not a
signicant dierence between student scores on the pre- and post-concept inventories (t(4)=
1.3, p >0.2). Our two specic inventories covering material implicitly covered during the
course (ie, quizzes on conceptual materials) showed larger learning gains. The inventory
covering the G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway had an average gain of 13% , and
the rey luciferase enzyme kinetics showed an average gain of 28% (Fig. 5.6). There was a
signicant dierence between student scores on the luciferase inventory (t(5)=2.7,p <0.05)
but not the G-protein coupled receptor inventory (t(4)=1.6,p >0.1). This may be due to
our extensive familiarity with studying rey luciferase [284, 285].

Figure 5.6. Outcomes of a mathematical modeling course measured by 4 dierent areas and
two inventories. (Left) We measured learning gains in a general biology concept inventory
(M = 0.15) as well as learning gains specic to two modeling scenarios (M = 0.28 luciferase,
0.13 GPCR). The learning gains were signicant for the luciferase inventory (p <0.05), but
not the general concept or GPCR inventories. (Right) The students reported large gains
in their mathematics and programming condence (M = 0.70) and their opinion of the
importance and utility of quantitative methods in biology (M = 0.75). All categories
of questions had statistically signicant dierences compared to initial responses at the
p <0.05 (*) or p <0.001 (**) levels, as indicated in the gure.
We measured changes in student condence and opinion related to quantitative biology
over four categories (Fig. 5.6, see Methods for description). We saw the largest improvement in the respondents' condence in their mathematical and programming skills (Tech,

M =60%, SD =11%). This was a statistically signicant dierence compared to initial
student responses (t(5)=12.4,p <0.001). Their condence in collaboration and communication improved by 53% on average (General,

SD =7%). This was a statistically signicant
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dierence compared to initial student responses (t(2)=13.8,p <0.01). The reported condence in synthesizing mathematical and biological concepts increased by 52% (Synth,

SD =31%). This was a statistically signicant dierence compared to initial student responses (t(4)=3.7,p <0.05). The respondents' condence in their eld of biology, unrelated
to mathematical biology, increased by 37% (Domain,

SD =4%). This was a statistically

signicant dierence compared to initial student responses (t(1)=13.8,p <0.05). There was
a signicant dierence in student score for 11 out of the 15 survey questions (shown in
Appendix D). None of the survey questions in the "Knowledge" section had a signicant
dierence across the semester, most likely due to high agreement on the importance of
knowledge of mathematics, systems, and experimental techniques in the pre-survey (see
Results).
The open-ended survey included questions that were redundant with the survey intended to understand condence and opinion changes. Other respondents answered positively, and generally in agreement with the observed eects. In answer to the question "Do
you see yourself modeling in the future?" a student answered:

I can see myself modeling in

the future to determine what can be the best initial conditions in a biological experiments.
We found the most interesting and promising answers to the question "Do you think this
course will have helped you form interdisciplinary collaboration in the future?"

Yes, it has

showed how important and helpful a mathematical model can be to a biological system. The
nal question "What were your previous methods to understand or explain a biological
system in an educational or publication context? Do you think this will change after
you have done some mathematical modeling?"

Wet lab, trial and error. I will use

mathematics for a better planication of experiments

I would dig in literature and

take online courses on introductory levels of systems biology.

Previous methods only

included understanding steps in a diagram. Now, one must consider quantities and speed
and each step.
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5.4

Discussion
Our results indicate that having novice graduate students apply mathematical methods

to topics indirectly related to their elds improves their condence in quantitative methods
as well as their opinion of the usefulness of those methods. We did not expect to observe
improvement in their condence to design a biological experiment. However, student responses to the open-ended survey shed light on why we observed this improvement. The
answers provided above illustrate why the course may have had the side-eect of improving
student condence in biological experimental design. The students saw the value of considering quantitative analysis prior to designing and carrying out an experiment. This is likely
also why we saw improvements in the general condence category, specically the ability
to design a project, collaborate, and communicate outside the eld. We believe that the
results show that presenting multiple biological systems helps reinforce the transferability
of the quantitative techniques. However, more research would be needed to determine if
dierent results would be found in a course which focused on one system.
Our concept inventories did not show strong learning gains. This may be due to question formulation, or a lack of emphasis on specic biological concepts. Survey respondents
misunderstanding a question is another possible issue in assessment development [278]. We
attempted to ask highly conceptual questions in assessing student understanding of the
two systems, enzyme kinetics and G-protein coupled receptor signaling pathway. This is
because conceptualization of a system is an important rst step, prior to writing a mathematical model. Conceptual understanding is more dicult to assess, and poor wording is
likely in the rst iteration of usage. For example, in the open-ended survey, we noticed at
least one incidence of misunderstood question. In answer to the question, "Do you think
experimental design is aected by knowledge of mathematical modeling?", a student answered:

No. I don't think modeling can overpower the benets of experiments on any day.

Each is needed in its own way. Once you learn about the connection, it will be aected and
possibly improved. The student interpreted this question as an forcing a choice between
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either experimental or mathematical methods, whereas our intention was to understand
how the students might apply their new skills in realistic research scenarios. Improvement
in questionnaires would be necessary to avoid such misunderstanding among students.
Our module could be incorporated into existing course materials in a cell biology course,
and is especially well-suited as a laboratory component. The students will rst need to be
introduced to the basics of modeling, programming, and parameter optimization. Then
the students will be prepared to engage in the two modeling systems, particularly when
provided with example code (see Appendix D for our materials and code). Due to the
emphasis on technical skill, and not on biological concepts per se, we think that the module
could be utilized with undergraduate students as well. More testing is needed to determine
its suitability and eectiveness at the undergraduate course in which larger numbers of
students are enrolled and more diverse population regarding mathematical and computation
skills is expected.

This work was completed under the supervision of Dr Bill Wischusen of Department of Biological
Sciences, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana. My work was the construct, evaluate, and
analyze the surveys/concept inventories, as well as serving as Guest Instructor and developing the course
materials related to programming, appended. I drafted and nalized all sections in the chapter.
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Appendix B. Tables Describing the Usage and Modeling of Split
Luciferase
ODE S1. System of ordinary dierential equations describing the in cellulo FLCA
dx1
= c27 − c28 · x1 − c1 · x1 · x21 + c2 · x2 − c9 · x1 · x6 + c10 · x16 − c7 · x1 · x3 + c8 · x15
dt
− c19 · x1 · x14 + c20 · x19 − c21 · x1 · x12 + c22 · x20 − c15 · x1 · x9 + c16 · x18
dx2
= −c28 · x2 + c1 · x1 · x21 − c2 · x2 − c3 · x2 · x3 + c4 · x4 − c5 · x2 · x6 + c6 · x5 − c21 · x2 · x12
dt
+ c22 · x11 − c19 · x2 · x14 + c20 · x10 − c15 · x2 · x9 + c16 · x8
dx3
= c25 · x22 − c26 · x3 − c24 · x3 − c3 · x2 · x3 + c4 · x4 − c3 · x5 · x3 + c4 · x7 − c7 · x1 · x3 + c8 · x15
dt
− c7 · x16 · x3 + c8 · x17
dx4
= c3 · x2 · x3 − c4 · x4 − c5 · x4 · x6 + c6 · x7 + c1 · x15 · x21 − c2 · x4 − c28 · x4
dt
dx5
= −c3 · x5 · x3 + c4 · x7 + c5 · x2 · x6 − c6 · x5 + c1 · x16 · x21 − c2 · x5 − c28 · x5
dt
dx6
= −c5 · x2 · x6 + c6 · x5 − c5 · x4 · x6 + c6 · x7 − c9 · x1 · x6 + c10 · x16 − c9 · x15 · x6 + c10 · x17
dt
dx7
= c3 · x5 · x3 − c4 · x7 + c5 · x4 · x6 − c6 · x7 + c1 · x17 · x21 − c2 · x7 − c11 · x7 + c12 · x8 − c28 · x7
dt
dx8
= c11 · x7 − c12 · x8 + c1 · x18 · x21 − c2 · x8 − c18 · x8 + c15 · x2 · x9 − c16 · x8 − c28 · x8
dt
dx9
= −c31 · x9 − c15 · x2 · x9 + c16 · x8 − c15 · x1 · x9 + c16 · x18
dt
dx10
= c18 · x8 · (1 − c23 ) + c1 · x19 · x21 − c2 · x10 + c19 · x2 · x14 − c20 · x10 − c28 · x10
dt
dx11
= c18 · c23 · x8 + c1 · x20 · x21 − c2 · x11 + c21 · x2 · x12 − c22 · x11 − c28 · x11
dt
dx12
= −c29 · x12 − c21 · x2 · x12 + c22 · x11 − c21 · x1 · x12 + c22 · x20
dt
dx13
= c18 · x8 · (1 − c23 ) − x13 + c17 · x18 · (1 − c23 )
dt
dx14
= −c19 · x2 · x14 + c20 · x10 − c19 · x1 · x14 + c20 · x19 − c30 · x14
dt
dx15
= c7 · x1 · x3 − c8 · x15 − c9 · x15 · x6 + c10 · x17 − c1 · x15 · x21 + c2 · x4 − c28 · x15
dt
dx16
= c9 · x1 · x6 − c10 · x16 − c7 · x16 · x3 + c8 · x17 − c1 · x16 · x21 + c2 · x5 − c28 · x16
dt
dx17
= −c13 · x17 + c14 · x18 + c9 · x15 · x6 − c10 · x17 + c7 · x16 · x3 − c8 · x17 − c1 · x17 · x21 + c2 · x7
dt
− c28 · x17
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dx18
dt
dx19
dt
dx20
dt
dx21
dt
dx22
dt
dx23
dt
dx24
dt
dx25
dt
dx26
dt
dx27
dt
dx28
dt

= c13 · x17 − c14 · x18 − c1 · x18 · x21 + c2 · x8 − c17 · x18 + c15 · x1 · x9 − c16 · x18 − c28 · x18
= c17 · (1 − c23 ) · x18 − c1 · x19 · x21 + c2 · x10 + c19 · x1 · x14 − c20 · x19 − c28 · x19
= c17 · c23 · x18 − c1 · x20 · x21 + c2 · x11 + c21 · x1 · x12 − c22 · x20 − c28 · x20
= c32 · x24 · x23 − c33 · x21 − c1 · x21 · x1 − c1 · x21 · x15 − c1 · x21 · x16 − c1 · x21 · x17 − c1 · x21 · x20
− c1 · x21 · x19 + c2 · x2 + c2 · x4 + c2 · x5 + c2 · x11 + c2 · x10 + c2 · x7 − c1 · x21 · x18 + c2 · x8
= −c25 · x22 + c26 · x3 − c24 · x22
= c27 − c28 · x23 − c32 · x24 · x23 + c33 · x21
= c25 · x25 − c26 · x24 − c32 · x24 · x23 + c33 · x21 − c24 · x24
= −c25 · x25 + c26 · x24 − c24 · x25
= −c29 · x26 + c30 · x27 − c38 · x26
= c29 · x26 − c30 · x27 − c38 · x27 − c40 · x27 · x23 + c39 · x28
= −c28 · x28 + c40 · x27 · x23 − c39 · x28
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Table B.1. Previously optimized parameters.?

c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
c10
c11
c12
c13
c14
c15
c16
c17
c18
c19
c20
c21
c22
c23
c24
c25
c26
c27

Association of LH2 to NC Complex
Dissociation of LH2 from NC Complex
Association of ATP to NC Complex
Dissociation of ATP from NC Complex
Association of LH2 to NFLuc
Dissociation of LH2 from NFLuc
Association of ATP to NFLuc
Dissociation of ATP from NFLuc
Adenylation rate, forward, NC complex
Adenylation rate, reverse, NC complex
Adenylation rate, forward, NFLuc
Adenylation rate, reverse, NFLuc
Association of Intermediate
Dissociation of Intermediate
Catalytic Rate NFLuc
Catalytic Rate NC complex
Association of Oxyluciferin, NC complex
Dissociation of Oxyluciferin, NC complex
Association of L-AMP, NC complex
Dissociation of L-AMP, NC complex
Dark Reaction Frequency
Association of Oxyluciferin, NFLuc
Dissociation of Oxyluciferin, NFLuc
Association of L-AMP, NFLuc
Dissociation of L-AMP, NFLuc

1.84 ·108
3·103
3·107
4.8·103
1.84·108
5.05·103
3·107
2.05·104
5.01·102
1.08·10−2
5·10−2
1.1·10−2
7.77·107
3.47
4.0·10−7
2.19·10−1
8.3·106
6.13·10−1
5.0·107
2.3·10−5
2.87·10−1
8.3·106
6.13·10−1
5.0·107
2.3·10−5

M −1 s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1

Parameter values after optimization by curve tting in vitro mathematical model to
kinetic data. Data was obtained from literature and in vitro LCA data. ? : Literature
sources for initial guesses are listed and these optimized values obtained in Dale et
al [173].
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Table B.2. Parameters Values from the in cellulo Curve Fit.

c1

Association of Protein A and B

c2

Initial Conditions Optimized
value
1.0·107

[varies]

Dissociation of Protein A and B

Kd ·kon

Kd ·kon

s−1

c1
c2

Association of FKBP-Rapamycin and FRB
Dissociation of FKBP-Rapamycin and FRB

1.0·107
Kd ·kon δ

9.90·105
0.01

M −1 s−1
s−1

c28
c29
c30
c31
c32
c33
c34
c35
c36
c37
c29
c30
c38
c39
c40

Degradation of Luciferinγ
Diusion of Luciferin into Cell
Diusion of Luciferin Out of Cell
Synthesis of NFLuc and CFLucγ
Degradation of NFLuc and CFLucγ
Degradation of L-AMP
Degradation of L-Oxy
Degradation of LH2 -AMP
Association of FKBP and Rapamycin
Dissociation of FKBP and Rapamycin
Diusion of Ascomycin into Cell
Diusion of Ascomycin Out of Cell
Degradation of Ascomycin
Association of FKBP and Ascomycin
Dissociation of FKBP and Ascomycin

4.83·10−6
0.51
5.10·104
1.20·10−23
8.33·10−5
4.83·10−6
4.83·10−6
4.83·10−6
1.0 ·107
Kd ·kon δ
0.51
5.10·104
4.83·10−6
1.0 ·107
Kd ·kon η

5.0·10−6
2.99
5.20·102
1.0·10−7
5.0·10−6
4.92·10−1
4.80·10−6
4.80·10−6
3.41·106
6.83·10−4
2.99
5.20·102
5.0·10−6
1.0·107
1.4·10−2

M −1 s−1
s−1
µM −1 s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1
s−1
µM −1 s−1
M −1 s−1
M −1 s−1
s−1

M −1 s−1



Parameter values after optimization by curve tting in cellulo mathematical model to
kinetic data. Data was obtained from literature, from in cellulo, and in vitro LCA data.
: kon for rapamycin:FKBP was optimized to 3.4147 ·106 M −1 s−1δ , for
rapamycin:FKBP:FRB to 0.99 ·106 M −1 s−1 δ , and for ascomycin:FKBP to 14 ·106 M −1 s−1
η
. Dissociation of protein pair was held at Kd *kon , where Kd is from the literature.
: Value is calculated for approximately 10,000 protoplasts using Ignowski et al's model of
luciferin diusion [35]. Diusion of all species was intially assumed equal to luciferin.
γ : Initial conditions calculated using portions of Ignowski et al model related to
degradation [35]. Degradation of all bound species was assumed to be equal.
δ : Kd from Banaszynski et al [38].
η : Kd from Xie et al [39].
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Table B.3. Variables and initial conditions of the Model.

x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
x8
x9
x10
x11
x12
x13
x14
x15
x16
x17
x18
x19
x20
x21
x22

Initial Conditions After Incubation

NFLuc
NC complex
LH2 , inside cell
NC:LH2
NC:ATP
ATP
NC:LH2 -ATP
NC:LH2 -AMP
LH2 -AMP
NC:Oxyluciferin
NC:L-AMP
L-AMP
Light
Oxyluciferin
NFLuc:LH2
NFLuc:ATP
NFLuc:LH2 -ATP
NFLuc:LH2 -AMP
NFLuc:Oxyluciferin
NFLuc:L-AMP
CFLuc
LH2 , outside cell

Variables for tting the datasets.
x21
x23
x24
x25
x26
x27
x28

CFLuc:Rapamycin
Free CFLuc
Rapamycin, inside cell
Rapamycin, outside cell
Ascomycin, outside cell
Ascomycin, inside cell
CFLuc-Ascomycin / Inactivated CFLuc

0
0
0
0
0
6.0·104
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.1

0.002
0
5.11e-04
0
0
6.0·104
0
0
0
0
0
5.87e-13
4.64e-12
4.26e-08
3.77e-08
0.18
3.31 ·10− 6
1.63·10− 5
1.17·10− 9
1.53·10− 8

nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
RLU∗
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM
nM

0.09

nM

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.01
1.60·10− 3

nM
nM

10

µM

0

nM

Initial conditions used for all simulations. β : Values are after incubation before the
addition of rapamycin or ascomycin when tting to experimental data [7]. ∗ : RLU is raw
value for 1 second, not including gain.
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β

Figure B.1. Model of the binding of Rapamycin and Ascomycin. The mathematical model
considers the binding of rapamycin and ascomycin to curve t the experimental data (Figure
2.5, [61]). Equations describing these interactions were added onto S1 ODE. The double line
indicates the cell wall. Rout: Rapamycin outside the cell. Rin: Rapamycin inside the cell.
C-Rin: FKBP-CFLuc:Rapamycin. C: Free CFLuc. C-Ascin: FKBP-CFLuc:Ascomycin
inside the cell. Ascin: Ascomycin inside the cell. Ascout: Ascomycin outside the cell. X
and C indicate species and parameters assigned in ordinary dierential equations.
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Table A.4. Lit Review of Articles Utilizing Firey Luciferase Assay as of 2016.

Proteins analyzed
SGT1a, RAR1

Luciferase Cells

rey,
nilla
SNI1, rey

re- protoplasts

CBNAC,
STG1a, RAR1
CPR5, KRP2, SIM, rey
SMR1
RSA1, RITF1
rey, renilla
GHR1,
SLAC1-N, rey
SLAC1-NM, SLAC1MC, SLAC1-C, ABI1,
ABI2
FyPP1, FyPP3, PIN1, rey
PIN2, PIN3, PIN4,
AUX1, RCN1, SAL1,
PIN1HL,
PIN2HL,
PIN3HL
XXT1, XXT2, XXT5, renilla
FUT1, CLSC4, MUR3
ABD1, ABI5
rey

TransformationDetection
PEG

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

[158]

tumefa-

CCD

[118]

tumefa-

CCD

[146]

tumefa-

CCD

[103]

tumefa-

CCD

[107]

tumefa-

CCD

[99]

tumefa-

CCD

[130]

tumefa-

CCD

[138]

tumefa-

PMT
CCD,
PMT

[142]
[162]

PMT

[93]

CCD

[111]

CVBCP, CVB
CLV2, CRN, CLV1

beetle
rey

PIF1, PIF3, HY5,
HYH, ROS-responsive
gene promoters
CPL1,
HYL1-SE,
MYB75
JAZ1,
JAZ11,
EGL3, RGA, RGL2,
GAL4DB-GL1
FHY3N, HY5 +/- UVB
KP1, VDAC3, KP1TAILOE1,
KP1TAILOE2
RTNLB1, RTNLB2,
FLS2
FHY3, HY5, FHY1

rey

protoplasts
protoplasts

PEG

rey

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

PEG

CCD,
PMT

[133]

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

CCD

[108]

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

CCD

[153]

ana

ciens

protoplasts

PEG

PMT

[120]

N.

A.

CCD,
PMT

[122]

CCD

[97]

PMT
PMT

[110]
[145]

rey,
nilla

protoplasts

PMT

N.

thamiana,

re-

rey
rey
renilla
rey,
nilla

UBC32, DOA10B

rey

Pb1, WRKY45
BolOST1

renilla
rey

ben-

re-

PEG

A.

ciens,

ana,protoplasts ciens,

ben-

thamiana,

protoplasts
N. benthamiana

protoplasts
protoplasts
145

PEG

tumefa-

tumefa-

ciens
A.
ciens

PEG
PEG

tumefa-

Table A.5. Part II of Lit Review of Articles Utilizing Firey Luciferase Assay
as of 2016.

Proteins analyzed

Luciferase Cells

BSCTV C2, SAMDC1

rey

N. benthami-

FHY3, FAR1, CAT3, TOC1, rey
CAB2
miR159, miR319
rey
SYP73,
SYP72,
VTI14,
VAMP8711, SYP23, SYP51,
VAMP712
FAD2, FAD3, FAD6, FAD7,
FAD8
SCaBP,
RAR1,
CPrf,
Y89D, AVRPto, CH1, CH2,
WRKY18. WRKY40
OsARF1, OsARF16, OsIAA1,
OsIAA8, OsIAA12, OsIAA13,
OsIAA16, SGT1, RAR1
SPL9, RGA
HFR1, PIF1

renilla

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

tumefa-

CCD

[159]

tumefa-

CCD

[121]

tumefa-

CCD

[135]

PEG

PMT

[115]

renilla

protoplasts

PEG

PMT

[129]

rey

N.

A.

tumefa-

PEG

CCD,
PMT

[94]

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

CCD

[139]

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

CCD

[154]

ana

ciens

CCD,
PMT

[140]

tumefa-

CCD

[132]

tumefa-

CCD

[119]
[157]

protoplasts

rey
rey,
nilla

SYP21,
SYP41,
SYP51, renilla
SYP61,
SYP22,
SYP71,
VTI11, VAMP711, VAMP727,
YKT61
MBD7, ROS1, ROS4, ROS5, rey
FLS2, PUB13-ARM
CLV1, CLV2, CRN
rey
ABI5, rey

ben-

thamiana,

rey

ARF1, ARF4, ARF5, ARF6, rey
ARF9,
ARF10,
ARF12,
ARF18, IAA1, IAA3, IAA6,
IAA7, IAA9, IAA12, IAA13,
IAA14,
IAA17,
IAA18,
IAA19, IAA28
RVE8, RVE4, PRR5, TOC1, rey,
LNK1, LNK2
nilla

BolABI5,

A.

protoplasts

ZAT10, MPK3, MPK6, STG1, rey
RAR1
CCA1, LHY, CCA1 frag- rey
ments, DET1
EIN3, MYC2
rey,
nilla

BolABI1,
BolOST1

TransformationDetection

re-

N.

ben-

thamiana,

protoplasts

re-

re-

ciens,

A.

tumefa-

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

protoplasts
protoplasts

ciens

CCD,
PMT

PEG

PMT

[123]

N.

A.

protoplasts
protoplasts

CCD,
PMT

[150]

ciens

PEG

PMT

[116]

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

CCD

[144]

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

tumefa-

CCD

[161]

PMT

[155]

N.

ben-

thamiana,

ben-

thamiana,

ana

protoplasts
146

A.

ciens

PEG

tumefa-

tumefa-

Table A.6. Part III of Lit Review of Articles Utilizing Firey Luciferase Assay
as of 2016.

Proteins analyzed

Luciferase Cells

OsGT1, OsCYP2, AtSGT1a, rey
AtRAR1
OsLOL1, OsbZIP58, Os- rey,
bZIP33, OsKO2pro, GAL4pro nilla
RACK1A, MPK3, MPK4,
MKK4,
MPK5,
MPK6,
AGB1, GPA1, MEKK1
MPK6, MYB41, STG1a,
RAR1
MYB44, MPK3, MPK6,
STG1a, RAR1
RAR1, SGT1a, ZAT6, MPK6
ERD2, ARF1, GAP

N.

thamiana,

A.

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

R.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

rey
rey

rey
rey

protoplasts

PEG

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

renilla

protoplasts

PEG

renilla
rey

protoplasts

PEG

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

ROP11, ROPGEF1-14

rey
rey

FT, TFL1, Q140K, Q130D,
GRF6, TCP4, TCP7, TCP9,
TCP14, TCP15, TCP17,
TCP21, TCP22, TCP23, FD
SYP121, SYP123, SYP132,
VAMP721-4
H2A, H2B, PAM
CUC2, CUC3

rey

BES1, MPK6

rey
rey

147

[113]

tumefa-

CCD

[147]

PMT

[95]

tumefa-

CCD

[106]

tumefa-

CCD

[131]

tumefa-

CCD

[128]

tumefa-

CCD

[152]

tumefa-

CCD

[134]

CCD,
PMT
PMT
CCD

[101]

PMT

[156]

tumefa-

CCD

[149]

tumefa-

CCD

[126]

tumefa-

CCD

[127]

tumefa-

CCD

[160]

tumefa-

CCD

[105]

PMT

[109]

tumefa-

PMT
CCD

[100]
[136]

tumefa-

CCD

[114]

tumefa-

CCD

[96]

tumefa-

PEG

protoplasts

rey

CCD

ciens

rey
rey

tumefa-

ciens
ben-

PEG

ROP11, RCAR1, ABI1

JAZ1, MYC2, MYC3

ana

A.

rey

SPYP22, SYP132, SYP41, renilla
VAMP721,
VAMP722,
VAMP723
SOS2, SOS3, SC8, SOS2δ F
rey

NbRbcS, TMV MP

re-

TransformationDetection

protoplasts
protoplasts

MRL7,
PRDA1,
FSD2, rey
Pdac10
T14, GF14, Cnx6, Cnx7
rey
FRB, FKP12s
RCF3, CPLI

N. benthami-

tumefa-

[151]
[112]

Table A.7. Part IV of Lit Review of Articles Utilizing Firey Luciferase Assay
as of 2016.

Proteins analyzed

BLI, H2B, H2A, CLFδ SET
BIK1, FLS2, BAK1, RbohD

Luciferase Cells

renilla
rey

JAZ1, JAZ2, JAZ3, JAZ4,
JAZ5, JAZ6, JAZ7, JAZ8,
JAZ9, JAZ10, JAZ11, JAZ12,
MYB21, MYB24
PIN1, PIN2, PIN3, PIN4,
FyPP1, RCN1, SAL1, AUX1
CBF2, RCF2, CPL1, NAC019,
HSFA6b

rey

HopQ1, TFT1, TFT5, RIN4,
SGT1b, RAR1
NtBOP2, TGA1a, TGA2.2,
TGA2.1, PG13, RSG
avrPto, Pto, avrPtoI96A,
PtoK69Q, Bak1, Fls2, Fen,
SIMPK4, HopM1
AS1, CaM2, SGT1a, RAR1

rey

Cnx5, Cnx6, Cnx7

protoplasts

rey
rey,
nilla

rey
renilla
rey
rey

re-

TransformationDetection
PEG

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N.

ben-

thamiana,

protoplasts

A.

[137]
[124]

tumefa-

CCD

[143]

tumefa-

CCD

[98]

tumefa-

CCD

[102]

tumefa-

CCD

[125]

tumefa-

CCD

[148]

PMT

[141]

tumefa-

CCD

[104]

tumefa-

CCD

[117]

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

protoplasts

PEG

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

N. benthami-

A.

ana

ciens

148

tumefa-

PMT
CCD

Appendix C. Modeling Full Length and Mutant Luciferases
C.1

Parameter Estimates Obtained by Fitting NSSA Michaelis-Menten Models of Firey Luciferase to RLU Kinetic Data

Parameter WT
Acceptor
Description
-1
-1
konI
0.005 nM s
0.0001 nM s
binding rate of LH2 AMP to luc.
-1
-1
kof f I
417.1 s
0.085 s
unbinding rate of LH2 AMP from luc.
a The
kox
15.1 s-1
0.12 s-1
oxidation rate

0.000136 s-1 0.000136s-1
luc. degradation rate a
-1
-1
ι
0.0014 s
0.0014 s
LH2 AMP degradation rate
δ
0.25
8.32
relative eciency b
enzymatic degradation rate  was held constant at the value we previously estimated [284].
b The substrate degradation rate ι was held constant at the value we estimated as described
in the main text.
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Figure C.1. 3D structure of wild-type rey luciferase showing locations of mutations in
Acceptor. Please note that part of the structure is missing, most likely due to the exibility
of the linker connecting the N domain (residues 3-436) and the C domain (440-544). Both
R437K and L438I residues would exist on the exible linker between the two domains,
so we have indicated the nearest resolved residues for visualization purposes (green and
orange). The K529Q residue is shown in purple. The E354K mutation (red) exists on both
Acceptor and Donor mutants. Structure from Conti et al, 1996 and visualized using VMD.

C.2

Parameter Sensitivity of NSSA Michaelis-Menten Model

Regional sensitivity analysis was performed on the model using SAFE toolbox for Matlab [92]. In this analysis, the values of the parameters are randomly permutated within
150

Figure C.2. 3D structure of wild-type rey luciferase showing locations of mutations in
Donor. The H245D mutation is shown in orange, the L530R mutatio in purple, and the
K443A mutation in green. The E354K mutation (red) exists on both Acceptor and Donor
mutants. Structure from Conti et al, 1996 and visualized using VMD.
the boundaries, which were dened according to literature ranges. Then, the relative effect of each parameter is estimated and ranked as an empirical CDF. This is shown in
the following gures, with larger relative eect on the system behavior (light production
dynamics) being a warmer color (more red), and a larger negative relative eect as a cooler
(more blue) color. The spread of colors indicates the relative variability of the eect of
151

that parameter on the system behavior. A parameter with higher variability in their eect
is relatively more important in determining the system behavior. A parameter with lower
variability in their eect is relatively less important. The more important a parameter is,
the more condent we can be in the estimated value for that parameter; this is also used
to justify parameter inclusion in a model.

•

Methods

In this analysis we used 3000 samples. The parameters analyzed were the on and o
binding rate of LH2 AMP from the enzyme (ko and koni below), the oxidation rate (kox),
the relative eciency (delta), and degradation of both LH2 AMP and luciferase (degi and
deg, respectively). The range of possible values for ko was 0.01 to 3; for koni 0.0001 to
0.005; for kox to 0.01 to 10; for delta 0.001 to 100; for degi and deg 0 to 0.002.
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•

Results

Figure C.3. Parameter sensitivity of NSSA model with respect to the maximum RLU. The
relative eect of each parameter on the maximum RLU is shown. The larger the eect of a
parameter's value is on the maximum RLU, the wider the spread of the relative CDF. kon
and delta have the largest eect, followed by ko and the oxidation rate. The maximum
RLU is not sensitive to degradation rates.
Here, the analysis is shown for 3 dierent features of the reaction kinetic curves in
luciferase - maximum RLU, time when the maximum occurs, and total RLU over 600
seconds of simulation. The sensitivity of maximum RLU to the parameters is shown in
Figure C.3. Substrate on binding rate and delta most strongly control the height of the
peak, while o binding rate and oxidation rate are secondary contributors. Degradation
parameters have little eect. Note that the degradation parameters in the manuscript were
estimated from previous data and xed in the model. These parameters are included to
illustrate parameters that do not contribute much to system dynamics, as well as justify
xing them.
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Figure C.4. Parameter sensitivity of NSSA model with respect to the time when the maximum RLU occurs. The relative eect of each parameter on the time when the maximum
RLU is shown. The larger the eect of a parameter's value is on the maximum RLU, the
wider the spread of the relative CDF. Here, kon has the largest eect, followed by oxidation
rate. The parameter ko has a little eect, with the time of the maximum being insensitive
to delta and the degradation rates.
The sensitivity of the time of the maximum RLU to the parameters is shown in Figure
C.4. The substrate on binding rate is the greatest contributor - as shown in our study.
Time of maximum RLU is also sensitive to oxidation rate and the o binding rate. The
time of the maximum RLU is not much aected by delta or the degradation rates.
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Figure C.5. Parameter sensitivity of NSSA model with respect to the total RLU. The
relative eect of each parameter on the total RLU is shown. The larger the eect of a
parameter's value is on the total RLU, the wider the spread of the relative CDF. Here,
delta has the largest eect, since it is a constant magnication of light produced, so it was
removed to illustrate the eect of the other parameters. The oxidation rate, kon, and ko
have large eects on the total RLU, while the degradation parameters do not.
The sensitivity of the total RLU produced is shown in Figure C.5. The eect of
delta (relative eciency parameter) was such a strong contributor that the eect of other
parameters was not visible. This is simply because delta acts as to multiply the light
produced. In the gure, we show the analysis without delta, to understand the relative
eect of the remaining parameters. When delta is xed, oxidation rate and on binding rate
contribute the most, while the o binding rate is slightly less.
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C.3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Matlab code for the Generalized Model

function main
clf
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% Data
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
data=xlsread('wtlh2_newest','exhausted','B4:D1003');
%data(:,1:27);
datafit2=data(1:800,1:3);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
datafit=datafit2;%horzcat(datafit3,datafit4);
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% Parameters: nM
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
kadenyl=31.33;
a=313;
kona=.0042;
l=249;
konl=.004;
koni=.005;
ii=61.06;
kcat=2.88;
dark=521;
deg=0.000136;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
tmax=11199;%13986;%1199.9;%
tspan=0:14:tmax;
%% curve fitting parameters
%%
ms = MultiStart;%datafits=datafit;%(:,25:27);
% opts = optimoptions('lsqcurvefit','Algorithm',
% 'trust−region−reflective','Display','iter','MaxFunEval',4000,
% 'MaxIter',1000);
% problem = createOptimProblem('lsqcurvefit','x0',P,'objective',
% @(P,datafit)min(P,datafit),'lb',lb,'ub',ub,'xdata',tspan,
% 'ydata',datafit,'nonlcon',constraint,'options',opts);
% % [xms,~,~,~,solsms]=run(ms,problem,5);
% % P=xms
% kadenyl=P(1);
%
% deg=0.0004;
% kona=P(2);
% a=P(3);
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44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

% l=P(5);
% konl=P(4);
% ii=61.06;%4700000;%%
% kcat=2.88;%%
% koni=.005;%10;%4700/i;
% %kd=i/koni;
% e=1;
% degi=0.0008;deg=0.000136;
% dark=P(6);
% for bb=1:6%10
%
P(bb)
% end
%%
%tspan=0:0.1:tmax;%options=odeset('RelTol',1e−6);
figure(1)
E=[50 50 50];
LH2=[.1 1 10];
ATP=1000000;
LH2AMP=0;
clf
for i = 1%:3
Xo1=[E(i) 0 0 0 0 ATP LH2(i) LH2AMP 0];
options=odeset('RelTol',1e−6);%free=0;
[t,x1]=ode15s(@lucif,tspan,Xo1,options,kadenyl,kcat,deg,a,l,
ii,dark,kona,konl,koni);
%subplot(3,1,i)
plot(tspan,datafit(:,((i−1)*3+1):((i−1)*3+3)),'k',
'Linewidth',2);
hold on
plot(tspan,x1(:,9),'Linewidth',2);
xlabel('Time (s)');xlim([0 tmax]);
ylabel('RLU');legend('Data','Model');
title(sprintf('[E]:%s nM [LH2]:%s nM',num2str(E(i)),num2str(LH2(i))));
end
return
function result = min(P,ydata)
kadenyl=P(1);
deg=0.0004;
kona=P(2);
a=P(3);
l=P(5);
konl=P(4);
ii=61.06;%4700000;
kcat=2.88;%%
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89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133

koni=.005;%10;
e=1;
degi=0.0008;deg=0.000136;
dark=P(6);
tmax=11199;
tspan=0:14:tmax;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
E=[50 50 50];
LH2=[.1 1 10];
ATP=1000000;
LH2AMP=0;%[15 150 1500 15 150 1500 15 150 1500];
m=size(tspan);
beeps2=zeros(m(2),3);
%e=e2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i = 1%:3
Xo1=[E(i) 0 0 0 0 ATP LH2(i) LH2AMP 0];
options=odeset('RelTol',1e−6);%free=0;
[t,x1]=ode15s(@lucif,tspan,Xo1,options,kadenyl,kcat,deg,a,l,
ii(1),degi,dark,kona,konl,koni);
beeps2(:,((i−1)*3+1):((i−1)*3+3))=horzcat(x1(:,9)*e,x1(:,9)*e,
x1(:,9)*e);
end
result=beeps2;%horzcat(beeps,beeps2);
return
function [dx_dt] = lucif(t,x,kadenyl,kcat,deg,aa,ll,ii,dark,kona,konl,koni)
%% equations
% free luc
dx_dt(1) = −kona*x(1)*x(6) + aa*x(2) −konl*x(1)*x(7) + ll*x(3)
− koni*x(1)*x(8) + ii*x(5)−deg*x(1)+kcat*x(5);
%L:a
dx_dt(2)= kona*x(1)*x(6) − aa*x(2) − konl*x(2)*x(7) + ll*x(4) ;
%L:l
dx_dt(3)= konl*x(1)*x(7) − ll*x(3) −kona*x(3)*x(6) + aa*x(4);
%Lsub
dx_dt(4)= konl*x(2)*x(7) − ll*x(4) +kona*x(3)*x(6) − aa*x(4)
−kadenyl*x(4);
%Li
dx_dt(5)=kadenyl*x(4) + koni*x(1)*x(8) − ii*x(5) −kcat*x(5);
% atp
dx_dt(6)=−kona*x(1)*x(6) + aa*x(2) −kona*x(3)*x(6) + aa*x(4);
% lh2;;
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134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

dx_dt(7)= −konl*x(1)*x(7) + ll*x(3) − konl*x(2)*x(7) + ll*x(4);
%intermed
dx_dt(8)= − koni*x(1)*x(8) + ii*x(5);
% light
dx_dt(9)=700000*kcat*x(5)*dark−x(9);
dx_dt=dx_dt';
return
function[c,ceq]=constraint(P)
% this is sum of squares?
ceq=[];
c=[];
return

C.4

NSSA Model Luciferase Parameter Estimates and Associated Data
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dE
= konI · E · I + kof f I · EI + kox · EI
dt
dEI
= konI · E · I kof f I · EI kox · EI
dt
d
= · · kox · EI
dt
dI
= konI · E · I + kof f I · EI ✏◆ · I
dt

✏·E

konI
kof f I
kox
✏
✏◆

dE
= konS · E · S + kof f I · ES + kox · ES
dt
dES
= konS · E · S kof f S · ES kcat · ES
dt
dP
= · kcat · ES ✏⇢ P
dt
dS
= konS · E · S + kof f S · ES ✏ · S
dt
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✏·E

Figure B2: LH2AMP added after near-complete oxidation produces additional
light, indicating initial substrate was near completely oxidized. LH2AMP (15 nM)
was reacted with 50 nM of WT, Donor, or Acceptor in a reaction solution that contains
100 mM MOPS and 10 mM MgSO4 (pH. 7.3) until RLU reached near background levels
(left graph). Soon after the reaction ended, 30 nM of LH2AMP was added in the reaction
solutions, respectively, and changes of RLU were monitored for 5 sec (middle graph).
Alternatively, soon after the reaction ended, 25 nM of WT, Donor, and Acceptor was
added in the reaction solution, respectively. Changes of RLU were monitor for 5 sec
(right graph). With additional LH2AMP, RLUs of WT and Acceptor immediately reached
over 200,000, indicating the enzyme was not denatured much during the near-complete
oxidation reaction. Although RLU of Donor also immediately increased the RLU with
additional LH2AMP, the increase was only about 2-fold (~500 RLU) of the end RLU in
the first reaction (~200 RLU). This suggested the activity of Donor may be inhibited by
the product in the first reaction. RLUs did not increase with additional enzymes,
indicating 15 nM LH2AMP in the first reactions was almost completely oxidized by WT,
Donor, and Acceptor, respectively. X-axis in the graph show time in second. Y- axis in
the graphs show RLU.
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Figure B4: Description of the estimate of LH2AMP decay at room temperature
(A) LH2AMP (5 nM) was reacted with 50 nM of WT in a reaction solution that contains
100 mM MOPS and 10 mM MgSO4 (pH. 7.3) every 14 second for 10 min (shown with
blue dot, 0 min). In other two independent experiments, LH2AMP (5 nM) was mixed

and left in a reaction solution that contains 100 mM MOPS and 10 mM MgSO4 (pH. 7.3)
for 20 min and 40 min, respectively, before adding 50 nM of WT. RLUs were then
measured every 14 second for 10 min (shown with orange and gray dots, respectively).

(B) LH2AMP degradation was estimated by fitting exponential decay to the relative
reduction in the RLUs. Exponential decay is given by the following equation:
y = exp−kt
where y is the fraction total RLU over 10 minutes relative to no incubation, k is the
degradation rate in fraction s-1, and t is the total incubation time in seconds. The
degradation rate of 0.0014 nM s-1 is obtained by multiplying k by the initial LH2AMP
concentration of 5 nM.

Appendix D. Code and Tables for Model of the Plant Cell Cycle
D.1

Roodbarkleri code

1 function main
2 % MATLAB code for the model from:
3
% Roodbarkelari, F. et al. CULLIN 4−RING FINGER−LIGASE plays a key
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

role in
% the control of endoreplication cycles in Arabidopsis trichomes.
% Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 107, 15275−15280
(2010).
% some species names have been altered to our nomenclature. Where
% applicable, paramter names with ' have been altered to i; alternative
% names are commented for comparison
k11=0.01;%% k1i
k1=0.1;
lp=1000.0;
lm=1.0;
kssim=0.01;
k31=0.0;
k311=10.0;
j3=0.01;
k41=40.0;
k4=40.0;
j4=0.01;
k7=1.0;
j7=0.01;
k8=0.2;
j8=0.01;
k9=0.1;
j9=0.01;
k10=0.04;
j10=0.01;
ko=.2;% k11
ko211=0.0;%k21i
ko21=10.0;%k21
jtfb=1.0;
k22=0.5;
k151=0.25;
j15=0.1;
k161=0.01;
k1611=2.0;
j16=0.1;
k131=0;
k1311=0.05;
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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53
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57
58
59
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61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

k141=0.02;
k14=1.0;
lcm=1.0;
lcp=400.0;
k21=0.05; %k2i
k211=10.0;
k2111=1.0;
k12=0.2;
k121=2.0;
k1211=10.0;
kdsim1=0.1;
kdsim=1.0;
Xo=[.6 .578 .225 0 .06 0 .03 .923 .275 .085 .06 ];
tmax=600; tspan=[0:.1:tmax];options=odeset('RelTol',1e−6);%'Mass',M, 750
[t,x]=ode15s(@larkinpnas,tspan,Xo,options,k11,k1,lp,lm,kssim,k31,
k311,j3,k41,k4,j4,k7,j7,k8,j8,k9,j9,k10,j10,ko, ko211,ko21,jtfb,
k22,k151,j15,k161,k1611,j16,k131,k1311,k141,k14,lcm,lcp,k21,k211,
k2111,k12,k121,k1211,kdsim1,kdsim,cdhs)
plot(tspan,x(:,2),'LineWidth',2); hold on
plot(tspan,x(:,3),'LineWidth',2);
%plot(tspan,x(:,4),'LineWidth',2);
%plot(tspan,x(:,6),'LineWidth',2);
plot(tspan,x(:,11),'LineWidth',2);
plot(tspan,x(:,4),'LineWidth',2);
plot(tspan,x(:,7),'LineWidth',2);
xlabel('Time (a.u.)');ylim([0 inf]);xlim([0 tmax])
ylabel('Concentration (a.u.)')%'CCS52a','CDC20a',
legend('CYCB−CDKB Free','SIM','CYCD−CDKA Free','CCS52','KRP')
set(gca,'fontsize', 18,'FontName','Helvetica');
set(gcf,'color','w')
return
function [dx_dt]
=larkinpnas(t,x,k11,k1,lp,lm,kssim,k31,k311,j3,k41,k4,j4,k7,j7,
k8,j8,k9,j9,k10,j10,ko,ko211,ko21,jtfb,k22,k151,
j15,k161,k1611,j16,k131,k1311,
k141,k14,lcm,lcp,k21,k211,k2111,k12,k121,k1211,kdsim1,kdsim,cdhs)
if t>= 300
kssim=.1;
end
%CycBt
dx_dt(1)=k11+k1.*x(8)−(k21 + k211.*x(4) +k2111 .* x(5)).*x(1);
%MPF
dx_dt(2)=k1−lp.*x(2).*(x(3)−(x(1) − x(2)))+lm.*(x(1)−x(2))−(k21 +
k211.*x(4) +k2111 .*
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x(5)).*x(2)+(k12+k121*x(11)+k1211*x(2))*(x(1)−x(2));
%SIM
dx_dt(3)=kssim−(kdsim1 + kdsim .* x(2)).*x(3);
%CCS52
dx_dt(4)=(k31+k311.*x(5)).*(cdhs−x(4))./(j3+cdhs−x(4))−
(k41.*x(11)+k4.*x(2)).*x(4)./(j4+x(4));
%CDC20a
dx_dt(5)=k7.*x(6).*(1−x(5))./ (j7+ 1 − x(5)) − k8 .* x(5) ./ (j8 + x(5));
%IE
dx_dt(6)=k9 .*(1−x(6)).*x(2) ./ (j9 + 1−x(6)) − k10 .* x(6) ./ (j10 +
x(6));
%KRP
dx_dt(7)=ko − (k12 + k121.*x(11) + k1211 .* x(2)) .* x(7);
%MYB3R
dx_dt(8)=(ko211 + ko21 .* x(2)) .* (1−x(8)) ./ (jtfb + 1−x(8) ) − k22 .*
x(8) ./ (jtfb + x(8));
%TF
dx_dt(9)=k151 .* (1−x(9)) ./ (j15 + 1 − x(9)) − (k161 + k1611 .* x(11)) .*
x(9) ./ (j16 + x(9));
%SKT
dx_dt(10)=k131 + k1311 .* x(9) − (k141 + k14.* x(2)).*x(10);
%SK
dx_dt(11)=k131 + k1311 .* x(9) + lcm .* (x(10) − x(11)) − lcp .* x(11) .*
(x(7) − (x(10) − x(11))) − (k141 + k14.* x(2)).*x(11)
+(k12+k121*x(11)+k1211*x(2))*(x(10)−x(11));
dx_dt=dx_dt';
return
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New model code

function[dx_dt]=larkins(t,x,k1i,k1,k2i,k2ii,k2iii,k3i,k3ii,k4i,k4,
J3,J4,k7,k8,J7,J8,k9,k10,J9,J10,k11,k12,k12i,k12ii,lp,lm,
kssim,kdsimi,kdsim,k13i,k13ii,k14i,k14,k15i,k16i,k16ii,J15,J16,
k21i,k21,k22,Jtfb,lcp,lcm,kssimhalfway,factor,point,kx,kdx,k12iii,
kdxi,A7, A7i, A7ii,A8,A4,A4i,A4ii,A3,A3i,k14iii,lkp,lkm)
if t >= point
kssim = kssimhalfway;
end
%CycBt
dx_dt(1)=k1i+k1.*x(8)−(k2i + k2ii.*x(4) +k2iii .* x(5)+ k12iii.*
x(7)).*x(1);
%MPF
dx_dt(2)=k1i−(k2i + k2ii.*x(4) +k2iii .* x(5)+ k12iii.*
x(7)).*x(1)−lp.*x(2).*(x(3)−(x(1) −
x(2)))+lm.*(x(1)−x(2))−lkp*k3ii*x(2)*(x(7)−(x(1)−x(2)))
+lkm*(x(1)−x(2));
%SIM
dx_dt(3)=kssim−(kdsimi + kdsim .* x(2)).*x(3);
% CCS52
dx_dt(4) =(−k3i.*x(4)+(A3.*x(5) + A3i).*x(16) − (A4i.*x(11)+A4ii).*x(4) −
k4.*x(2).*x(4)).*factor(1);
%CDc20A
dx_dt(5)=k7.*x(6).*(1−x(5))./ (J7+ 1 − x(5)) − k8 .* x(5) ./ (J8 + x(5));
%IE
dx_dt(6)=k9 .*(1−x(6)).*x(2) ./ (J9 + 1−x(6)) − k10 .* x(6) ./ (J10 +
x(6));
%KRP
dx_dt(7)=(k11 − (k12 + A8.* x(18) + k12i.*x(11) + k12ii .* x(2)
+k4i*x(4)) .* x(7)).*factor(2);
%MYB3R/ TFB
dx_dt(8)=(k21 .* x(2)) .* (1−x(8)) ./ (Jtfb + 1−x(8) ) − k22 .* x(8) ./
(Jtfb + x(8));
%TF
dx_dt(9)=k15i .* (1−x(9)) ./ (J15 + 1 − x(9)) − (k16i + k16ii .* x(11)) .*
x(9) ./ (J16 + x(9));
%SKT
dx_dt(10)=k13i + k13ii .* x(9) − (k14i + k14.* x(2)+k14iii.*x(4)).*x(10);
%SK
dx_dt(11)=(k13i + k13ii .* x(9) − (k14i + k14.* x(2)+k14iii.*x(4)).*x(10)
+ lcm .* (x(10) − x(11)) − lcp .* x(11) .* (x(7) − (x(10) −
x(11))))*factor(3);
%vdcycb − for visualization purposes only
dx_dt(12)= J3 −k7 .* x(6) .* x(12) + k8 .*x(5)−J7*x(12)−J4*x(12);
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%vdcki − for visualization purposes only
dx_dt(13)= −x(13)+(k12+k12i.*x(11)+k12ii.*x(2));
%Vdsim − for visualization purposes only
dx_dt(14)= −x(14)+(kdsimi+kdsim.*x(2));
%csk − for visualization purposes only
dx_dt(15)= −x(15)+(x(10)−x(11));
% CCS52i
dx_dt(16) = A7−(A3.*x(5) + A3i).*x(16) +
(A4i.*x(11)+A4ii).*x(4)+k4.*x(2).*x(4);
% Trim
dx_dt(17) =−x(17)+ x(1)−x(2);
% FBL17
dx_dt(18) =kx.* x(11)−(kdx.*x(4) + kdxi).*x(18);

42
43
44
45
46
47 dx_dt=dx_dt';
48 return
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Figure D.1. Image of the GUI that simulates the new model of the plant cell cycle. Parameter values, SIM synthesis, time of SIM upregulation, and knockout mutants are all
controllable in the GUI. It also has the functionality to overlay plots for visual comparison.
The user can select any component to be plotted in a predetermined color. The GUI is
written in MATLAB.

D.3

Roodbarkleri SIM synthesis and endoreplication table
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Table D.1. Cell cycle length changes when SIM synthesis is changed. In the Roodbarkleri
model endoreplication occurs when kssim is greater than 0.039. After running the model
for 300 seconds, kssim was changed from 0.01 to the value in the rst column. The time
at which 4 CYCB/CDKB maxima (M) and 4 CYCD/CDKA maxima (S) occurred was
tracked. The peaks had to occur within the next 250 seconds. M and S refer to M-phase
and S-phase, respectively. The average time between peaks was calculated over the resulting
3 cycle lengths.

kssim M1

0
0.001
0.005
0.01
0.015
0.02
0.025
0.03
0.0325
0.035
0.0375
0.038

D.4

355.8
357.1
362.7
370.7
380.1
392.5
409.7
363.3
374.9
386.7
404.5
410.8

M2

387.9
389.9
398.7
411.1
425.6
444.2
470.1
437.7
460.8
484.2
519.9
532.4

M3

420
422.8
434.9
451.6
471
495.9
530.6
512.1
546.7

M4

452
455.7
471
492.1
516.5
547.7

S1

377.1
379.1
387.3
397.8
408.1
420.7
438.1
391.7
403.3
415.1
433
439.2

S2

409.2
411.9
423.4
438.2
453.5
472.4
498.5
466.1
489.3
512.6
548.4

S3

441.3
444.8
459.5
478.7
499
524.4

S4

473.3
477.7
495.7
519.2
544.4

540.5
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M-G1-S S-G2-M Cycle
21.3
22
24.65
27.1
27.95
28.3
28.4
28.4
28.45
28.4
28.5
28.4

10.77
10.87
11.47
13.37
17.5
23.43
32.05
46
57.45
69.1
86.9
93.2

32.07
32.87
36.12
40.47
45.45
51.78
60.43
74.4
85.933
97.5
115.4
121.6

Table D.2. Cell cycle length changes when SIM synthesis is changed. In the new model
endoreplication occurs when kssim is greater than 0.011. After running the model for 225
seconds, kssim was changed from 0.01 to the value in the rst column. The time at which 4
CYCB/CDKB maxima (M) and 4 CYCD/CDKA maxima (S) occurred was tracked. The
peaks had to occur within the next 250 time units. M and S refer to M-phase and S-phase,
respectively. The average time between peaks was calculated over the resulting 3 cycle
lengths.

kssim

0
0.001
0.0025
0.005
0.01
0.0105
0.011
0.0114
0.0118
0.01182

M1

244.9
245.2
245.7
296.5
252
252.8
253.8
254.7
255.7
255.8

M2

290.7
291.5
292.9
346.1
310.1
312.5
315.6
318.9
324.6
325.1

M3

336.6
337.8
340.2
395.7
368.5
372.7
377.9
383.8
396.2
398

M4

382.4
384.2
387.5
445.2
426.9
432.8
440.3
448.9
468.5
472.9

S1

277.3
277.6
278.1
328.8
284.3
285.2
286.1
287
288.1
288.1
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S2

323.1
323.9
325.3
378.5
342.5
345.1
348.1
351.4
357.2
357.7

S3

368.9
370.2
372.6
428
400.9
405.1
410.4
416.4
428.8
430.7

S4

414.8
416.5
419.8
477.6
459.4
465.2
472.8
481.4

M-G1-S S-G2-M Cycle
32.38
32.38
32.38
32.35
32.40
32.45
32.45
32.48
32.53
32.53

13.47
13.93
14.87
17.23
25.93
27.53
29.73
32.27
38.40
39.83

45.83
46.32
47.25
49.58
58.33
60.00
62.20
64.77
70.70
71.94

Appendix E. Teaching Materials Used
E.1 Selection of presented teaching material
Introduction to programming in Matlab I

In these materials I introduced students to programming concepts like data types, if,
for, and while statements, and counters.
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Basic Programming
Renee Dale
BIOL 7800

9th November 2017
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Introduction

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

Practice:
helloworld_1.m
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

v = 'hello';
w = 'world';
z='c';
a=2;b=3;
%t = linspace(0,10,10);
fprintf('%s\n',v,w)
sprintf('%f\n',a,b)

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

Array
Arrays are used to keep a set of values
together.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

%% Defining variables of the same type:
time1=0; time2=1; time3=6; ...
%% Define as an array of elements:
time = [0 1 5 10 15 20];
time = [0, 1, 5, 10, 15, 20];
%% Character arrays:
genes = ['YAL054C' 'YAL060W' 'YAL038W' 'YAL039C' 'YAL012W' 'YAL044C'];
%% String array
genes = {'YAL054C' 'YAL060W' 'YAL038W' 'YAL039C' 'YAL012W' 'YAL044C'};

Practice:
Make an array with semicolons.
What are their sizes?

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

Matrix

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

time1=0; time2=1; time3=6;
time=[time1,time2,time3];
%% Concatenate
Mh = horzcat(time,time);
Mv = vertcat(time,time);
%% Transpose
time = time';
%% Matrix multiplication
time2 = time*time;
time2=time.*time;

Practice:
Make an array where each time point has
an expression level.
Concatenate the arrays vertically.
Concatenate the arrays horizontally.

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

%% Empty matrix:
A =zeros(m,n);
B = char(m,n);
%% if statement:
if A(i,j) == 0
N(i,j) = A(i-1,j-1);
end

Practice:
Make a numeric array.
Make an array of strings.
Write an if statement

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

%% for statement:
for i=1:n
N(i) = A(i);
end
%% nested for:
for i=1:n
for j=1:m
N(i,j) = A(i,j);
end
end

Practice:
Write a for statement

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

%while:
A=ones(10,1);
N='5';
i=1;k=1;
while size(N') < 6
if A(i) == 1
N(k) = 'T';
k=k+1;
end
i=i+1;
end

Practice:
Write a while statement

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

Plotting

1

plot(x,y,'ko','Linewidth',2);

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

Import

Import data from data files using the line:
1

mydata=xlsread('myfile','Sheet1','B1:M21');

Practice
Download the example file exdata.xlsx
Import the file.
Plot a vector of data using your own
code. How many ways are there to do this?

(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Variables

Matrices

Counters

Plotting

Export
Export using:
1
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

filename = 'eigen_result_51.xlsx';
xlswrite(filename,equilib,1);

str=sprintf('%s_%d','filename',q); % print protein name on title
title(str);
xt='.jpg';
str=strcat(str,xt);
%str=sprintf('%d.jpg',m); % export image
saveas(gcf,str);
clf

Practice
Export a matrix to an excel file.
Export a graph of the matrix.
(Basic Programming)

Biol 7800
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Introduction to programming in Matlab II

Basic introduction to writing functions for solving and simulating dierential equation
models in Matlab, as well as dierent ODE solvers and their uses.
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Basic Programming 2
Renee Dale
BIOL 7800

20th November 2017

184

Introduction

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

Functions
Inline function:
y = β0 + β1 ∗ xi
where βi are parameters
Open squarewave.m
1
2
3
4

t=0:.01:20;
f=.075;
w=20;
sq=1*0.5*(square(w*pi*f*t)+1);

Practice:
What are size, structure of inputs?
What is size, structure of output?
Plot the output
(Basic Programming 2)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

Block functions can be defined as a separate
file. The name of the function should be the
same as the file name.
1
2
3
4

tspan=[0:.001:6000];
Xo=init_cond;
options=odeset('RelTol',1e-6);
[t,x]=ode15s(@odefn,tspan,Xo,options,t,variables);

Structure of a function call:
Output = Function Call ( Inputs)

(Basic Programming 2)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

Pointers

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

function main
kr1=0.497;
...
a=0.56;b=9;kdfc=10;ks=1;
k1e=.1;k2e=.1;kin=.5;kdr=0.00061;
options = odeset('RelTol',1e-6);
tspan=0:0.1:10;Xo=[1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0];
[t,x]=ode15s(@circ,tspan,Xo,options,k1e,kr2,...,k32,k5)
return

Practice:
Identify function call
Where are the variables?
called?

(Basic Programming 2)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

Pointers

1
2
3
4
5
6

function[dx_dt]=circ(t,x,k1e,kr2,...,k32,k5)
dx_dt(1)=x(2).*k1e-x(1).*(2.*kr2+kin+2.*k2e)-kdr.*x(1).*(1+kdfr/(1+a.*kdfr(x...
(1)+x(2))+b));
...
dx_dt(9)=x(8).*k2e-x(9).*(k5+kdr+2.*k1e);
dx_dt=dx_dt';
return

Practice:
Identify block function pointers

(Basic Programming 2)
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Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

function main
kr1=0.497;
...
a=0.56;b=9;kdfc=10;ks=1;
k1e=.1;k2e=.1;kin=.5;kdr=0.00061;
options = odeset('RelTol',1e-6);
tspan=0:0.1:10;Xo=[1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0];
[t,x]=ode15s(@circ,tspan,Xo,options,k1e,kr2,...,k32,k5)
return
function[dx_dt]=circ(t,x,k1e,kr2,...,k32,k5)
dx_dt(1)=x(2).*k1e-x(1).*(2.*kr2+kin+2.*k2e)-kdr.*x(1).*(1+kdfr/(1+a.*kdfr(x...
(1)+x(2))+b));
...
dx_dt(9)=x(8).*k2e-x(9).*(k5+kdr+2.*k1e);
dx_dt=dx_dt';
return

Practice:
Identify block function output structure
Why transpose?

(Basic Programming 2)
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Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

function main
kr1=0.497;
...
a=0.56;b=9;kdfc=10;ks=1;
k1e=.1;k2e=.1;kin=.5;kdr=0.00061;
options = odeset('RelTol',1e-6);
tspan=0:0.1:10;Xo=[1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0];
[t,x]=ode15s(@circ,tspan,Xo,options,k1e,kr2,...,k32,k5)
return
function[dx_dt]=circ(t,x,k1e,kr2,...,k32,k5)
dx_dt(1)=x(2).*k1e-x(1).*(2.*kr2+kin+2.*k2e)-kdr.*x(1).*(1+kdfr/(1+a.*kdfr(x...
(1)+x(2))+b));
...
dx_dt(9)=x(8).*k2e-x(9).*(k5+kdr+2.*k1e);
dx_dt=dx_dt';
return

Practice:
Define a block function and a main
function
Save block function as a separate file
Call the function in your function main
(Basic Programming 2)

Biol 7800
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Introduction

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

The working directory is where Matlab looks
for files.
Practice:
Find the working directory.
Move your function file to the desktop.
Try to call the function.

(Basic Programming 2)
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Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

Calling Functions

You can change the working directory by
altering your path.
Practice:
Add the desktop to Matlab’s path.
Change your w.d.

to the desktop.

Call the function.

(Basic Programming 2)
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Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

Toolboxes

Matlab toolboxes are pre-packaged sets of
functions.
These functions can be called using inline
functions.
Practice:
Download the matlab toolbox errorbars.
Unpack to your working directory.
Call the function.

(Basic Programming 2)
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1
2
3
4

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

dx_dt(1)=x(2).*k1e-x(1).*(2.*kr2+kin+2.*k2e)-kdr.*x(1).*(1+kdfr/(1+a.*kdfr(x...
(1)+x(2))+b));
...
dx_dt(9)=x(8).*k2e-x(9).*(k5+kdr+2.*k1e);
dx_dt=dx_dt';

Components:
Each variable is an element of vector X
Matrix multiplication
Output is a vector of X at time T

(Basic Programming 2)
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2
3
4

Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

dx_dt(1)=x(2).*k1e-x(1).*(2.*kr2+kin+2.*k2e)-kdr.*x(1).*(1+kdfr/(1+a.*kdfr(x...
(1)+x(2))+b));
...
dx_dt(9)=x(8).*k2e-x(9).*(k5+kdr+2.*k1e);
dx_dt=dx_dt';

Could you
Make a switch?
Do an algebraic operation?
Remove an equation from the results?

(Basic Programming 2)
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Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

A = −kon ∗ A ∗ B + koff ∗ AB

B = −kon ∗ A ∗ B + koff ∗ AB
AB = kon ∗ A ∗ B − koff ∗ AB

Practice:
Define function main, ODE function
Define parameters for the equations
Define initial conditions
Code the equations
Plot the result.

(Basic Programming 2)
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Functions

Working directory

Programming Equations

Matlab ODE Solvers

A = −kon ∗ A ∗ B + koff ∗ AB

B = −kon ∗ A ∗ B + koff ∗ AB
AB = kon ∗ A ∗ B − koff ∗ AB

Practice:
Define a set of 5 kon , koff
Write a loop to solve the ODEs for the 5
parameter sets
Plot the results on top of each other
How does it affect the kinetics?

(Basic Programming 2)
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Introduction to curve tting

Here, concepts involved in tting nonlinear models are introduced, including code examples and functions useful in Matlab.
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Intro to Curvefitting
Renee Dale
BIOL 7800
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1

Least squares

2

Matlab curvefitting functions

3

Global vs.

4

Curvefitting by hand

5

Example

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

Nonlinear curve fit
Most biological models are nonlinear.
Matlab has many curvefitting functions
available: check their descriptions to find
the best one for your system.

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

lsqcurvefit basic structure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

function main
%% load data
data =xlsread('AD_even_96.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:AF6001');
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% Parameters: initial guesses go here
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
a=0.5; e=1e7;
%
tmax=4;tspan=0:.01:tmax;
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% Curve fitting parameters: lower, uppper bounds
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
P=[a,e];
lb=[0,1e5];
ub=[2,2e10];
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% curvefit call
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
options = optimoptions('lsqcurvefit','Algorithm','trust-region-reflective','...
Display','iter');
[P] = lsqcurvefit(@(P,datafit)min(P,datafit),P,tspan,datafit,lb,ub,options)
a=P(1);%assign the fit value
e=P(2);

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

lsqcurvefit basic structure

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

for i=1 % print it to console
P(i)
end
%% plot
options=odeset('RelTol',1e-8);%'Mass',M,
[t,x1]=ode15s(@lucif,tspan,Xo1,options,a];
plot(tspan,x1(:,29)*10000*e,'LineWidth',2);% multpliy light by gain parameter
xlim([0 tmax])
hold on
plot(tspan,data(:,1),'.k','LineWidth',.5);
return
function result = min(P,ydata) %% minimizing function
a=P(1);
e=P(2);
%%
tmax=599.9;tspan=0:.1:tmax;options=odeset('RelTol',1e-8);
[t,x]=ode15s(@lucif,tspan,Xo1,options,a);
result=x(:,29)*e;
return
function [dx_dt] =lucif(t,x,a)
%% eqns
dx_dt=dx_dt';
return

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

fminsearch

If you don’t have the Curve Fitting toolbox
you can write your own simple fitting
function.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

y = @(b,x) b(1).*exp(-b(2).*x);
% Objective function
p = [3; 5]*1E-1;
% Create data
x = linspace(1, 10);
yx = y(p,x) + 0.1*(rand(size(x))-0.5);
OLS = @(b) sum((y(b,x) - yx).^2);
% Ordinary Least Squares cost ...
function
opts = optimset('MaxFunEvals',50000, 'MaxIter',10000);
B = fminsearch(OLS, rand(2,1), opts)
% Use fminsearch to minimise the ...
OLS function

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

Global and local minima
In a complex n dimensional problem (n = number
of parameters + time) it is very likely there
will be many local minima.

It is impossible to get a good fit for a
complex problem by simply running the fitting
functions on some starting guesses.
(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

Global and local minima

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

Global fitting is a solution- basic
structure
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

function main
%% load data
data =xlsread('AD_even_96.xlsx','Sheet1','A2:AF6001');
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% Parameters: initial guesses go here
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
a=0.5; e=1e7;
%
tmax=4;tspan=0:.01:tmax;
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% Curve fitting parameters: lower, uppper bounds
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
P=[a,e];
lb=[0,1e5];
ub=[2,2e10];
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
%% curvefit call
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
ms = MultiStart;
problem = createOptimProblem('lsqcurvefit','x0',P,'objective', @(P,datafit)...
min(P,datafit),'lb',lb,'ub',ub,'xdata',tspan,'ydata',datafit,'nonlcon',...
constraint,'options',opts);
[xms,¬,¬,¬,solsms]=run(ms,problem,1);
P=xms

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

Multistart basic structure
1 a=P(1);%assign the fit value
2 e=P(2);
3 for i=1 % print it to console
4
P(i)
5 end
6 %% plot
7 options=odeset('RelTol',1e-8);%'Mass',M,
8 [t,x1]=ode15s(@lucif,tspan,Xo1,options,a];
9 plot(tspan,x1(:,29)*10000*e,'LineWidth',2);% multpliy light by gain parameter
10 xlim([0 tmax])
11 hold on
12 plot(tspan,data(:,1),'.k','LineWidth',.5);
13 return
14 function result = min(P,ydata) %% minimizing function
15 a=P(1);
16 e=P(2);
17 %%
18 tmax=599.9;tspan=0:.1:tmax;options=odeset('RelTol',1e-8);
19 [t,x]=ode15s(@lucif,tspan,Xo1,options,a);
20 result=x(:,29)*e;
21 return
22 function [dx_dt] =lucif(t,x,a)
23 %% eqns
24 dx_dt=dx_dt';
25 return
26 function[c,ceq]=constraint(P)
27 ceq=[];
28 c=[];
29 return
(Basic Programming)
Biol 7800
20th November 2017
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Curvefitting by hand

Start by "curvefitting" by hand

Some problems that exist in curve fitting:
1

Local minima

2

Unrealistic values

3

Bad start points

4

Bad range specification

5

Poor scaling

6

Typos or misassignment

(Basic Programming)
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Curvefitting by hand

Start by "curvefitting" by hand
Try to understand how the parameters affect
the model’s kinetics by ’curve fitting’ by
hand. Use this method to :
1

Understand effect of parameters

2

Identify sensitive parameters (small change
in parameter = large change in model)

3

Debug your code

4

Identify any missing components

5

Identify any excess components (excessively
*insensitive* parameter)

(Basic Programming)
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Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
1. The diagram below shows how a series of components in a signaling pathway
normally interact.

The pathway is initiated by the presence of Signal A at the cell surface. Pointed arrows
(→) indicate that one component activates another component that is otherwise
inactive, and blunt arrows (―|) indicate that one component inhibits another component
that is otherwise active. Assuming Signal A is present, this pathway will promote Gene
E expression when:
a)
b)
c)
d)

there are no mutations in any genes encoding pathway components.
Receptor Protein A is non-functional.
Protein B is non-functional.
Receptor Protein A and Protein B are both non-functional.

Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
2. Two populations of cells are separated by a fluid-filled cavity, as shown below. The
white cells secrete signaling ligands that bind to receptors on the surfaces of the gray
cells.

A signaling ligand can travel across this 1 mm distance to a receptor by the following
processes:
a) the receptor senses the ligand and draws the ligand across this space.
b) charged regions on the ligand and receptor attract each other across this
distance.
c) a motor protein actively transports the ligand across this space.
d) the ligand moves across this distance sometimes towards and sometimes away
from the receptor.
3. From Bretz, S.L.; Linenberger, K.J. “Development of the Enzyme-Substrate

Interactions Concept Inventory,” Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education, 2012,
40(4), 229-233, DOI: 10.1002/bmb.20622 – This question is available by contacting the
authors
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Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
4. Tau is a microtubule-associated protein that plays a key role in the development of
certain brain disorders. To analyze normal Tau expression, mouse brain extracts are
made at different developmental stages, separated on an SDS-PAGE gel, and analyzed
by Western blot with antibodies recognizing only mouse Tau protein, as shown below.
The two different size protein products observed at different developmental stages
could result from:
a)
b)
c)
d)

transcription of Tau DNA in different directions.
different RNA-binding proteins present at different stages.
translation of Tau mRNAs of different sizes.
different chemical modifications of Tau protein.

Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
5. During the process of normal development, a frog cell undergoes mitosis to produce
two non-dividing daughter cells. After migrating to separate locations within the embryo,
each cell independently encounters the same signaling molecule, but one cell
responds while the other cell does not respond. The two cells could have responded
differently because:
a) they have different DNA content as a result of recombination between sister
chromatids.
b) the dividing cell that gave rise to them had an uneven distribution of mRNAs.
c) the dividing cell that gave rise to them had an uneven distribution of proteins.
d) they were exposed to different signaling molecules during migration.

Klymkowsky et al. (2010). ArXiv
6. How does a molecule bind to its correct partner and avoid “incorrect” interactions?
a)
b)
c)
d)

The two molecules send signals to each other.
The molecules have sensors that check for "incorrect" bindings.
Correct binding results in lower energy than incorrect binding.
Correctly bound molecules fit perfectly, like puzzle pieces.

Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
7. An energy diagram is shown below for a simple uncatalyzed biochemical reaction,
showing the changes in free energy of the molecular components as the reaction
proceeds from reactants through the transition state to products. When the reactants
are mixed at room temperature, no product formation is detected. If the solution is
heated, the reaction proceeds slowly to equilibrium. If an enzyme is added to the
solution at room temperature, the reaction proceeds rapidly to equilibrium. These
different reactions can be characterized as follows:
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a) at room temperature, the uncatalyzed reaction proceeds at an extremely slow rate.
b) when the solution is heated, the free energy of some reactant molecules reaches the
level of the transition state.
c) binding to the enzyme raises the free energy of the reactant molecules to the level of
the transition state.
d) when the enzyme-catalyzed reaction reaches equilibrium, the forward reaction rate
exceeds the reverse reaction rate.
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Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
8. Consider the following chemical reaction:
A+B↔C
In the diagram below, the dashed line represents the energetics of this reaction
WITHOUT an enzyme. Which of the solid lines (a, b, c) in the diagram best represents
the way the curve would look in the presence of an enzyme catalyst that increases the
reaction rate?

Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
9. If the intracellular reaction A + B ↔ C proceeds in the presence of a specific enzyme
and no other components, you can conclude that:
a) the reaction would not proceed in the absence of the enzyme.
b) the reaction would proceed in the absence of the enzyme but at a slower rate.
c) the reverse reaction A + B ↔ C would not proceed in the presence of the enzyme.
d) the reaction in the presence of the enzyme will not proceed any faster if the
temperature is raised a few degrees.

Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
10. If the chemical reaction below is at equilibrium, which of the following statements is
FALSE?
A+B↔C
a) The concentration of reactants and products will remain the same over time.
b) During a 1-minute interval, many molecules of A and B may be converted to C, while
about the same number of A and B molecules are produced by the breakdown of C.
c) The rates of both the forward and reverse reactions are zero.
d) The free energy available from the reaction is zero.
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Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
11. The reaction catalyzed by the enzyme hexokinase (Reaction 3 below) can be
thought of as the sum of Reactions 1 and 2. Reaction 1 is the breakdown of ATP to
ADP, which releases energy. Reaction 2, in which glucose is phosphorylated, requires
energy.

When Reactions 1 and 2 are coupled in the enzyme active site, Reaction 3 will occur
spontaneously because:
a) the energy required to form glucose-6-P in Reaction 2 is less than the energy
released by ATP breakdown in Reaction 1.
b) the energy required to form glucose-6-P in Reaction 2 is greater than the energy
released by ATP breakdown in Reaction 1.
c) both Reactions 1 and 2 can occur spontaneously.
d) neither Reaction 1 or 2 can occur spontaneously alone, but both can occur
spontaneously when coupled in the active site of the enzyme.

Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
12. Which of the following must be the same before and after a chemical reaction?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The sum of the masses of all substances involved.
The number of molecules of all substances involved.
The number of atoms of each type involved.
Both (a) and (c) must be the same.
(e) Each of the answers (a), (b), and (c) must be the same.

Klymkowsky et al. (2010). ArXiv
13. Imagine an ADP molecule inside a bacterial cell. Which best describes how it would
manage to "find" an ATP synthase so that it could become an ATP molecule?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

It would follow the hydrogen ion flow.
The ATP synthase would grab it.
Its electronegativity would attract it to the ATP synthase.
It would be actively pumped to the right area.
Random movements would bring it to the ATP synthase.
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Klymkowsky et al. (2010). ArXiv
14. Once two molecules bind to one another, how could they come back apart again?
a)
b)
c)
d)

A chemical reaction must change the structure of one of the molecules.
Collisions with other molecules could knock them apart.
The complex will need to be degraded.
They would have to bind to yet another molecule.

Klymkowsky et al. (2010). ArXiv
15. Lipids can form structures like micelles and bilayers because of ...
a)
b)
c)
d)

their inability to bond with water molecules.
their inability to interact with other molecules.
their ability to bind specifically to other lipid molecules.
the ability of parts of lipid molecules to interact strongly with water.

Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
16. Which of the following substances will be least likely to diffuse through a pure
phosopholipid bilayer membrane that contains no proteins?

a) Na+

b)

c)

d)

Fisher et al. (2011) Cell Biology Education
17. During the process of diffusion, particles will generally move from
a) high to low concentration
b) low to high concentration
The reason for my answer is because
a) crowded particles want to move to an area with more room.
b) the random motion of particles suspended in a fluid results in their uniform
distribution.
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c) the particles tend to keep moving until they are uniformly distributed and then
they stop
d) moving.
e) there is a greater chance of the particles repelling each other.
Energy Concept Inventory Version 05.04.26
18. Which of the following statements describe(s) the difference between a strong
chemical bond and a weak chemical bond between two atoms?
i. The strong chemical bond stores more energy than the weak chemical bond.
ii. More energy is needed to separate strongly bonded atoms than weakly
bonded atoms.
iii. More energy is released to the environment when two atoms become strongly
bonded
than when two atoms become weakly bonded.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

i only
ii only
iii only
ii and iii only
i, ii, and iii

Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
19. The NeuN gene is normally transcribed in neurons, but not in liver cells. This
difference could be because:
a) the sequence of DNA bases within the NeuN promoter is different in neurons and
liver cells.
b) DNA bases within the NeuN promoter are chemically modified in liver cells, but
not in neurons.
c) a transcription factor that activates NeuN expression in neurons is absent in liver
cells.
d) a protein present in both cell types activates NeuN transcription in neurons, but
not in liver cells.
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Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
20. Tamoxifen is a drug used to treat cancers characterized by high levels of estrogen
receptor. Tamoxifen works by binding to the estrogen receptor, blocking estrogen
receptor signaling, and preventing estrogen-induced cell proliferation. Some people with
these cancers respond well to tamoxifen, while others receive little benefit from
tamoxifen treatment.
To investigate this problem, a genomic study is conducted with cancer patients
undergoing tamoxifen treatment. DNA samples taken from non-tumor cells are
sequenced at different sites spread across the genome where there are known singlenucleotide polymorphisms, called SNPs, in the population. The resulting data show that
a statistically significant number of responding patients differ from non-responding
patients at one particular nucleotide site. This nucleotide difference could be located:
a) within the estrogen receptor gene in a region that influences its expression or
activity.
b) in a region genetically linked to the estrogen receptor gene, but not influencing its
expression or activity.
c) in the coding sequence of an enzyme responsible for tamoxifen metabolism.
d) in the coding sequence of a signaling protein that functions downstream of the
estrogen receptor.
Shi et al. (2010) CBE-Life Sciences Education
21. Many infectious diseases are becoming difficult to treat because of bacterial
resistance to antibiotics. Populations of bacteria can become resistant when they are
exposed to an antibiotic. What is the best general explanation for how this occurs?
a) The antibiotic induces specific mutations in some of the bacteria that make them
antibiotic-resistant.
b) The antibiotic activates bacterial genes encoding enzymes that can destroy the
antibiotic.
c) The antibiotic increases the bacterial mutation rate, so that resistant mutant
bacteria are more likely to arise.
d) Antibiotic-resistant mutant bacteria already present in the population survive and
reproduce in the presence of the antibiotic.
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Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
22. The Jak1 gene encodes a transcription factor that binds to the promoter region of
another gene. The Jak1 gene diagramed below has only one promoter and is located in
a region of the genome containing no other genes.

You discover a mutation in the Jak1 gene that results in a protein with altered binding
affinity. This mutation could be located:
a)
b)
c)
d)

A, in the promoter region.
B, within the first exon.
C, at a splice site.
D, downstream of the last exon.

Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
23. Bid1 and Ral4 are transcription factors that bind to the same DNA sequence. To
investigate this binding, you purify Bid1 and Ral4, make separate solutions of these
proteins at increasing concentrations, and add the same small amount of the DNA
sequence to each solution. After allowing the solutions to equilibrate, you measure and
plot the percent of the total DNA bound at each different protein concentration, as
shown below.

Based on these results, you can conclude that:
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a) Bid1 binds with higher affinity to the DNA sequence than Ral4.
b) Ral4 binds with higher affinity to the DNA sequence at 12 μM concentration than
it does at 2 μM concentration.
c) if the two proteins were present together at 2 μM each, the percent DNA bound
by each protein would be equal.
d) individual Bid1 and Ral4 proteins are unable to dissociate once they bind to DNA.
Couch et al. (2015). CBE—Life Sciences Education
24. Originally a marine species, stickleback fish now live in both marine and freshwater
environments. Marine sticklebacks have pelvic spines that protect them from marine
predators. Freshwater sticklebacks do not have pelvic spines, which reduces their
likelihood of being caught by freshwater predators that can grasp onto these spines.
The lack of spines in freshwater sticklebacks results from a heritable mutation that
disrupts the function of the Pitx1 gene. This mutation could have first occurred:
a)
b)
c)
d)

in freshwater sticklebacks to intentionally avoid predation.
in a skin cell that is part of the pelvic spine.
prior to the establishment of a freshwater population.
independently of the environmental change.
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Specic Quizzes
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Answer the questions in the spaces provided. If you run out of room for an answer,
continue on the back of the page.

—–

1

Specific Quiz 1: Luciferase

1. The figure shows typical firefly luciferase luminesence kinetics. What parameter controls the right hand
side of the peak?
A. oxidation rate
B. adenylation rate
C. substrate exhaustion
D. substrate affinity
E. product affinity
F. enzymatic degradation
2. Which of the following would affect the shape of the kinetics?
A. substrate affinity
B. adenylation rate
C. catalysis rate
D. product affinity
E. dark reaction frequency
F. enzymatic degradation
3. If I wanted to get more light from my reaction, what single parameter would I modify?
A. substrate affinity
B. adenylation rate
C. catalysis rate
D. product affinity
E. dark reaction frequency
F. enzymatic degradation

2

Specific Quiz 2: G-protein signaling pathway

1. What causes the decay in the amount of RL and Ga?
A. ligand binding parameters (kon, koff)
B. G protein activation rate after receptor binds ligand
C. G protein deactivation rate
D. Rate of deactivated G protein and free beta-gamma association, reforming g protein
E. none of the above
2. The active Ga and RL show very similar dose response curves. In order to understand this system, do
we need both in our model?
A. we can understand Ga response with RL only
B. we can understand RL resopnse with Ga only
C. we need both because the response is not identical
D. it depends on the parameters of the current model
E. it depends on the reactions in the model
3. choose the best reason for why you picked:
A. because of the current model
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B. because of the system
C. because of the model parameters
4. This figure shows that, in response to ligand concentration, there will be more RL than Ga. Is the
reverse possible without changing initial amount of R or G?
A. No, RL will always have a higher concentration
B. Yes, it depends on kRL and kRLm parameters
C. Yes, it depends on kGa
D. Yes, it depends on KGd0
E. No, RL will be equal to or greater than Ga
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E.4

Condence and Opinion signicant changes

Student response at the beginning and end of the semester was statistically signicant
for 11 out of 15 condence and opinion questions shown below. The questions marked with
* indicate statistical signicance at the p <0.05 level and ** indicates p <0.001 level, when
using a dependent-samples t-test with 5 degrees of freedom and 6 complete respondents.
Techniques
1. *I am condent in my ability to write computer code.

Tech

2. *I am condent in my ability to write dierential equations to describe a process.
3. *I am condent in my ability to design biological experiments.

Domain

4. **I am condent in my ability to construct conceptual models.

Synth

5. *I am condent in my ability to draw a diagram describing a system.
6. *I am condent in my ability to write a mathematical model.

Tech

Synth

Tech

Experimental Design
1. When designing an experiment I think about a conceptual model.

Synth

2. *When designing an experiment I think about a diagram of the system.

Synth

3. *When designing an experiment I think about a mathematical model of the system.

Tech

Knowledge
1. Knowledge of mathematics is important as a researcher in Biology.
2. Knowledge of systems is important as a researcher in Biology.

Tech

Synth

3. Knowledge of experimental techniques is important as a researcher in Biology.

Domain

Condence
1. *I am condent in my ability to design an interdisciplinary research project.
2. *I am condent in my ability to collaborate with someone outside my eld.

General
General

3. *I am condent in my ability to communicate with someone outside my eld.
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